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論文摘要內容：

近年來聘用以英文為母語的人士來台擔任英語教學工作已蔚為風尚。高雄市於

民國九十七年開始實施英語協同教學計畫，這計畫每年聘請十二位美國的大學畢業生

來高雄進行英語教學及文化交流的工作，這些來自美國的年輕外籍教師(簡稱：外師)

主要是與本國籍的英文老師(簡稱：中師)一起擔任協同教學的工作。這研究的主要目

的是從教師、學生及計畫本身三個面向來探究高雄市英語協同教學計畫。研究的問題

包括：教師間協同的情形、互動情形、教師對計畫的看法、學生在協同教學課堂上的

學習態度及計畫本身的優缺點。

四十一位協同教學教師(包括十二位外師和二十九位中師)、三位前任協同教學

教師(包括二位外師和一位中師)以及九百零八位來自十所小學的六年級學生參與了

這個研究。研究方法質、量並重，量的研究為分析老師及學生所填的問卷，質的研究

為訪問現任及前任協同教學教師並分析他們所寫的週報表及月報表。

主要研究結果如下：

一、中師的責任比外師重。中師除了與外師一起進行教學和評量工作外，中師也要負

責班級經營、處理學生常規問題及批改學生作業。協同教學教師最常用的教學模

式為團隊教學(team teaching)及輔助教學(supportive teaching)。另外在課堂上，外

師最常負責的教學工作是教導發音和字彙，中師則是擔任課堂翻譯或教導句型。
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二、協同教學教師在課堂上及課外都有很好的互動。大多數協同教學教師都認為個性

會是影響彼此互動最主要的因素，只有少數教師認為語言能力、文化或性別差異

會成為影響彼此互動的障礙。

三、協同教學教師都認為參與這個計畫能獲得一些助益。外師獲得的助益有文化知

識、團隊合作技巧、溝通技巧及教學技巧；中師獲得的助益則有文化知識、語言

知識及英語口說能力。除此之外，教師們也認為這計畫對增進學生的文化知識、

國際視野、英語學習興趣及英文聽力上有很大的幫助。

四、統計結果顯示學生對於有協同教學的英語課持有相當正面的態度。大多數學生都

認為他們更能瞭解外國文化而且覺得有協同教學的英語課比較活潑有趣；他們喜

歡有外師的英語課更勝於沒有外師的英語課，而且學生們也希望以後每堂英文課

都能由中師和外師ㄧ起上課。

五、這計畫的主要優點在於教師們(特別是外師)對學校和社區所做的貢獻，外師常會

幫學生、學校同仁及社區家長上課(例如：補救教學班、成人英語班、外來移民

英語班，……等)，他們也會從事很多的活動(例如：利用午餐時間和學生或學校

同仁練習英文、每週進行英語晨光活動、到公立圖書館說故事給小朋友聽，……

等)，除此之外，外師也會進行文化交流活動，比如：介紹外國文化讓小朋友了

解或協助培養中美兩地人民的友誼等。然而外師負擔過重的英語村教學工作、外

師教學經驗不足、暑期研修及週三研習進修不符實際需求等，卻是這計畫美中不

足需要改進的地方。

最後，個人根據研究結果提出一些建議供教師、學校及教育局參考。

關鍵字：協同教學教師、英語協同教學
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ABSTRACT

Employing foreign native speakers as English teachers has been very popular in

recent years. In 2008, Kaohsiung City launched an English co-teaching program, which

annually recruits 12 young American college graduates to promote English language

instruction and cultural exchange. These young Americans serve as English teaching

assistants (ETAs), whose main duty is to co-teach with local English teachers (LETs).

This study aims to describe the co-teaching program from three dimensions: co-teachers,

students, and the program. Investigated in this study are co-teachers’teaching

collaboration, co-teachers’interactions, co-teachers’opinions toward the program,

students’attitudes toward learning in the co-teaching English classroom, and the merits

and demerits of the program.

Forty-one co-teachers (12 ETAs and 29 LETs), three former co-teachers (two ETAs

and one LET), and 908 six-graders from 10 elementary schools participated in this study.

Both quantitative and qualitative methods were used. The former included questionnaires

designed for co-teachers and students. The latter was done by interviews with current and

former co-teachers and document analysis of their weekly and monthly reports.

The major findings of this study are summarized as follows:

1. LETs shouldered more responsibilities than ETAs. Besides teaching and assessing

students alongside ETAs, LETs were also responsible for the classroom management,

disciplining misbehaving students, and correcting students’workbooks. The models

that co-teachers often used in class were team teaching and supportive teaching.

When the distribution of the main English teaching responsibilities was concerned,

most ETAs were found to teach phonics and vocabulary. Most LETs, in contrast, did

the translation work or taught the sentence patterns.

2. Co-teachers had good interaction with each other inside and outside the classroom. A

majority of teachers agreed that personality was the most important factor that

influenced their interaction with their partner. Only a few co-teachers regarded
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language ability, cultural or gender difference as barriers impeding their interaction.

3. Co-teachers pointed out that they benefited from the program. Benefits for ETAs

included cultural knowledge, teamwork skills, communication skills, and teaching

skills, while benefits for LETs lied in cultural knowledge, linguistic knowledge and

language-speaking ability. Co-teachers also agreed that students benefited from the

program in cultural knowledge, international understanding, interest in learning

English, and listening comprehension.

4. Statistical results revealed that students had a positive attitude toward learning in the

co-teaching English class. A majority of students agreed that they had a better

understanding of foreign cultures and that the co-teaching English class was interesting

and engaging. They indicated that they liked the co-teaching English class more than

the non-co-teaching English class and hoped that every English class in the future

could be taught by a local teacher and a foreign teacher together.

5. The merits of the program included co-teachers’(mostly ETAs’) contributions to their

schools and communities. ETAs were found to help students, school staff and

community adults learn English by teaching a variety of classes (e.g., the Remedial

English Class, the Adult English Class, the Immigrant English Class, etc.) or doing a

variety of activities (e.g., having weekly English lunch with students and staff, teaching

the weekly English in the morning assembly, telling stories to children in public

libraries, etc.). ETAs’contributions were also found in cultural exchange, as they

often introduced foreign cultures to students and helped cultivate friendships between

Americans and Taiwanese people. The areas for improvement in the program

included ETAs’extra teaching load in the English Village (EV), ETAs’lack of teaching

experience, and the impractical summer orientation and workshops.

Based on the major findings, I offered some suggestions for teachers, schools, and

the Bureau of Education.

Keywords: co-teachers, English co-teaching
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

Background of the Study

English is not only a tool of communication for international politics, broadcast

media, travel and tourism, and all fields of international education, but also the lingua

franca for communication and interconnection among all mankind. In the era of

globalization, the use of English has become necessary for those who wish to participate in

globalization and take advantage of what globalization offers in terms of culture, job, travel,

and technical knowledge and practice.

In order to strengthen the global competitiveness, many Asian countries have

adopted measures to improve their people’s English proficiency (Nunan, 2003).

Singapore, for example, adopted English as one of its official languages decades ago, and

for many years has been conducting campaigns to promote the education of the standard

English. In Japan, the government launched the Japan Exchange and Teaching (JET)

Program and made changes in the high school English curriculum (Riley, 2008). In

Korea, the government, having felt gradually mounting pressure to raise national English

proficiency in recent years, has taken all kinds of measures, including starting English

classes in the third grade of elementary school, setting up English Villages, and training

and importing large numbers of English teachers, to improve English education (Sook and

Norton, 2002). In China, English has, since 2001, been introduced as a compulsory
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subject in elementary schools and used as the main teaching language in technical courses,

such as biotechnology and information technology in colleges and universities. One

country which has taken the more forceful steps to improve English education is Malaysia,

where English is introduced to students at the age of seven and is the medium of

instruction in science and technical subjects at schools of all levels (Nunan, 2003).

Like its Asian counterparts, Taiwan has made great efforts in promoting English

education. Aware that English proficiency is both an essential prerequisite for

globalization and a key competency required for Taiwan to strengthen its global

competitiveness, our central government in 2001 formally instituted English classes for

fifth- and sixth-graders in local elementary schools so as to foster our schoolchildren’s

future international competitiveness. And in 2005, the compulsory English education was

lowered from grade five to grade three by the central government. However, some local

governments (e.g., Taipei and Taipei county), based on the belief that language should be

taught at a younger age, had moved the start of English learning from grade three to grade

one. Besides, to narrow the urban-rural gap, and to reduce the disparities in English

levels resulting from differences in socio-economic status, some local governments (e.g.,

Kaohsiung City and Yilan County) have in recent years been bustling to set up English

learning environment facilities (mostly named as English Villages) in elementary and

junior high schools (MOE Website, 2010a). These efforts demonstrate the importance

and urgency that local governments are attaching to English education.
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Although English has been taught in Taiwan for many decades and great efforts to

improve English education have been made in recent years, the 2005-2006 internet-based

TOFEL (TOEFL iBT) test score statistics show that Taiwan lags behind much of Asia in

English proficiency. As Table 1 demonstrates, Taiwan ranked 22nd among 28 countries

in the Asian region, ahead of only three countries: North Korea, Mongolia, and Japan.

Among Asia’s Four Little Dragons, Singapore ranked top in all of Asia, Hong Kong ranked

8th, and South Korea ranked 20th, all better than Taiwan. TOEFL iBT, first introduced in

the United States in 2005, was developed to assess non-native speakers’ability to

communicate in English in an academic setting by combining all four language skills

(listening, speaking, reading, and writing). Different from the old version of paper-based

TOEFL test (TOEFL PBT) and computer-based TOEFL test (TOEFL CBT), TOEFL iBT

adds in the speaking section, which emphasizes students’integrated skills to communicate

in English. The 2005-2006 statistics report was significant in that it was the first time

speaking ability was assessed in the TOEFL. Before that, Test of Spoken English (TSE)

was optional. Of the maximum score 30, Taiwanese testees achieved the average score

17 in the speaking section, only better than the 15 for Japanese testees (see Table 1). As

far as listening skill was concerned, Taiwanese testees were again no better than most of

their Asian counterparts. The average score of 18 by Taiwanese in the listening section

was only higher than that of 17 by Japanese and Vietnamese. When all four language

skills were examined, Taiwan was inferior to most of the Asian countries. It indicates

Taiwanese students’low English proficiency, especially in listening and speaking. This
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evidence corroborates the criticism made by the China Post (Nov. 22nd, 2001): “…the

graduates of college, despite having studied English for years and years, cannot speak the

language without tremendous difficulty.”

Table 1

A Comparison of TOEFL iBT Total and Section Score Means across Asian Countries

Rank Country Reading Listening Speaking Writing Total score
1 Singapore 25 25 24 26 100
2 India 22 23 23 23 91
3 Malaysia 22 23 20 24 89
4 Philippines 20 22 22 21 85
5 Pakistan 19 21 22 21 83
5 Sri Lanka 19 22 21 21 83
7 Kyrgyzstan 19 22 21 21 82
8 Uzbekistan 18 21 21 20 80
8 Kazakhstan 18 21 20 20 80
8 Bangladesh 18 20 21 21 80
8 Hong Kong 18 21 19 22 80
8 Indonesia 19 21 19 21 80
13 Azerbaijan 18 20 20 20 78
14 Tajikistan 15 21 21 20 77
15 Nepal 16 19 20 20 76
15 China 20 19 18 20 76
17 Turkmenistan 16 20 20 19 74
18 Afghanistan 14 19 21 19 73
18 Myanmar 17 19 18 19 73
20 Thailand 17 19 17 18 72
20 South Korea 17 19 17 19 72
22 Vietnam 17 17 17 19 71
22 Cambodia 16 18 18 19 71
22 Macau 16 18 17 20 71
22 Taiwan 16 18 17 19 70
26 North Korea 16 18 17 18 69
27 Mongolia 14 18 17 17 66
28 Japan 15 17 15 17 65

Source: http://www.ets.org/Media/Research/pdf/TOEFL-SUM-0506-iBT.pdf.
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People would expect that with such enthusiasm for learning English and a great

amount of time and money spent on it, Taiwanese should be able to learn English well.

However, the TOEFL test score shows just the opposite. Some researchers (e.g., Su, 2004;

Liu, 2010) attributed Taiwanese students’poor English proficiency to personal factors such

as a lack of motivation, but many scholars (Liang, 1996; Shih, 1993; Tsai, 1998; Tseng,

1993; W. Wu, 2006; X. Wu, 2006; Yu, 2006) and the media (The China Post, Feb. 27th,

2006) suggested that the outdated methodologies (e.g., the Grammar Translation Method)

were the culprit, as Yu (2006), stated:

Take college students in Taiwan for example. They have often been criticized that

their communicative competence in English is substantially limited, for having

learned English for at least 6 years (3 years at junior and 3 years at senior high

school) before attending college, the majority of these EFL (English as a Foreign

Language) learners still show many difficulties employing this language to freely

express themselves in everyday situations or even conduct a simple conversation

with native English speakers. It has been suggested that the poor performance is

closely related to the fact that the English testing practice most Taiwanese junior and

senior high school students are faced with is firmly rooted in discrete, routinized

skill goals heavily based on the outdated Grammar Translation Method and/or

Audiolingual Method, rather than in communicative objectives based on CLT. (p.

112)

The traditional teacher-centered methodology, such as the Grammar Translation

Method, which focuses on grammatical features, detailed explanation of grammatical rules,

word-for-word translation, intensive reading and study of literature, and structured-based

instruction, is notoriously ineffective in developing listening and speaking skills but is

widely used in the EFL classrooms of Taiwan (Chern, 2003; Hung, 1997). Though this
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method is welcomed by most EFL teachers and learners (Su, 2004), it is considered

outdated and is not conducive to students’communicative competence; therefore, in a push

towards a reform of English education, the Ministry of Education (MOE) in 2003

implemented an unprecedented policy of recruiting native English speakers to teach in

public schools. The MOE hoped that by injecting the foreigners to the teaching force,

local teachers could improve their teaching methodologies and local students could

enhance their English abilities and intercultural understanding.

The idea of employing foreign native speakers as English teachers is not new in

other Asian regions. Japan, in 1987, launched the Japan Exchange and Teaching (JET)

Program, which invited native English speakers to work as Assistant Language Teachers

(ALTs) alongside Japanese Language Teachers (JLTs) in public schools. Each year nearly

6000 ALTs come to Japan to assist JLTs in foreign language classrooms (Riley, 2008). In

1995, South Korea launched a program called the English Program in Korea (EPIK),

which employed native English speakers as English Language Instructors (ELIs), whose

main duty was to co-teach with Korean teachers of English. Hong Kong, in 1997, started

a similar program called Native-speaking English Teachers (NET) Scheme, which hired

qualified native English-speaking teachers to teach in primary and secondary schools.

The program carried out by the MOE is similar to the programs mentioned above. The

MOE recruited qualified teachers from English-speaking countries to serve as English

Teaching Assistants (ETAs), who were expected to assist Taiwanese English teachers or

jointly conduct teaching.
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According to the ETA program of the MOE, foreign English teachers could be

recruited by either of the following two methods (MOE Website, 2010): (a) the MOE

assists counties/cities in employing foreign English teachers, or (b) county/city

governments employ foreign teachers themselves (applying to the MOE for funding and

commissioning qualified agencies to implement the process). The MOE planned to

recruit 400 ETAs in the first year. The main job of these ETAs was to co-teach with

Local English Teachers (LETs) in public elementary or junior high schools of rural or

remote areas, where students’English proficiency was relatively low and English teachers

were in short supply. However, due to the outbreak of the SARS epidemic, the debate

over the legitimacy of the policy, and the difficulties of signing contracts with some

English-speaking countries, it was until 2004 that the first five foreign English teachers

were recruited from Canada to co-teach with LETs (Tsai, 2007). And in 2005, only 35

participants joined the program, far below the original target of 1000 foreign English

teachers recruited by the MOE per year. The shortage of qualified foreign English

teachers supplied by the central government forced some local governments to use their

own budgets to hire foreign English teachers themselves.

Hsinchu City started the first English Collaborative Teaching Project in 2001, two

years before the MOE launched the ETA program. The Hsinchu city government hired a

private language institution to recruit, manage, and train Native English Speaking Teachers

(NESTs), who were required to be college graduates with a teacher’s certificate. These

NESTs then co-taught with Non-Native English Speaking Teachers (Non-NESTs) in 28
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elementary schools and 5 secondary schools of the city (Tsai, 2007). In 2002, King Car

Education Foundation organized the Schweitzer English Teaching Program, which brought

native English speakers from the US and Canada to rural counties (e.g., Hualien and

Nantou), where they volunteered as English teachers in elementary schools (Hsu, 2006).

In 2003, the Yilan County government launched the Fulbright ETA program, which invited

nine American grantees of the Fulbright English Teaching Assistantship to co-teach with

Taiwanese English teachers in local elementary schools (Yilan County, 2010). Though

these foreign English teachers may have different titles (e.g., NESTs or ETAs) under

different programs by different counties/cities, their main duty is the same—to co-teach

with Taiwanese English teachers.

Co-teaching, which literally means two teachers in the classroom teaching

simultaneously, was first implemented in a special education setting, where general and

special education teachers were assigned to a classroom (Gately & Gately, 2001). It was

then expanded to all kinds of educational settings, and in recent years it has become quite

prevalent in foreign language classrooms. Since Hsinchu City pioneered the first English

Collaborative Teaching Project in 2001, lots of attention has been paid to the role of the

foreign English teachers (Cheng, 2004; Lin, 2002; Liu, 2005; Ting, 2001) and the

co-teaching between foreign English teachers and Taiwanese English teachers (Chiang,

2006; Chou, 2005; Hsu, 2004; Hsu, 2006; Lin, 2008; Luo, 2007; Pai, 2008; Tsai, 2005;

Tsai, 2007; Wang, 2004; Wang, 2006). Research in this area has consistently found that

the interesting class taught by the foreign teachers could arouse students’motivation and
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interest in learning English (Lin, 2008; Liu, 2005; Pai, 2008; Ting, 2001) and could

improve their language skills (Liu, 2005; Wang, 2004). Tsai (2007), who investigated the

collaboration between foreign and Taiwanese English teachers in Hsinchu City, also found

that the co-teaching experience could promote teachers’professional learning in the

knowledge of language and culture, teaching skills, etc. Some researchers studied

teaching styles and found that there was a difference between foreign and Taiwanese

English teachers. While foreign teachers spent more time on teaching listening and

speaking, Taiwanese teachers focused more on reading and writing (Lin, 2008; Pai, 2008).

Other differences were also found in the process of co-teaching. Though co-teachers

were expected to share responsibility for planning, instruction, and evaluation, some

researchers (e.g., Chou, 2005; Lin, 2002) indicated that foreign teachers were in charge of

the lesson plans and dominated the teaching activities, while Chinese teachers were

responsible for the classroom management. As far as the interaction between foreign and

Taiwanese English teachers is concerned, the studies yield inconsistent results. Pai

(2008), for example, studied co-teaching between 8 foreign teachers and 14 Taiwanese

teachers in Taichung City and found that the co-teachers had good dynamics in and after

class. However, in another study conducted in Taoyuan County, Chiang (2006) found that

the interaction between foreign and Taiwanese teachers was insufficient and only limited

within the classroom, and communication only existed at the stage of lesson-planning. It

should be noted that the co-teaching method has been used in the EFL classroom of Taiwan

for only a decade and the research in this field is still in its infancy, not to mention that
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most of the studies (Chen, 2008; Chou, 2005; Lin, 2002; Lin, 2008; Luo, 2007a, 2007b;

Tsai, 2007; Wang, 2006) have focused mainly on the collaborative project in Hsinchu City.

If we want to have a thorough understanding of co-teaching and its practice, more efforts

should be made in this area.

Motivation of the Study and the Purpose of the Study

In her study of teaching and learning English in primary school of Kaohsiung, Pan

(1997) suggested that an elementary English classroom should have a native speaker and a

Taiwanese English teacher jointly conducting a class; however, Kaohsiung, as a

metropolitan city, did not launch an English co-teaching program until 2008. In order to

upgrade the future international competitiveness of local students and to make preparations

for the 2009 World Games in Kaohsiung, the Kaohsiung City government has taken up

several measures to promote international education since 2008. These measures include:

(a) offering scholarships to foreign students, (b) setting up English Villages at local

elementary and secondary schools, (c) inviting the grantees of the Fulbright English

Teaching Assistantship to co-teach with local English teachers, (d) teaching the second

foreign language (e.g., Japanese or French) in local high schools, (e) holding cultural

exchange activities, (f) encouraging high school students to make education trips abroad,

and (g) encouraging local high schools to forge sisterhood ties with foreign schools.

Among these measures, the Fulbright ETA program is the most important in Kaohsiung

City government’s efforts to promote international education, as more than 13 million NT

dollars are spent in the program annually.
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The Fulbright ETA program in Kaohsiung, which annually recruits 12 young

grantees of the Fulbright English Teaching Assistantship from the United States to co-teach

English with LETs, aims to promote English language instruction in Kaohsiung and to

provide cultural exchange opportunities for American young scholars and the people in

Kaohsiung. These grantees, who are native English-speaking college graduates interested

in teaching English, serve as full-time teaching assistants at one or more elementary

schools or junior high schools for a year. When the program first started in 2008, only 13

elementary schools participated in the program. In 2009, more schools (21 elementary

schools and 2 junior high schools) were involved in this program. In 2010, the 12 young

ETAs were teaching at 24 elementary schools.

My school, San Min Elementary School, has joined the Fulbright ETA program for

three consecutive years. The first year we had two ETAs and two LETs, creating two

co-teaching teams. After a couple months of co-teaching, only one team continued

because the co-teachers in the other team seemed to have problems in interaction and

communication, causing the ETA in this team to be assigned to another school. In the

second year, a new ETA was assigned to my school, co-teaching with two LETs. Though

there were no big problems between the ETA and the LETs, the two LETs dropped out

after a year of participation in the program, as they claimed that the co-teaching job was

grueling. In 2010, I had an opportunity to participate in the Fulbright ETA program, so I

was motivated and had access to conduct a study on co-teaching. Unlike most studies on

co-teaching in which the researchers were non-participants, this study was conducted by
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participant observation; that is, I fully immersed myself in the studied context and joined

all the co-teaching activities. In this way, I was able to get some first-hand information

and provided an emic and holistic view (Watson-Gegeo, 1988) of what I was curious to

know: Why might interaction and communication between co-teachers have broken down?

How do co-teachers collaborate in the EFL classroom? To what extent does the

co-teaching program influence elementary school students? In which areas does the

Fulbright ETA program need to be improved? The purpose of this study is then to

address these questions through my participation in and observation of the program, and

through questionnaires and interviews of the co-teachers and the students.

Research Questions

This study is thus designed to provide answers to the following questions:

1. How do co-teachers collaborate in teaching?

2. How do co-teachers interact with each other inside and outside the classroom?

3. What are co-teachers’opinions toward the co-teaching program?

4. What are the students’attitudes toward learning in the co-teaching English class?

5. What are the merits and demerits of the co-teaching program?

Significance of the Study

Literature on co-teaching has reported that co-teaching, as a pedagogical approach,

produces a positive effect on student learning (Anderson & Speck, 1998) and teachers’

professional development (Bailey, Curtis & Nunan, 2001). Besides, co-teaching may
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offer the following benefits (Villa, Thousand & Nevin, 2004):

1. Students have better attitudes in learning.

2. The higher teacher-student ratio leads to better teaching and learning conditions.

3. Teachers are able to use teaching strategies effectively.

4. A greater sense of community can be fostered in the classroom.

5. Students’needs for survival, belonging, and fun are met.

Research into co-teaching in the EFL context has also confirmed that co-teaching, in

contrast to the traditional solo teaching, makes the classroom more lively (Buckley, 2000),

improves lower-ability students’English (Storey et al., 2001), and provides students with

more opportunities to use the target language (Barratt & Kontra, 2000; Carless, 2006;

Tajino & Tajino, 2000). Therefore, this study is significant in three aspects. First,

co-teaching is getting more popular in the English classroom. The results of this study

will lead to a better understanding of the co-teaching process and the interaction between

co-teachers. This will serve as a reference for teachers who are going to join the

co-teaching program in the future. Second, after the mayoral election on November 27th,

2010, Kaohsiung City and Kaohsiung County merged as the new Kaohsiung municipality

on December 25th, 2010. If the new Kaohsiung municipality government continues to put

the English co-teaching project into effect, it is expected that more money will be allocated

to the program and more schools and more co-teachers will join the program. Therefore,

it is important to investigate the demerits (if any) of the program and improve it. Third,

the results of this study will also be useful to other local governments seeking to inaugurate
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similar co-teaching programs in their cities/counties.

Definition of Terms

The following are terms that frequently appear in the text. Some of them are

specific to this study while others are commonly used in different ways by different

authors.

Co-teaching: The term co-teaching is often used interchangeably with team teaching

and collaborative teaching in the literature. These terms are traditionally defined as the

collaboration between general and special education (SPED) teachers who share the

teaching responsibilities of the students assigned to a classroom (Gately & Gately, 2001).

This definition has frequently been expanded to mean the collaborative partnership

between a mainstream teacher and a service provider or specialist other than a SPED

teacher, such as a remedial math teacher, a reading specialist, a teacher of the gifted and

talented and, more recently, the ESL/EFL teacher. However, Jang (2006) contends that

co-teaching, team teaching and collaborative teaching refer to a similar instructional

delivery system. In essence, these three terms all refer to two or more teachers

contributing to the same group of assigned students through collaboration. Yet, each term

has different implications on how this teaching methodology is implemented. Team

teaching values the contribution of every participant and all the participants enjoy the same

status. Collaborative teaching emphasizes the process of collaboration, and the degree to

which each participant’s function may be different. Co-teaching is a general term with

broader implications and has been adopted to refer to different approaches to improve
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teaching through collaboration. Villa et al. (2004) also note that “co-teaching has many

faces”(p. 8) and that team teaching is one of the models of the co-teaching method. In

this study, the general term co-teaching will be used to refer to the shared responsibility

between a foreign English teacher and a Taiwanese English teacher for planning,

instruction, and evaluation.

ETAs: ETAs (i.e., English Teaching Assistants) are the young American college

graduates who are granted the Fulbright English Teaching Assistantship and are employed

by Kaohsiung City Government to co-teach with local English teachers. In 2010, there

were 12 ETAs teaching in Kaohsiung City.

EVs: EVs (i.e., English Villages) are sites with themed, simulated rooms, such as a

post office, a hotel, a grocery store, etc., which provide students with an opportunity to

practice English with native speakers in a unique learning environment.

Foundation for Scholarly Exchange: Also known as Fulbright Taiwan or FSE, it is

a bilateral organization established specifically to administer the Fulbright educational

exchange program outside the U.S. The Foundation screens and selects candidates for

Fulbright grants, U.S. lecturers, researchers and students to come to Taiwan or for Taiwan

scholars, researchers, students and specialists to go to the U.S.

Fulbright English Teaching Assistantship Program: Also known as Fulbright ETA

program or Fulbright English co-teaching program, it is a one-year program which brings

12 young American college graduates annually to assist local English teachers in the

elementary schools of Kaohsiung City.
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Foreign English Teachers: Foreign English teachers refer to the native English

speakers who are recruited by the central government or the local governments to co-teach

with Taiwanese English teachers in public elementary or junior high schools. Different

terms are used to address foreign English teachers in different contexts. In Japan, they are

called Assistant Language Teachers (ALTs). In Hong Kong, they are called

Native-speaking English Teachers (NETs), while in Korea, they are called English

Language Instructors (ELIs) or Guest English Teachers (GETs). In Taiwan, foreign

English teachers are addressed as Native English Speaking Teachers (NESTs) in Hsinchu

City and as English Teaching Assistants (ETAs) in Kaohsiung City and Yilan County.

KIERC: The full name for KIERC is Kaohsiung International Education Resources

Center. It is a department under the Bureau of Education, which co-organizes the

Fulbright ETA program with FSE in Kaohsiung City.

LETs: LETs are local English teachers, who co-teach with ETAs in the Fulbright

ETA program. Unlike ETAs, who do not have teaching certificates, LETs must be

qualified elementary teachers, who major or minor in English, receive training in TEFL, or

possess good English ability (e.g., above TOEFL iBT score 213). In 2010, there were 33

LETs joining the co-teaching program in Kaohsiung City.

Taiwanese English Teachers: Taiwanese English teachers in this study refer to

English teachers who are of Taiwan nationality and are not native English speakers. They

are addressed as Non-Native English Speaking Teachers (Non-NESTs) in Hsinchu City or

as Local English Teachers (LETs) in Kaohsiung City and Yilan County.
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CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

Some English teaching programs in Japan, Hong Kong, South Korea and Taiwan are

described in this chapter, followed by a comparison of these programs. Then, the

co-teaching method is introduced, with its elements, models, benefits and challenges being

discussed. Furthermore, co-teaching is examined in the language context, with several

studies conducted in the Asian countries being cited. Finally, literature related to

co-teaching in the EFL context of Taiwan is reviewed.

English Teaching Programs in the Asia-Pacific Region

The Asia-Pacific region plays an important role in the global economy for two

reasons: (a) It is home to about half of the world population, and (b) it accounts for almost

37% of the world GDP at purchasing power parity. Over the past few decades, countries

in the Asia-Pacific region have been striving to raise their national competitiveness so as to

reap the benefits of the region’s growing economy. English proficiency is the key to

success in international competition, as it carries decisive influence in respect of

investment, work, recruiting international talent, attracting tourists, or external dialogue for

conducting international affairs and related negotiations and exchanges. Many countries

in the Asia-Pacific region, in order to improve their people’s English proficiency, had

invested an enormous amount of time and money, but all seemed to be in vain, as the

1990-1991 TOEFL test score report demonstrates (see Table 2). The report compared
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TOEFL test scores across 50 non-English-speaking nations, and many nations in the

Asia-Pacific region were found to rank at the bottom, as Hong Kong placed in 37, South

Korea in 38, Taiwan in 38, and Japan in 44. Therefore, in a push towards both a reform

Table 2

A Comparison of TOEFL Scores across 50 Nations

Rank Country Score Rank Country Score

1 Holland 607 26 Nigeria 540

2 Austria 594 27 Mexico 539

3 Denmark 593 28 USSR 538

4 Belgium 592 29 Malaysia 535

5 Sweden 589 30 Peru 534

6 West Germany 588 31 Brazil 532

7 Finland 586 31 Greece 532

8 Singapore 583 33 Colombia 527

9 Norway 572 34 China 521

10 India 571 35 Turkey 515

11 Ghana 569 36 Iran 508

11 The Philippines 569 37 Hong Kong 506

11 Italy 569 38 Egypt 505

11 Switzerland 569 38 S. Korea 505

15 South Africa 567 38 Taiwan 505

16 Portugal 566 41 Ethiopia 503

17 Iceland 563 42 Libya 496

18 Argentina 560 42 Indonesia 496

19 Kenya 559 44 Japan 493

19 Hungary 559 45 Thailand 487

21 Czech/Slovak 558 45 Sudan 487

22 France 554 47 Jordan 472

23 Spain 551 48 S. Arabia 467

23 Yugoslavia 551 49 UAE 462

25 Israel 544 50 Kuwait 451

Source: TOEFL Test and Score Manual, 1990-1991.
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of English education and towards internationalization in general, governments in these

countries had launched a variety of English teaching programs, with the goal of enhancing

students’English abilities and international understanding.

The Japan Exchange and Teaching (JET) Program

Japan was the first among the countries in the Asia-Pacific region to implement an

English teaching program. English language teaching in Japan traditionally had been

based on a teacher-centered approach, called yakudoku, which is a particular

grammar-translation method widely employed in Japanese schools (Riley, 2008).

However, the traditional teaching method is unable to enhance students’communication

ability and oral skills in English. In 1987, the Japanese government launched the Japan

Exchange and Teaching Program (JET), with the goals of promoting internationalization,

improving foreign language education, and developing international exchange in Japan’s 

local communities. The JET program invites young overseas graduates to assist in

international exchange and foreign language education in local governments, boards of

education, and elementary, junior, and senior high schools throughout Japan. Over the

past two decades, the JET program has seen significant growth. In 1987, the first

participants were 848 people from four countries (the United States, the United

Kingdom, Australia, and New Zealand). In 2010, the program welcomed 4,334

participants from 36 countries (JET Website, 2010b).

Positions and requirements. Native English-speaking People from all over the

world who are interested in the JET program can apply for the following positions:
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Assistant Language Teacher (ALT), Coordinator for International Relations (CIR) or

Sports Exchange Advisor (SEA). ALTs are native English speakers who work with

Japanese teachers of English (JTEs) in public schools or work in local boards of education.

CIRs are applicants who have a functional command of the Japanese language and assist

local government offices in international exchange activities at the local level. SEAs are

sports professionals who work for local government, assisting with sports training and the

planning of sports-related projects. Approximately 90% of participants in the JET

program are employed as ALTs, and under 10% of participants as CIRs, with only few as

SEAs (JET Website, 2010c).

The JET Program is administered by the Council of Local Authorities for

International Relations (CLAIR), which cooperates with local government organizations:

the Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications (MIC); the Ministry of Education,

Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MECSST); and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs

(MOFA). The three Ministries decide the eligibility criteria for participation on the JET

Program. Below is a list of the primary requirements that an applicant must fulfill in

order to join the JET Program (JET Website, 2010a).

1. Be interested in Japan, be both mentally and physically healthy, and have the

ability to adapt to life and work in Japan.

2. Be a citizen (not just a permanent resident) of the country where the recruitment

and selection procedures take place, and obey all Japanese laws.
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3. Be 40 years of age or less, have excellent pronunciation and oral skills in the

designated language, and have good writing skills and grammar usage.

4. Not have participated in the JET Program since 2007, not have been a participant

in the Program for more than a total of five years, not have declined a position in

the JET Program after receiving notification of placement in the last JET Program,

and not have lived in Japan for six or more years in total since 2000.

5. Hold at least a bachelor’s degree, or hold a qualification of three years or more in

a training course in teaching at elementary or secondary schools.

6. Be qualified as a language teacher or be strongly motivated to take part in the

teaching of foreign languages.

7. In addition to the above, applicants from non-English speaking countries must

have a functional command of the English or Japanese language.

Duties. The JET Program is a minimum one year commitment. They are placed

in Contracting Organizations, which consist of 47 prefectural and 18 designated city

governments, individual city, town and village governments and some private schools.

After they sign their contract with their Contracting Organizations, they are under the

jurisdiction of the local authority which employs them.

Duties of the JET Program participants are assigned according to their positions.

For example, an ALT is usually a native English speaker, whose duties are to co-teach with

JTEs or to assist with classes taught by JTEs, to assist in the preparation of teaching

materials, and to participate in extra-curricular activities with students. A CIR is the one
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who usually has a functional command of the Japanese language and assists local

government offices in international exchange activities at the local level. Typical duties

for a CIR might include receiving guests from abroad, editing and producing pamphlets in

English or Japanese, advising and planning international exchange programs, and teaching

English (or other languages) to government employees and local residents. The position

of a SEA must be recommended by either the participating country's National Olympic

Committee or another government organization. The chief duty of the SEAs is to work

for local governments, coaching and promoting internationalization through sports (JET

Website, 2010c).

The Native-speaking English Teachers (NET) Scheme in Hong Kong

Since Hong Kong is a major international trading, business, banking, and

communications center, the importance of English to the economic prosperity of Hong

Kong is axiomatic. The need to promote English became an increasing preoccupation of

the administration from the late 1970s, when Hong Kong was shifting from a

manufacturing to a service industry base (Griffin, Woods, Storey, Wong, & Fung, 2006).

The colonial Hong Kong Government of the time listed English as an official language and

allowed English to be taught at all levels of schools. However, despite the obsession with

English and the huge amounts of money poured into English language education at every

level, government and the business community remained dissatisfied with the English

language proficiency of college graduates. The statistics of 1990-1991 TOFEL test score

showed that the ranking of Hong Kong was 37 out of 50 non-English speaking countries
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and the score of Hong Kong students was no better than that of its two competing

counterparts, Taiwanese and Koreans (see Table 2). Therefore, the government of the

Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (SAR) Government, since its inception in 1997,

has begun a program of investment in English education. One of the investments was the

large-scale recruitment of native-speaking English teachers.

In 1997, the SAR government launched a program similar to the JET Program,

called the Native-speaking English Teachers (NET) scheme, under which native-speaking

teachers of English were recruited to teach English as a second language to Chinese

students. The NET scheme was first introduced to secondary schools and special schools

in the secondary sector in 1998, and was expanded to include primary schools in 2002

(Griffin et al., 2006). The main goals of the scheme are listed as follows:

1. Provide an authentic environment for students to learn English and develop their

confidence in using English for communication.

2. Develop innovative learning and teaching methods, materials, curriculum and

activities suited to the needs of local students.

3. Promote the professional development of teachers.

4. Encourage effective networking among schools.

5. Disseminate good practices in language learning and teaching developed within

the scheme through regional teacher development programs and experience

sharing workshops.
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Positions and requirements. NETs are usually centrally recruited by the

Education and Manpower Bureau (EMB) and they are also funded by the EMB. However,

the employment contract a NET signs is with an individual school or education funding

body so there does appear to be considerable differences among NETs in terms of the way

they are deployed in schools and the sort of working load they are required to

undertake. There are two types of NET positions: Primary Native-Speaking English

Teacher (PNET) and Secondary Native-Speaking English Teacher (SNET). The PNET

works at a primary school and the obligations of a PNET are to maintain innovative

teaching activities, to assist in the development of school-based curriculum, and to work

within the community of the school. To be granted a PNET position, a candidate should

be a native-speaker of English or possess native-speaker English competence and needs to

have the following qualifications: (a) a bachelor’s degree in English, (b) a recognized

teacher training qualification in primary education, and (c) a Teaching of English as a

Foreign Language or as a Second Language (TEFL/TESL) qualification, at least at

certificate level (NET Website, 2010b).

The Secondary Native-Speaking English Teacher (SNET) in Hong Kong works at a

secondary school. A SNET is expected to involve in teaching activities, to assist in

professional development of local teachers, and to work within the community of the

school. The qualifications for a SNET are similar to those of a PNET. Besides being a

native speaker of English, a candidate needs to have (a)a bachelor’s degree in English or a

bachelor’s degree in Education (major in English or a modern language, but not primary
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education specialist) obtained after three years’ full-time study from a Hong Kong

university or equivalent, (b) a post-graduate diploma in Education majoring in English or

equivalent, (c) a Teaching of English as a Foreign Language or as a Second Language

(TEFL/TESL) qualification, at least at the diploma level, and (d) at least one year’s 

post-graduate experience of teaching English (preferably as a second or foreign language)

at secondary level or above (NET Website, 2010c).

Duties. NETs are required to work during school hours, after school hours, and

sometimes on weekends to perform duties within or outside school. They have the

following basic responsibilities (NET Website, 2010a):

1. Undertake teaching duties and try out good teaching models/practices related

to the learning, teaching and assessment of English.

2. Organize and conduct extra-curricular activities related to English learning.

3. Teach school-based English day camps, verse speaking, drama, songs, etc.

4. Provide support for the English panel, including school-based curriculum

development and professional development as well as preparing and developing

learning/teaching materials.

5. Act as an adviser on language teaching and learning and as a language resource

person.

The English Program in Korea (EPIK)

Like its neighboring country Japan, South Korea has a highly globalized economy

but its people have been criticized for falling short in English proficiency and finding the
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confidence to speak the language. In order to address this situation, the South Korea

government implemented some reforms in English education in the 1990s, which included

compulsory English education beginning at the age of nine and the launch of the English

Program in Korea (also known as the EPIK Program, EPIK, or EPIK Korea). The

creation of EPIK was a major step in the English education reforms of 1990s. It is a

government-sponsored program that places native speakers of English in public schools

throughout Korea to teach English alongside Korean English teachers. Established in

1995 and managed by the National Institute for International Education Development

(NIIED), which is affiliated with the Korean Ministry of Education, the program aims to

(EPIK Website, 2010a):

1. foster primary and secondary students’ communication ability,

2. provide English conversation training to English teachers,

3. develop English textbooks and teaching materials,

4. improve and expand English teaching methodologies,

5. encourage cultural awareness, and

6. better Korea’s image abroad.

As of March 2010, a total of 4818 teachers and educators from overseas were involved in the

program through teaching, training and professional development in Korea.

EPIK seeks to place its teachers in the more rural areas of Korea, where the English

language has not penetrated as far and citizens also have not had much exposure to

foreigners. Furthermore, EPIK wishes to show foreign incomers the more traditional side
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of Korea. The innovative program is significant in that it has successfully linked the

conservative Korean society with the international community in the era of globalization

(Poonoosamy, 2009). Poonoosamy (2009) stated that the program “is an ambitious project,

whose impacts are felt by Koreans on many levels and whose success is progressively being

painted in the Korean linguistic-economic panorama”(p. 9).

Positions and requirements. Applicants interested in the program should first

send documents to and have an interview with one of the following offices: Korean

consulates/embassies, EPIK office in Seoul, and Recruiting Agencies currently working

with EPIK (e.g., Teach Away). After recruited, the participants then sign a contract with

Provincial Office of Education (POE), which places these English Language Instructors

(ELIs) in local public primary or secondary schools. ELIs (aka GETs—Guest English

Teachers) are required to meet the following qualifications (EPIK Website, 2010b):

1. Be a citizen of the following six countries: Australia, Canada, Ireland, New

Zealand, the United Kingdom, the United States, and South Africa.

2. Be a holder of bachelor’s degree or above from an accredited university.

3. Be a maximum of 62 years of age.

4. Be mentally and physically healthy.

5. Be fluent in English.

6. Be willing to adapt to Korean culture and living.

The amount of pay varies depending on the level of the ETIs. There are three levels on

the pay scale in the EPIK program. ETIs of Level 3 are the ones who do not have any
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teaching experience and do not have a TEFL/TESOL certificate. ETIs of Level 2 have

one year of full-time teaching experience and own a TEFL/TESOL certificate. ETIs of

Level 1 must have two years of full-time teaching experience and have a TEFL/TESOL

certificate.

Duties. Before they start teaching, all EPIK ELIs are required to attend a

mandatory ten day orientation period, which serves as teacher training, as well as an

introduction to the Korean lifestyle and networking time with other teachers. In the

orientation, ELIs will be introduced to textbooks and teaching techniques, but they have

autonomy over what they teach and do not have to adhere to rigid rules or pre-designed

textbooks.

All EPIK ELIs work eight hours a day, five days a week. This leaves Saturdays

and Sundays free, and the maximum weekly work hours in the classroom do not exceed 22

hours. They usually work together with Korean co-teachers in a classroom on a daily

basis and are expected to carry out the following duties (EPIK Website, 2010b):

1. conducting conversation classes for Korean teachers and students,

2. preparing teaching materials for English language education,

3. assisting in developing teaching materials for English language education,

4. assisting with English related activities and other extracurricular activities,

5. assisting Korean teachers with their classroom or jointly conduct the classes, and

6. performing other duties as specified by the POE.
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EPIK ETIs usually have little administration work and are not hindered by having to meet

academic objectives, so they can focus more on building students’confidence in speaking

English and having fun in the classroom.

The English Teaching Assistants (ETA) Program in Taiwan

Like their Asian counterparts, Taiwanese students have spent a colossal amount of

time and money in learning English, but the results are, as TOEFL score statistics show

(see Tables 1 and 2), far from dissatisfying. In order to improve Taiwanese students’

English proficiency, the Ministry of Education (MOE) has carried out a series of reforms

for English education. First in 1999, 3536 participants were recruited by the MOE and

they were trained in the TEFL program to become English teachers. In 2001, the MOE

made English lessons a part of elementary school curricula. Then, to solve the problem

of the shortage of capable English teachers and to fill the language proficiency gap

between urban and rural areas, the MOE decided to recruit foreign teachers to serve as

English Teaching Assistants (ETAs) in 2003. The ETA program, which aims to promote

students’communication skills and intercultural understanding, is conducive to Taiwan’s

English education, which is often criticized for the culture of parrot-learning and the

methodology of grammar-translation.

Positions and requirements. The chief objectives of the ETA program sponsored

by the MOE are to improve the lack of English teachers in remote areas, to enhance

students' learning efficiency and English communication skills, to develop teaching

methods and materials, and to promote foreigners' understanding of Taiwanese culture.
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To achieve these objectives, the MOE planned, in the first year, to recruit 400 foreign

teachers from the United States, the United Kingdom, Canada and Australia to teach in

public elementary and secondary schools. These teachers needed to meet the following

qualifications (MOE Website, 2010b):

1. Be a native English speaker.

2. Hold a bachelor’s degree or above in English or related discipline, and a grade

school teacher certificate.

3. Be physically and mentally healthy.

4. Have no criminal record.

5. Possess good communication skills and pronunciation.

6. Be willing to adapt to Taiwanese culture and to abide by Taiwanese law.

7. Be under 45 years of age.

However, due to the revision of Employment Service Law and the outbreak of the SARS

epidemic, the recruitment of foreign English teachers was delayed in 2003. It was until

late 2004 that the first five foreign teachers were recruited. Then, next year 35 foreign

teachers were recruited, and till 2009, a total of 150 foreign teachers had participated in the

program.

Duties. The foreign teachers work five days a week and eight hours a day. The

main duty of the foreign teachers is to co-teach with local English teachers. Other duties

include (MOE, 2010b):

1. conducting English-learning activities for students,
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2. assisting in remedial instruction and conducting English conversation classes,

3. assisting in developing English teaching materials,

4. doing teaching demonstrations and contributing ideas for English learning, and

5. promoting cultural exchange.

Though the plan of recruiting foreign English teachers to participate in teaching activities

is laudable as it effectively increases students’motivation and interest in learning English

(Lin, 2008; Liu, 2005; Pai, 2008; Ting, 2001) and greatly promotes local teachers’

professional learning (Tsai, 2007), there are still some drawbacks to the program, for

instance, the shortage of participants. As mentioned above, only 40 foreign English

teachers were recruited by the central government in the first two years. In order to solve

this problem, county/city governments, therefore, were permitted to introduce foreign

English teachers themselves starting from 2005 (MOE Website, 2010).

Before the central government planned to introduce foreign English teachers into

Taiwan’s public primary and secondary schools, some local government had started similar

programs. Hsinchu City, for example, pioneered the first English Collaborative Teaching

Project in 2001. 28 elementary schools and 5 secondary schools invited native English

speaking teachers (NESTs) and non-native English speaking teachers (Non-NESTs) to

participate in co-teaching. Nantou County, in 2002, launched the Schweitzer English

Teaching Program, organized by King Car Education Foundation. The Schweitzer

program recruited English teachers from the Institute in Basic Life Principles (IBLP), a

Christian organization in the United States, to co-teach with local English teachers. The
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Yilan County program began in 2003, when nine American grantees of the Fulbright

English Teaching Assistantship arrived to co-teach with local English teachers in

elementary schools. In 2008, Kaohsiung City carried out a similar program. Since the

focus of this study is on the ETA program in Kaohsiung City, it is described in detail in the

next section.

The Fulbright ETA Program in Kaohsiung City

The ETA program carried out in Kaohsiung City is similar to that in Yilan County.

Kaohsiung City government cooperates with the Foundation for Scholarly Exchange (FSE)

in Taiwan, which introduces young grantees of the Fulbright English Teaching

Assistantship from the United States to teach English with local English teachers (LETs) in

elementary or junior high schools. The objectives of the Fulbright ETA program are to

assist LETs in teaching English in schools, to give local students an opportunity to interact

with native speakers of English, and to enable U.S. Fulbright grantees to gain teaching

experience and to promote cultural exchange between USA and Taiwan (Fulbright Website,

2010). The Fulbright ETA program of Kaohsiung City annually introduces 12 ETAs from

the US into local elementary or junior high schools. Since 2008, when the program first

began, a total of 36 ETAs have participated in the program. In order to promote English

education and to run a solid program, Kaohsiung City government, in 2008, established

Kaohsiung International Education Resources Center (KIERC) at San Min Elementary

School. KIERC, which is in charge of the program, makes plans for the orientation and

the workshops, selects the schools and LETs, chooses host families for the ETAs, and
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serves as the advisory panel for all the ETAs and the LETs.

Selection process and requirements. In 2010, 28 English Teaching Assistantships

were offered by FSE in Taiwan, with 16 of the grantees teaching in Yilan County and 12 in

Kaohsiung City. The assistantships were available to native English-speaking graduating

college seniors, college graduates and graduate students, unmarried and without

dependents, who were interested in teaching English. Applicants contacted the Fulbright

Program Adviser on their campus or the Institute of International Education (IIE) regional

office and completed the application approximately one year before the year they planned

to come to Taiwan. Preliminary selection, from among applicants all over the United

States, was conducted by IIE in New York City. A panel of applicants selected by IIE

were then sent to the FSE for the final screening and selection by the FSE’s Selection 

Committee (Fulbright Website, 2010). Unlike the ETA program sponsored by the central

government of Taiwan or those carried out in other Asian countries, the Fulbright ETA

program of Kaohsiung City has fewer requirements for an applicant’s eligibility. The

Education Bureau of Kaohsiung City requires the applicants to be native English-speaking

graduates of accredited universities, who do not necessarily have teaching experience or a

certificate in TEFL/TESL. Thus, the program is able to attract many young American

college graduates, who are interested in Taiwanese culture and in teaching English, to

come to Kaohsiung.

Duties. The ETAs in the Fulbright ETA program of Kaohsiung City are required

to spend 35 hours in school each week, although only about 16 hours are actually spent in
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co-teaching with LETs. Some of the ETAs’other work are to teach in the English

Villages (EV), to assist in the editing or writing of educational materials for English

teaching, to undertake in-service training, and to participate in the activities related to

culture exchange (Education Bureau, 2009). The main duties of the ETAs could be

divided into three categories: teaching periods, workshops and cultural exchange hours,

which are described in detail in the following sections (KIERC, 2010).

Teaching periods. The ETAs co-teach 16 periods of classes a week with the LETs

from grade three through grade six. They are expected to discuss lesson plans with the

LETs before class, to speak English at all times in class, and to assist the LETs with

classroom management or jointly conduct the class. While the LETs have to mail a

monthly report (see Appendix A) to KIERC, the ETAs have to hand in their weekly

reflection report (see Appendix B) on their teaching experience to two program advisors,

Dr. Lin-Lee Lee and Dr. Hsiu-Chun (Spring) Lin, who are hired by the Bureau of

Education to give co-teachers teaching instructions or suggestions. In the mid of the

semester, the co-teachers are responsible for the classroom teaching observation, in which

an ETA alongside his or her partner need to demonstrate a 40-minute instruction in front of

the program supervisors and advisors, who then make comments and give suggestions

according to the co-teaching observation sheet (see Appendix C).

Besides the 16 co-teaching periods, the ETAs also need to spend 4 periods a week

teaching in one of the four EVs, located in four elementary schools: San Min, Ling Jhou,

Fu Dong and Taiping. The EVs are sites with themed, simulated rooms, such as a post
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office, a hotel, a grocery store, etc., which serve all of the city's fifth-graders, who go to the

EVs to practice their oral English skills. Besides the 20 teaching periods (hours) in the

classroom and in EV, the ETAs also assist with many extra-curricular activities such as

Speech Contests and Readers’Theater, so they have plenty of chances to work with

primary school children.

Workshops. All ETAs are required to attend a mandatory four-week orientation

and training session after they come to Taiwan in the early of August. The orientation

session, conducted by FSE and KIERC, introduces the ETAs to life in Taiwan, Taiwanese

education, culture, teaching methods and techniques, lesson plans, and many other useful

topics (see Appendix D). Then, all LETs must attend the training session on the third

week so that all ETAs and LETs have a chance to get to know one another and choose the

one they like to be paired with.

After school starts in September, all ETAs and LETs attend the regular meetings

every other Wednesday afternoon at San Min Elementary School. These meetings

include workshops relevant to English teaching such as“How to use picture books to teach

English?”(See Appendix E for more examples) and are venues for all ETAs and LETs to

share their co-teaching experiences.

Cultural exchange hours. As exchange scholars, the ETAs are not expected to be

in school all the time. They are expected to contribute to cultural exchange within the

Kaohsiung community, helping others learn about them and American culture, while also

learning something about Kaohsiung and Taiwan. The cultural exchange hours include
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time spent learning Chinese (The ETAs have Chinese classes four hours a week), involving

in events and activities held by American Institute in Taiwan (e.g., Welcome Party and

Farewell Party), by the Bureau of Education (e.g., Dragon Boat Race) or by host families

(e.g., Moon Festival Barbecue), and attending activities in local community (e.g., Wedding

and Ghost Month Worship). Besides, the ETAs can also do some volunteering activities

on their own. For example, they can read stories to children in a public library or they

can invite school staff to have a Thanksgiving dinner or they can offer English lessons to

their colleagues who are interested in learning English. Whatever the ETAs do, they are

encouraged to make these hours as meaningful as possible.

Summary

The Fulbright ETA program is sponsored by the Kaohsiung City government and the

FSE. The total budget for this program is approximately 13 million NT dollars, with 9

million (69%) financed by Kaohsiung City government and 4 million (21%) by FSE and

U.S. Department of State (Education Bureau, 2009). Though this program is in the third

year, it is still in infancy compared with similar programs carried out in other Asian

countries. Table 3 is a comparison of English Teaching programs in Japan, Hong Kong,

Korea, Taiwan (MOE), and Kaohsiung. As Table 3 shows, Japan’s JET Program, which

was the first to be founded, is also the most comprehensive. Unlike other programs

which recruit only English teachers, the JET Program also employs native English

speakers as coordinators for international relations (CIRs) and sports exchange advisors

(SEAs). As far as salary is concerned, the JET Program offers better pay than the other
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Table 3

A Comparison of English Teaching Programs in Japan, Hong Kong, Korea and Taiwan

Country Japan Hong Kong Korea Taiwan

(MOE)

Taiwan

(Kaohsiung)

Name of the

Program

Japan Exchange and

Teaching (JET) Program

Native-speaking English

Teachers (NET) Scheme

English Program in

Korea (EPIK)

English Teaching

Assistants (ETA)

Program

Fulbright English

Teaching Assistants

(FETA) Program

Year of

Establishment
1987 1997 1995 2003 2008

Positions ALT: assistant language

teacher

CIR: coordinator for

international

relations

SEA: sports exchange

advisor

PNET: primary

native-speaking

English teacher

SNET: secondary

native-speaking

English teacher

ELI: English

language

instructor

ETA: English

teaching

assistant

ETA: English

teaching

assistant

Requirements 1. Be native English

speaker.

2. Be 40 years of age or

less.

3. Had teachers’ training 

before.

4. Be qualified language

teacher.

1. Be native English

speaker.

2. Had teachers’ training 

before.

3. Be qualified language

teacher.

1. Be native English

speaker.

2. Be under 62 years

of age.

3. Qualified language

teachers are

preferred.

1. Be native English

speaker.

2. Be 45 years of age

or less.

3. Have a grade

school teacher

certificate.

1. Be native English

speaker.

2. Be grantees of

Fulbright English

Teaching

Assistantship.

Main Duty ALT: co-teaching with

Japanese teachers

of English in

public schools

CIR: assisting local

government

offices in

international

exchange

activities

SEA: assisting with

sports training and

the planning of

sports related

projects

PNET: co-teaching with

local primary

teachers of

English

SNET: co-teaching with

local secondary

teachers of

English

Co-teaching with

Korean teachers of

English in primary or

secondary schools

Co-teaching with

local English teachers

in public schools

(mostly primary

schools)

Co-teaching with

local English teachers

in public schools

(mostly primary

schools)

Salarya

(NT dollars)

113,200 PNET: 83,100-160,400

CNET: 83,100-192,700

49,800-74,700 59,100-86,100 40,400

aMonthly salary may vary with a participant’s teaching experience, certificate or diploma.
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programs. Therefore, over 50,000 people from more than 50 different countries have

participated in the program since it was established in 1987.

The requirements for these participants vary from one program to another. The

JET Program of Japan and the NET Scheme of Hong Kong require a participant to be both

a qualified school teacher and a qualified language teacher. However, the qualification of

teachers’training course and a TESOL/ TEFL certificate is optional in the EPIK of Korea.

In the MOE ETA Program of Taiwan, the ETAs need to be qualified teachers with English

teaching experience preferred, while the ETAs in the Fulbright Program of Kaohsiung are

not required to have any teaching experience. Compared with other programs, the

Fulbright Program has fewer requirements of the ETAs, so it offers a lower monthly salary.

The chief duty of the participants in these Asian English teaching programs is to co-teach

with local English teachers in elementary or secondary schools. In the following sections,

literature is reviewed to examine the rationale of the co-teaching method and the effects of

this method in these programs.

The Co-Teaching Method

Co-teaching has been used synonymously with collaborative teaching and team

teaching. It is the practice of having two or more teachers in a classroom, delivering or

assisting in the daily lesson. The origins of co-teaching can be traced back to the 1960s,

when legislation (e.g., The No Child Left Behind Act and the inclusion laws) required

schools to find alternative ways to deliver instruction and meet the needs of a larger variety

of students (Villa et al., 2004). In 1963, William M. Alexander, in a conference at
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Cornell University, proposed the concept of having a team of three to five teachers

assigned to 75 to 150 junior high students organized either on a single-grade or multi-grade

basis. The idea of co-teaching begins with this suggestion for junior high school reform

(Coffey, 2010). In the beginning, co-teaching was implemented in a special education

setting, where general educators, who have expertise in knowledge of the curriculum, team

up with special educators, who have expertise in instructional processes used to teach

individual students who may learn atypically (Gately & Gately, 2001). Now, co-teaching

is used in all grade levels, across disciplines, and in all kinds of educational contexts.

Elements of Co-Teaching

The concept of co-teaching is more complex than just having two or more teachers

sharing instruction in an educational setting. Villa et al. (2004) warned that the following

are not co-teaching (p. 2):

1. Co-teaching is not one person teaching one subject followed by another who

teaches a different subject.

2. Co-teaching is not one person teaching one subject while another person

prepares instructional materials at the Xerox machine in the teachers’workroom

or corrects papers in the teachers’lounge.

3. Co-teaching is not occurring when one teacher conducts a lesson and others

stand or sit by and watch.

4. Co-teaching is not happening when the ideas of one person prevail for what is to

be taught or how it will be taught.
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5. Co-teaching is not simply the assignment of someone to act as a tutor.

Instead, Villa et al. (2004) indicated that co-teaching should be “two or more people

sharing responsibility for teaching some or all of the students assigned to a classroom. It

involves the distribution of responsibility among people for planning, instruction, and

evaluation for a classroom of students”(p. 3). According to Villa et al. (2004), there are

five elements which contribute to the success of co-teaching:

1. Agreed-on goal: Co-teachers must coordinate their work to achieve at least one

instructional event, such as a school play, as a team.

2. Shared belief system: Co-teaching allows co-teachers with different knowledge,

skills, and resources to learn from each other. Co-teachers must discuss

teaching and learning with a shared language and believe that they can teach

more effectively and their students can also learn more effectively.

3. Parity: Regardless of differences in knowledge, skills, attitudes, or positions,

each member of the co-teaching team must respect each other and value their

contributions and their presence on the team.

4. Role redistribution: There are jobs or responsibilities that occur before, during,

and after each lesson; co-teachers must decide how they will divide up these jobs

or responsibilities and redistribute their classroom leadership and decision

making among themselves.

5. Cooperative process: Co-teachers need to develop a system for communicating

information, to establish positive interdependence, to improve their interpersonal
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skills, to monitor co-teaching progress, and to acknowledge the contributions

from each co-teacher.

When done correctly, co-teaching has been shown to create many opportunities for

students, to engage teachers in collaborative and interdisciplinary planning, and to

facilitate teachers’personal development or professional growth (Bailey, Curtis, & Nunan,

2001; Eisen, 2000; Murata, 2002; Snell & Janney, 2005).

Models of Co-Teaching

Varied configurations of co-teaching have been identified by many scholars (e.g.,

Flanagan, 2010; Friend, Reising, & Cook, 1993; Honigsfeld & Dove, 2008; Villa et al.,

2004). Honigsfeld & Dove, (2008) pointed out that students could be divided up as one

group, two groups or multiple groups. In one-group model, both teachers can teach the

same content at the same time (e.g., one presents a lesson, and the other interjects with

examples or explanations). Or one teacher assumes the leading role, while the other

teacher teaches“on purpose”(e.g., re-teaching a concept or a skill). In two-group model,

students are placed in two heterogeneous groups; each teacher teaches the same content in

one of the groups. Also, students can be assigned to one of two groups, based on their

levels, with one teacher re-teaching, while the other teacher teaches alternative information.

In multiple-group model, students are divided into multiple groups, while the teachers

monitor/teach. EV teaching, learning stations and guided reading groups can be

incorporated into this kind of co-teaching model.
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In their work on co-teaching, Villa et al. (2004) mentioned four approaches to

co-teaching (pp. 8-9):

1. Supportive teaching: Supportive teaching is when one teacher takes the lead

instructional role and the other rotates among the students to provide support.

The co-teacher taking the supportive role watches or listens as students work

together, stepping in to provide one-on-one tutorial assistance when necessary,

while the other co-teacher continues to direct the lesson.

2. Parallel teaching: Parallel teaching is when two or more people work with

different groups of students in different sections of the classroom. Co-teachers

may rotate among the groups, and sometimes there may be one group of students

that works without a co-teacher for at least part of the time.

3. Complementary teaching: Complementary teaching is when co-teachers do

something to enhance the instruction provided by the other co-teacher. For

example, one co-teacher might paraphrase the other’s statements or model

note-taking skills on a transparency.

4. Team teaching: Team teaching is when two or more people do what the

traditional teacher has always done—to plan, teach, assess, and assume

responsibility for all of the students in the classroom. Team teachers share the

leadership and the responsibilities. For example, one teacher might

demonstrate the steps in a science experiment, and the other models the

recording of its results.
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According to Villa et al. (2004), teachers who are new to co-teaching tend to use

supportive teaching and parallel teaching. As co-teachers have more experience,

complementary teaching and team teaching become preferred approaches.

Friend, Reising, & Cook, (1993) identified five models of co-teaching: one

teaching/one assisting, station teaching, alternative teaching, parallel teaching, and team

teaching. The first model, one teaching/one assisting, is characterized by one teacher

who assumes teaching responsibilities, while the other teacher provides individual support

as needed. This model is similar to the one-group model mentioned by Honigsfeld &

Dove (2008) or the supportive teaching model mentioned by Villa et al. (2004). In the

second model, station teaching, various learning stations are created, and the co-teachers

provide individual support at the different stations. The station teaching model is similar

to the multiple-group model mentioned by Honigsfeld & Dove (2008). With the third

model, alternative teaching, one teacher instructs the larger group, while the other teacher

takes a smaller group of students to a different location for a limited period of time for

specialized instruction. This model is similar to the two-group model proposed by

Honigsfeld & Dove (2008). The fourth and fifth models, parallel teaching and team

teaching, are the same as the models mentioned by Villa et al. (2004).

To summarize the co-teaching models mentioned by the literature, I find there are

basically five variations: supportive teaching, alternative teaching, parallel teaching,

station teaching, and team teaching. How these models operate is illustrated in Figure1.

The strengths and weaknesses of each model are demonstrated by Table 4. It must be noted
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1. Supportive Teaching 2. Alternative Teaching
○ ○ ○

□ □ □ □ □ □ □

□ □ □ □ □ □ □

□ □

○

5. Team Teaching
○ ○

□ □ □

□ □ □

□ □ □

3. Parallel Teaching 4. Station Teaching
○ ○ ○ □ □ ○

□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □

□ □ □ □ □ □ □

□ □

Note. ○ stands for teachers; □ stands for students.

Figure 1. Models of co-teaching.

that the different models described above are designed to maximize both co-teachers’ 

teaching competence and minimize their weaknesses as individual instructors. Thus,

choice of co-teaching models becomes pivotal when ETAs and LETs implement

co-teaching in elementary schools of Kaohsiung City. In other words, co-teaching

models should not be chosen without a great deal of thought and consideration for the

specific contexts within which they are going to be implemented. The five models

present different strengths and challenges, so co-teachers need to critically examine all

factors before they implement one or more of them.
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Table 4

Strengths and Weaknesses of the Co-Teaching Models

Co-Teaching Models Strengths Weaknesses
Supportive teaching ◆ It has limited teacher

planning.
◆ It provides basic support

to students with diverse
needs.

◆ The assisting teacher may
feel like a glorified
teacher’s assistant.

◆ Students may question the
assisting teacher’s 
authority.

Alternative teaching ◆ All students, including
students with disabilities,
benefit from small group
instruction.

◆ If the general teacher and
special educator alternate
roles, equal status is
maintained.

◆ Be careful to put students
into small learning groups.
The small learning groups
should not consist of
students with special
needs.

Parallel teaching ◆ It lowers student to
teacher ratio.

◆ It allows more interaction
between teachers and
students.

◆ It allows the teacher to
monitor individual student
progress and
understanding more
closely.

◆ General teacher and
special educator need to
coordinate teaching so that
students receive
essentially the same
instruction within the
same amount of time.

◆ Noise level may be high.

Station teaching ◆ Professional engagement
is there.

◆ It increases instructional
intensity.

◆ Individualization is
shown.

◆ It takes more time.
◆ Students need to work

independently.
◆ Noise level may be high.

Team teaching ◆ It allows both teachers to
blend their teaching styles
and expertise.

◆ It requires more planning.
◆ It requires high level of

trust and commitment.

Source: Adapted from Cook L., & Friend, M. (1995).
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Benefits and Challenges of Co-Teaching

Reviews of literature have shown that co-teaching provides students, teachers, and

schools with many benefits (Cross & Cross, 1983; Snell & Janney, 2005, Villa et al., 2004;

Yates, 1994), which will be summarized below.

Students. The benefits for students include:

1. Students develop better attitudes about themselves.

2. Students’needs for survival, belonging and fun are met.

3. Students have more opportunities to work at their own pace.

4. Students’diversity on learning demand can be satisfied.

5. Students have a greater chance to get themselves involved in meaningful

learning activities.

6. Co-teaching provides students with affirmation of individuality and a model of

sharing and cooperation.

7. Co-teaching promotes positive self-esteem in students who have learning

disabilities.

Teachers. The benefits for teachers include:

1. Co-teaching serves as a valuable form of in-service training for young and

inexperienced teachers.

2. Co-teaching can help teachers compensate for the lack of background in an area.

3. Co-teaching enhances teachers’instructional knowledge base and helps them

develop teamwork skills.
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4. Co-teaching provides teachers with professional growth, personal support, and

enhanced motivation.

5. Teachers are able to use teaching strategies effectively.

6. Teachers are more aware of the importance of direct individualized instruction.

Schools. The benefits for schools include:

1. The lower student-teacher ratio leads to better teaching and learning conditions.

2. A greater sense of community and collaboration can be fostered in the classroom

and at school.

3. Integration of subject matter is more easily accomplished.

4. Co-teaching promotes a more rigorous curriculum.

Besides the benefits mentioned above, the implementation of co-teaching could

encounter some challenges. Peterson (1966), for example, described in depth how

co-teaching was introduced into the Easton Area High School in Pennsylvania in 1958.

He found that the main challenges came from school staff and the lack of audio-visual

equipment. He reported that teachers were resistant to the new idea of co-teaching, since

they had got used to the long-established tradition of one teacher per classroom. He

stated that “teachers tended to think of themselves as individual practitioners within the

group, rather than as members of a team dedicated to mutually cooperative efforts on

behalf of the students”(Peterson, p. 178). He also mentioned that small annual budgets

which precluded large expenditures for equipment such as tape recorders, record players,

projectors, and filmstrips could be a resistant factor to a well-planned co-teaching program.
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Local scholars (e.g., Chang et al., 2002; Cheng, 2002; Lee, 2001) pointed out that

the challenges that impeded the implementation of co-teaching programs in Taiwan lay in

the school administration, teachers, students and parents. These challenges are

summarized below.

School administration. The challenges from school administration include:

1. School administration does not offer enough support.

2. School administers are resistant to new ideas.

3. Inadequate time, space and equipment are provided for co-teaching.

Teachers. The challenges from teachers include:

1. Co-teachers in a team might be incompatible to each other.

2. Co-teachers might not have good interpersonal and problem-solving skills.

3. Teachers used to be individual practitioners, so they might be resistant to

programs that require cooperation and collaboration.

4. Teachers might not have related knowledge required for co-teaching.

5. Teachers do not want to spend extra time on lesson planning.

Students. The challenges from students include:

1. Not all students, especially students of lower level, can benefit from co-teaching.

Parents. The challenges from parents include:

1. Due to insufficient knowledge of the rationale of co-teaching and its benefits,

parents might oppose a new teaching program.

2. Incorrect perceptions by parents can be a stumbling block to co-teaching.
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As listed above, there are many challenges when putting the co-teaching method into

effect in an educational context. These challenges can be overcome if a co-teaching

program is well-planned, carefully monitored, and efficiently evaluated. Among these

challenges, the teachers’factor is the most difficult to overcome. If teachers are resistant

to new ideas, are unwilling to change their deep-rooted concept toward teaching, and do

not want to take time for planning and communication, any innovative co-teaching

program is bound to fail in the end.

Co-Teaching in the Language Context

Even though some problems have arisen, co-teaching has, in recent years, expanded

from the educational context to the language context, not only in western countries

(Abdallah, 2010; Haynes, 2010; Honigsfeld & Dove, 2008), but also in Asian countries as

well (Carless, 2002, 2006; Carless & Walker, 2006; Davison, 2006, Griffin et al., 2006,

Storey et al., 2001; Tajino & Tajino, 2000; Tonks, 2010). Co-teaching in an ESL

language setting usually involves a mainstream teacher (e.g., a homeroom teacher or a

subject area teacher) and a certified ESL teacher, while co-teaching in an EFL classroom

usually has two English teachers, a native English-speaking teacher (NEST) teaming up

with a non-native English-speaking teacher (Non-NEST). No matter in an ESL or an

EFL setting, co-teachers must agree on methods of instruction, teaching materials,

discipline, and in some cases even the curriculum. They must also plan, teach, and assess

the students together. Literature has shown that co-teaching offers several positive

implications for teachers in a language context. It exposes teachers to different teaching
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philosophies, techniques, and methods, promotes the collegiality and cooperation among

teachers (Abdallah, 2010), encourages an open exchange of ideas, experience and

risk-taking (Haynes, 2010), and establishes “a vehicle for creative collaboration between

ESL and mainstream teachers”(Honigsfeld & Dove, 2008, p. 8). In addition, co-teaching

is also found to be beneficial to English language learners, as it allows the learners to be

exposed to authentic language, be exposed to a wider range of instructional alternatives

than they would be in a pullout program, and to see the connections between English

instruction and mainstream academic content (Hoffman & Dahlman, 2007). In light of

these positive implications for teachers and students, co-teaching has expanded from the

ESL classroom of the western countries to the EFL classroom of many non-English

speaking countries in Asia.

Co-Teaching Studies in Asia-Pacific Region

As mentioned in the earlier sections, many Asian countries, in order to promote

national competitiveness and to upgrade their people’s English proficiency, launched all

kinds of co-teaching programs (e.g., the JET Program in Japan, the EPIK in Korea, and the

NET Scheme in Hong Kong), which have attracted many researchers’attention on this area.

In a case study of the Koto-ku co-teaching project, which required qualified and

experienced NESTs to work alongside Japanese English teachers (JETs), Sturman (1992)

concluded that the project was a successful example of international cooperation in

education but had to contend with several problems:

1. Personality: Some co-teachers could not get along well with each other.
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2. Respect: The co-teachers did not respect each other. For example, the NESTs

might complained that the JETs spent too much time lecturing on students’

behavior, while the JETs complained that the NESTs did not spend enough time

on grammatical rules and explanations.

3. Misconceptions: The JETs had misconceptions that the NESTs were the experts

who did no wrong, the walking tape-recorder who acted as a pronunciation

model for the students, or the “living proof of the internationalization of Japan”

(Sturman, 1992, p. 150).

4. Attitudes: Some JETs were resistant to the new teaching methodology. They

complained that the aim of the project concentrated more on listening and

speaking, which were not included in examinations.

5. Language: The JETs were insecure about their ability to communicate in English,

leading to difficulty in communicating with NESTs.

The findings of Sturman’s study are consistent with Tonk’s (2010) on co-teachers of the

JET Program. In a seminar for co-teachers conducted by Tonk, only one of

approximately 40 participants evaluated their co-teaching experience in a favorable light.

Tonk commented that many NESTs and JETs disliked co-teaching due to a lack of time,

poor communication among themselves, and different expectations of each other.

Some challenges of co-teaching were also found in the EPIK. The main challenge

lied in the tensions given rise from the collaboration between NESTs and Korean English

teachers (KETs). Carless (2002) described the following challenges:
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1. There were cultural conflicts between NESTs and KETs.

2. Unlike their counterparts in the JET Program, NESTs in EPIK were allowed to

teach on their own. However, they were found to have difficulty handling the

discipline and the low language levels of pupils when teaching school children

alone.

3. It was not easy for NESTs and KETs to find time to plan together. Besides,

some KETs were not eager to co-teach with an NEST.

4. Lack of understanding of the rationale and practice of co-teaching also caused

difficulties in cooperation between NESTs and KETs.

Carless’description of the tensions between NESTs and KETs echoes with Jason Ryan’s

co-teaching experience in Korea (Kimchi-icecream, 2009, March 2). In his blog, Jason, a

Canadian English instructor teaching in Korea, mentioned that KETs did not receive

formal training on how to co-teach, or how to work with a native English speaker from a

foreign country. As a result, some Korean teachers refused to co-teach with a native

English teacher. He also pointed out that Korean teachers could not accept western style

of teaching (e.g., play more games in class), and what is more, they did not know how to

say “No,”which caused lots of misunderstandings and miscommunications between them

and the western teachers.

In the Hong Kong context, Storey et al. (2001) found that at the secondary level

there was a lack of genuine collaboration between NESTs and Non-NESTs in that usually

each worked in their own classroom with little sharing and understanding of what their
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counterparts were doing. However, there are also positive examples of collaboration

between NESTs and LETs. Carless & Walker (2006) reported that the co-teachers in the

two schools they investigated were willing to collaborate, and each party was able to show

some respect and actual accommodation for the views and actions of their counterparts.

In addition, from a student viewpoint, the advantages of co-teaching seem to outweigh the

disadvantages. Storey et al. (2001) found evidence that lower level students’English

improved when they were taught by a combination of NEST and Non-NEST rather than by

one of these on their own.

Co-teaching between NESTs and Non-NESTs may be a challenging task, as more

conflict than collaboration has been reported in the Asian cases; nevertheless, when used

correctly and thoughtfully, it can be more beneficial to students than the traditional

teaching method. Moreover, if the co-teachers are willing to show mutual trust and

respect for each other, willing to allocate time for planning and preparation, willing to

share roles and responsibilities, and willing to develop open-mindedness and flexibility, it

is believed that the co-teaching method can maximize the strengths of each party and

minimize their weaknesses.

Co-Teaching Studies in Taiwan

In order to achieve the goal of national competitiveness, to balance regional

development, and to improve Taiwanese students’ low proficiency in English

communication and use, the Ministry of Education (MOE) in 2003 started to recruit

qualified foreign English teachers to assist local teachers with English instruction. This
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policy is supported by several local scholars (Pan, 1997; Tai, 2003; Wang, 2004) and most

Taiwanese English teachers (Oladjo, 2005). Pan (1997), in her study of elementary

English teaching in Kaohsiung City, suggested that the elementary English classroom

should involve a native speaker and a Taiwanese English teacher. Oladjo (2005)

investigated local English teachers’perception of the policy to employ foreigners in public

schools and he found that most teachers expressed positive opinions to the policy. He

concluded that the widespread agreement with the policy by local English teachers was due

to their lack of competence in improving students’oral communication skills.

Involving a native English speaker in a teaching team will provide students with

many benefits. Students are able to expose themselves to the six A’s: authentic

pronunciation, accurate language input, accumulated culture learning, active activities,

activated autonomy, and atmosphere (Tai, 2003). Advantages from the collaboration

between a native English teacher and a local teacher can also be seen in Medgyes’(2001)

work on the differences in teaching behavior between NESTs and Non-NESTs. As Table

5 shows, the weaknesses of Non-NESTs happen to be the strengths of NESTs, and vice

versa. For instance, NESTs are better at using English, so they can serve as language

models when teaching pronunciation or speaking. Non-NESTs, instead, are better at L1

and are more concerned with accuracy and forms, so they can serve as translators or

grammar teachers when the instruction requires grammar translation. As mentioned

earlier, through co-teaching, both parties can maximize their strengths and minimize their

weaknesses.
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Table 5

Perceived Differences in Teaching Behavior between NESTs and Non-NESTs

NESTs Non-NESTs

Own use of English

Speak better English Speak poorer English

Use real English Use “bookish” English

Use English more confidently Use English less confidently

General attitude

Adopt a more flexible approach Adopt a more guided approach

Are more innovative Are more cautious

Are less empathetic Are more empathetic

Attend to perceived needs Attend to real needs

Have far-fetched expectations Have realistic expectations

Are more casual Are stricter

Are less committed Are more committed

Attitude to teaching the language

Are less insightful Are more insightful

Focus on: Focus on:

Fluency Accuracy

Meaning Form

Language in use Grammar rules

Oral skills Printed words

Colloquial registers Formal registers

Teach terms in context Teach terms in isolation

Prefer free activities Prefer controlled activities

Favor group work/pair work Favor frontal work

Use a variety of materials Use a single textbook

Tolerate errors Correct/punish for errors

Set fewer tests Set more tests

Use no/less L1 Use more L1

Resort to no/less translation Resort to more translation

Assign less homework Assign more homework

Attitude to teaching culture

Supply more cultural information Supply less cultural information

From“When the teacher is a non-native speaker.” by Medgyes, P., 2001, p. 435.
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With so many benefits, co-teaching programs have been implemented by some local

cities/counties since 2001. In 2001, Hsinchu City launched the first co-teaching program

called English Collaborative Teaching Project and had ever since attracted many

researchers’attention (Chen, 2008; Chou, 2005; Lin, 2002; Lin, 2008; Luo, 2007a, 2007b;

Tsai, 2007; Wang, 2006). Studies on the co-teaching program of Hsinchu City focused

primarily on the teaching roles of or interaction between NESTs and Non-NESTs, the

efficacy of the program, the professional growth of the co-teachers, and the challenges

facing the co-teachers and the program. The results of the studies on the teaching

roles/responsibilities between NESTs and Non-NESTs revealed that the NESTs played the

role of the leading teacher, who was responsible for improving students’oral skills at

listening and speaking, whereas the Non-NESTs played the role of the supporting teacher,

who was responsible for classroom management, grammar translation, and the instruction

of reading and writing (Chou, 2005; Lin, 2008; Wang, 2006). However, the interaction

between NESTs and Non-NESTs seemed to be insufficient (Lin, 2002). The results of the

studies on the effects of the co-teaching program presented positive implications. It was

found that with an NEST in class, students’motivation and interest in learning English had

increased (Lin, 2002). It was also found that students preferred co-teaching class to

non-co-teaching class (Lin, 2008). As far as teachers’professional growth is concerned,

two studies yielded inconsistent results. Chen (2008) reported that co-teaching did not

trigger much teacher learning. However, Tsai (2007) concluded that co-teaching could

help teachers develop their professional development. She found that co-teachers could
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benefit from their co-teaching experiences in six aspects: linguistic knowledge and skills,

cultural knowledge, teaching skills, understanding of students and schools, development of

partnership, and development of professional identity. The learning opportunities were

mainly from co-teachers’classroom observations and collegial conversations. Studies on

the challenges of the co-teaching program in Hsinchu City suggested that the collaboration

between a foreign teacher and a local teacher was difficult. Lin (2008) indicated that

NESTs and Non-NEST did not share responsibilities, as local teachers dominated the

meeting before class and the lesson plans and were responsible for students’ achievement 

of learning English. Luo (2007a) reported the local teachers’difficulties in working with

inexperienced NESTs and the NESTs’challenges of working with Taiwanese homeroom

teachers. Chou (2005) pointed to foreign teachers’ cultural background, EFL training, 

working attitude and personality as particular factors that influenced the effects of

co-teaching. Luo (2007b) examined the components integral to optimal collaborative

teaching. She concluded that the important components of the co-teaching relationship

included respect, equality, flexibility, language, empathy, collaborative culture, time, and

knowledge.

Attention was also paid to the co-teaching programs carried out outside Hsinchu City.

One study conducted in Miaoli County explored teachers’and parents’opinions toward the

policy of employing foreign English teachers as English teachers (Cheng, 2004). It was

found that teachers and parents approved the policy on condition that the program was

well-planned and that the foreign teachers were not in short supply. Wang (2004)
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investigated the opinion of local English teachers in southern Taiwan toward the scheme of

recruiting foreign English teachers. She found that local teachers agreed that the

co-teaching program could enhance students’language abilities, but she also found that

42.9% of the local English teachers were anxious about the program, as it might have an

impact on Taiwanese teachers’future careers and their opportunities in the job markets.

Another study conducted in Yilan examining the interaction between foreign and local

English teachers revealed that personality, communication and teaching belief were the

factors that influenced co-teachers’dynamics (Tsai, 2005). In the study conducted in

Taoyuan, the dynamics between foreign teachers and local teachers were not sufficient

(Chiang, 2006). Besides, foreign teachers did not help increase students’interest in

learning English, inconsistent with the positive results found in Hsinchu City (Lin, 2002)

and Taichung City (Pai, 2008). It should be noted that only two subjects (a foreign

teacher and a local teacher) were involved in the Taoyuan study. If the two teachers did

not have good interaction and good teamwork, it was anticipated that co-teaching would

not have a positive effect on student achievement and students would not report positive

attitudes toward English learning. Hsu (2006) conducted a qualitative analysis of four

co-teaching teams in the English Schweitzer Program in Nantou County. She found that

one team was more effective than the other three teams, as the successful team could

provide full extent of English input no matter in quantity or in quality. The study

conducted in Taipei County investigated two co-teachers’cognition toward co-teaching

and examined the relationship between cognition and teaching practice (Su, 2009). It was
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found that the two teachers had different responsibilities in teaching, that the two teachers

were different in cognition, and that the teachers’ teaching cognition decided their teaching 

practice.

Summary

A total of 15 studies on the co-teaching programs in Taiwan were reviewed in the

literature. The summary of these studies is shown in Table 6. The purposes of the 15

studies may be different, but these studies have one thing in common: They all have a

qualitative analysis of the results. “Qualitative research is generally appropriate for

describing and providing insights about attitudes, perceptions, interactions, classroom

structure, and behaviors, relevant to co-teaching”(Scruggs, Mastropieri, & McDuffie,

2010, p. 3). Therefore, investigations addressing questions such as attitudes, perceptions

and interactions in the study on the Fulbright ETA Program in Kaohsiung are also

qualitative in nature.

Like their counterparts in some Asian regions or countries, the co-teaching programs

in Taiwan present many challenges. These challenges include a lack of good interaction

between the co-teachers, the local teachers’low English proficiency and difficulty

communicating with foreign teachers, the foreign teachers’lack of EFL training, a lack of

administrative support, and a lack of qualified foreign teachers. In order to overcome

these challenges, the co-teachers and the administrators need to understand that the

components of successful co-teaching experiences include teachers’attitude, sufficient

planning time, voluntary participation, mutual respect, administrative support, and a shared
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philosophy of instruction and behavior management (Weiss & Brigham, 2000). Though

teachers are criticized as “solitary creatures reluctant to share the limelight or be observed

by a colleague”(Benoit, 2010, p. 3), most teachers can work together with enough

co-teaching training. Co-teaching is not haphazard and lacking in clear objectives. By

receiving some training in co-teaching, learning to respect each other, spending more time

on lesson planning, and gaining more support from administration, co-teachers can

definitely improve the teamwork, produce many successful lessons, and benefit students.

Table 6

Co-Teaching Studies in Taiwan

Researcher & Topic City/County Purposes of Study Methods Major Findings

Lin, Y. (2002).

Foreign English teachers in

the elementary schools of

Hsinchu City

Hsinchu City 1. To investigate the implementation

of the English collaborative

project

2. To know how NESTs teach

English

3. To understand the public opinion

toward the collaborative project

4. To explore how the project

influence students’ learning

1. Interview

2. Questionnaire

1. NESTs dominated the co-teaching

activities.

2. NESTs aroused students’ 

motivation and interest in learning

English by activities and games,

but teacher-student interaction

was only limited in the classroom.

3. Local teachers were responsible for

the classroom management.

4. The interaction between NESTs

and Non-NESTs was insufficient,

and the frequency of interaction

had more to do with the English

proficiency of the Non-NESTs.

5. With an NEST in class, students

showed more interest in and a

positive attitude toward learning

English. The younger the

students were, the more

motivation they had.

Chou, M. (2005).

The study of English

team-teaching at elementary

schools in Hsinchu City

Hsinchu City 1. To investigate the teamwork

between local English teachers

and foreign English teachers

1. Interview

2. Questionnaire

3. Document

analysis

1. Most of the NESTs were in charge

of the lesson plans.

2. The division of the teaching work

was discussed at the beginning of

the semester.
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3. LETs’ chief duties were classroom 

management, translation, teaching

grammar, and helping lower level

students.

4. NESTs taught vocabulary and

dialogues, while the LETS taught

the rest of the teaching materials.

5. NESTs were responsible for the

oral test at final exam; LETs were

in charge of the quizzes and the

grade.

6. Foreign teachers’ cultural 

background, EFL training,

working attitude and personality

were the factors that influenced

the effects of team teaching.

Wang, Y. (2006).

Native and not-native

English speaking teacher’s 

beliefs and their influences

on practices: A case study of

elementary collaborative

teaching teachers in Hsinchu

City

Hsinchu City 1. To investigate the belief and

practice of team teaching between

NESTs and Non-NESTs

1. Interview

2. Classroom

observation

3. Questionnaire

4. Document

analysis

1. The main advantage of being an

NEST was their superior English

proficiency; the main

disadvantage of being a

Non-NEST was their lack of

English proficiency.

2. Co-teaching assembled the

advantages of both NESTs and

Non-NESTs.

3. Co-teachers agreed that the NEST

should be the leading teacher and

the Non-NEST the supporting

teacher.

4. NESTs thought vocabulary and

grammar were important, but in

practice they paid more attention

to sentence patterns rather than to

vocabulary; Non-NESTs

emphasized more on reading and

writing.

5. Co-teachers believed that students’ 

immersing in an all-English

surrounding could facilitate their

language learning, but teachers

were bothered by the disparity of

students’ level.

6. NESTs preferred skill-based

approach; Non-NESTs preferred

function-based and rule-based

approach.
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Luo, W. (2007a).

A study of native

English-speaking teacher

programs in elementary

schools in Taiwan

Hsinchu City 1. To examine the necessity of the

NEST program

2. To explore the challenges facing

the co-teachers

1. Interview

2. Classroom

observation

1. The necessity of the NEST

program was still a moot point.

2. Working with Taiwanese

homeroom teachers presented

challenges to the NESTs.

3. Working with inexperienced

NESTs presented challenges

to local English teachers.

Luo, W. (2007b).

A collaborative model for

teaching EFL by native and

non-native English-speaking

teachers

Hsinchu City 1. To propose a plausible

collaborative teaching model for

NESTs and Non-NESTs

2. To examine the components

integral to optimal collaborative

teaching

1. Interview

2. Classroom

observation

1. A collaborative model consisted of

four elements: lesson planning,

collaborative teaching,

monitoring, and collaborative

reflection.

2. The components integral to

optimal collaborative teaching

included respect, equality,

flexibility, language, empathy,

collaborative culture, time, and

knowledge.

Tsai, J. (2007).

Team teaching and teachers’ 

professional learning: Case

studies of collaboration

between foreign and

Taiwanese English teachers

in Taiwanese elementary

schools

Hsinchu City 1. To explore the team teaching

experiences of foreign and local

English teachers

2. To examine team teachers’ 

ongoing growth

1. Interview

2. Classroom

observation

1. Teaching styles and collegial

relationships were different from

teams to teams.

2. Team teaching could help teachers

develop their professional

development.

Chen, W. (2008).

A case study on the

professional development of

local and foreign English

teachers in team teaching

Hsinchu City 1. To investigate teachers’ 

professional growth in team

teaching

1. Interview

2. Classroom

observation

1. Teachers had the situated and

social nature of learning.

Teachers also manifested

distributed expertise and multiple

expertise.

2. Team teaching did not trigger

much teacher learning.

Lin, C. (2008).

Issues of English

collaborative teaching: A

case study in Hsinchu City

Hsinchu City 1. To understand how the co-teachers

lesson plan

2. To explore the challenges of

co-teaching between NESTs and

local teachers

3. To know students’ attitudes toward 

co-teaching and non-co-teaching

classes

4. To investigate the responsibilities

of co-teachers

1. Interview

2. Classroom

observation

3. Questionnaire

1. NESTs led the co-teaching class.

2. Local teachers dominated the

meeting before class and the

lesson planning.

3. Local teachers were responsible for

students’ achievement of learning 

English.

4. It was difficult for the schools to

find a qualified NEST.

5. Students preferred co-teaching

class to non-co-teaching class.

6. When students had questions, they

preferred to ask local English
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teachers.

7. NESTs spent more time on

teaching listening and speaking,

while local teachers focused more

on reading and writing.

8. Students concentrated more in a

non-co-teaching class than in a

co-teaching class.

Cheng, H. (2004).

The study of foreign English

teachers teaching in Miaoli

County

Miaoli County 1. To exploreteachers’ and parents’ 

opinions toward the policy of

recruiting foreign English

teachers to teach English in

Taiwan

1. Questionnaire 1. Teachers and parents approved the

policy.

2. The policy of recruiting foreign

English teachers to teach English

should be well-planned.

3. It should be guaranteed that the

foreign teachers were not in short

supply.

4. Foreign teachers should be native

speakers.

5. Foreign teachers should receive

formal training.

6. Foreign teachers should assist local

teachers with instruction and

improve the teaching materials

and methodology.

6. The roles and responsibilities

between foreign teachers and

local teachers should be

specified.

Wang, H. Y. (2004).

A study of team teaching in

an English classroom by

utilizing Taiwanese English

Teachers and native English

teachers

Southern

Taiwan

1. To explore whether Taiwanese

English teachers and native

English speakers can

successfully cooperate with

each other in the same

classroom

1. Questionnaire 1. Team teaching could enhance

students’ language abilities.

2. Some local teachers were

worried that team teaching

might have an effect on their

future career.

Tsai, W. (2005).

The study of co-teaching

between ETAs and LETs in

Yilan County

Yilan 1. To explore the process of team

teaching

2. To examine the interaction and

communication between foreign

and local English teachers.

1. Interview

2. Classroom

observation

1. A successful process of team

teaching covered three stages: the

beginning, the developing and the

growth stage.

2. Factors that influenced the

interaction between team teachers

included personality,

communication and teaching

belief.

3. Challenges of team teaching

included different expectations

toward team teaching, personality

traits, the ways to deal with
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conflicts, time management, and

cultural and linguistic differences.

Chiang, L. (2006).

When East meats West—the

English co-teaching story of

local and foreign English

teachers

Taoyuan 1.To explore teachers’ perceptions 

toward team teaching

2. To examine the dynamics between

the team teachers and those

between teachers and students

3. To investigate how foreign

teachers have influenced

students’ attitudes and

interests toward learning

1. Interview

2. Classroom

observation

1. Teaching was led by the foreign

teacher.

2. The dynamics between the

teachers and those between

foreign teachers and students

were insufficient.

3. Foreign teachers did not help

improve students’ attitudes and 

interests toward learning.

Hsu, J. (2006).

An analysis of team teaching

in the English Schweitzer

Program in Nantou County

Nantou 1.To identify team teachers’ roles 

and teaching patterns

2. To examine the extent of English

input

3. To compare the teaching

effectiveness of four teams

1. Interview

2. Classroom

observation

1. One team could play 11 roles out

of the 12 roles types of team

teaching. The teachers in this

team demonstrated a coordinated

teaching pattern.

2. The successful team could provide

full extent of English input no

matter in quantity or in quality.

3. One teaching team was more

effective than the other three

teams.

Pai, S. (2008).

A study of English

collaborative teaching at the

elementary school level in

Taichung City

Taichung City 1.To examine students’ learning 

motivation and attitudes toward

learning

2. To investigate the interaction

between NESTs and Non-NESTs

3. To investigate the interaction

between teachers and students

4. To examine the factors that

influence co-teaching

1. Interview

2. Classroom

observation

3. Questionnaire

1. Most of students agreed that

co-teaching increased their

motivation and interest in

learning English.

2. The co-teachers demonstrated

good teamwork and good

interaction.

3. Less than 50% of the students

agreed that they had good

interaction with foreign teachers.

4. NESTs spent more time on

teaching listening and speaking,

while local teachers focused more

on reading and writing.

Su, W. (2009).

The study of teaching

cognition between

co-teachers in the elementary

English classroom

Taipei County 1. To investigate two co-teachers’ 

cognition and teaching practice

2. To examine the relationship

between cognition and teaching

practice

1. Interview

2. Classroom

observation

1. The two teachers had different

responsibilities in teaching.

2. The two teachers were different in

teaching cognition.

3. Teachers’ teaching cognition 

decided their teaching practice.
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CHAPTER THREE

METHODOLOGY

The research design is first mentioned in this chapter. Then, the subjects

(co-teachers, former co-teachers, and students), the data collection methods (questionnaires,

interviews, and documents), and the procedures are discussed. The data analysis is

described at the end of this chapter.

Research Design

This study was designed to answer the following questions:

1. How do co-teachers collaborate in teaching?

2. How do co-teachers interact with each other inside and outside the classroom?

3. What are co-teachers’opinions toward the co-teaching program?

4. What are the students’attitudes toward learning in the co-teaching English class?

5. What are the merits and demerits of the co-teaching program?

In order to answer these questions, I combined quantitative and qualitative

approaches. According to Cresswell & Plano-Clark (2007), research combining

quantitative and qualitative approaches can facilitate a better understanding of the

phenomena under study than the one using a single approach. Research Questions 1, 2, 3

and 5 were examined using both the quantitative and qualitative methods. Research

Question 4 was explored only by the quantitative method. Figure 2 demonstrates the

research design of this study.
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Figure 2. The diagram of the research design.
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Subjects

The subjects in this study included 41 co-teachers, 3 former co-teachers, and 908

students. Co-teachers were asked to fill out a questionnaire and some of them were

interviewed. Former co-teachers who had participated in the program in 2009 but not in

2010 were also interviewed. Students who had attended English co-teaching classes in

the first semester were randomly chosen to fill out another questionnaire. The three types

of subjects are described in detail in the following sections.

Co-Teachers

Co-teachers involved in this study were the 12 ETAs and 29 LETs at 24 elementary

schools of Kaohsiung City. The 24 elementary schools were divided into 12 pairs, each

of the pairs consisting of two partner schools. Table 7 shows all ETAs and LETs, their

co-teaching schools, and the grades they taught. Each ETA had to teach at two partner

schools. For example, Christine co-taught with Fred and Julie at San Min Elementary

School and with Ethan at Shou Shan Elementary School. An ETA co-taught with at least

two LETs and at most four LETs per week. The 16 periods that an ETA was required to

teach per week were assigned by the partner schools. Take Christine for example. She

taught 12 periods at San Min on Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays, and another

4 periods at Shou Shan on Wednesdays. The number of periods corresponded to the size

of the school.

The 24 elementary schools that implemented the co-teaching program were chosen

by Kaohsiung International Education Resources Center (KIERC), which was in charge of
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Table 7

ETAs, Partner Schools, LETs, and the Grades Co-Teachers Taught

ETAs Partner Schools LETs Grades

San Min (三民)
Fred

Julie

5-6
Christine

Shou Shan (壽山) Ethan 3-6

Fu Dong (福東)
Dolly

Jessica

6
Paul

Fu Kang (福康) Rita 5

Yang Ming (陽明)
Steven

Eileen

3-4

Maia

Min Tsu (民族)
Ying-Tsai

Lily

4

Hongmaogang (紅毛港) Weining 3-6Ayano

Shihjia (獅甲) Grace 3-6

Cijin (旗津)
Joyce

Gill

5-6

Jessica

Guangrong (光榮)
Yun-Chen

Rebecca

5-6

Sin Jhuang (新莊) Winnie 6Mark

Nei Wei (內惟) Sunny 6

Ling Jhou (苓洲) Margaret 6Ariel

Cheng Kung (成功) Ling-Fang 5-6

Cisian (七賢) Fancina 6Ashley

Gu Yan (鼓岩) Priscilla 5-6

Kuanghua (光華) Rebecca 5
Elizabeth

Si Wei (四維)
Vincent

Michael

5

Taiping (太平) Shuting 3, 5, 6
Jeff

Ming Yi (明義)
Dale

Karen

5-6

Shihhu (獅湖) Tracy 5
Ben

Bo Ai (博愛)
Pamela

Josephine

3, 6

Le Chyun (樂群) Mary 6Sam

Chen Jenn (前鎮) Lillian 5-6

the Fulbright ETA Program in Kaohsiung. In May, any elementary school interested in

joining the program needed to find a partner school. The pair of schools then handed in a

co-teaching plan (see Appendix F), which described the LETs’background information, the

school’s expectations for ETAs, and the administrative support for the program. Then,
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KIERC interviewed the administrators and the LETs of each pair and decided which

schools were better candidates for the program. In the interview, one of the most

important questions asked was about the LETs’willingness to participate in the program.

If they showed fervor and spoke better English, their school had a better chance to be

chosen. In 2010, 22 pairs applied for the program but only 12 pairs were chosen. The

ETAs’school assignments were decided on the last day of orientation when a speed dating

was held; that is, every ETA took turns talking to the LETs of the 12 partner schools (five

minutes for each pair of schools). After the speed dating, the ETAs ranked the schools

they liked and the LETs ranked the ETAs with whom they wanted to co-teach. Finally,

the 12 ETAs were matched to the 12 pairs of partner schools by KIERC.

In order to explore co-teachers’collaboration in teaching, their interactions, their

opinions toward co-teaching and the program, I invited all the co-teachers to fill out

questionnaires and interviewed four of them.

Former Co-Teachers

In order to understand the challenges facing the co-teachers and the program, I

randomly chose and interviewed three teachers, who participated in the program in 2009

but did not join the program again in 2010. The three former co-teachers included one

LET (Pei-yu), who was a third-grade English teacher at San Min Elementary School, and

two ETAs (Kimberley and Cindy), who were learning Chinese at the Language Center of

NKNU. Their opinions about the co-teaching program will be very conducive to the

operation of the program in the future.
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Students

To have more students involved in this study, I chose the six-graders as subjects,

since most of the co-teachers taught the sixth grade (see Table 7). At the end of the first

semester, I sent e-mails to 17 LETs who taught the sixth grade and asked them to pass out

the questionnaires for their students to fill in. Nine LETs from nine different schools

responded to me and agreed to help me send out the questionnaires to their students. In

total there were 908 students from ten different schools participating in this study,

including the students of my school (see Table 8). The number of student subjects varied

with the size of the school. For example, Sin Jhuang was a large school, with 232

students involved in this study; Shou Shan was a small school, with only 13 students

participating in this study. The students’attitudes toward learning in the co-teaching

English class were examined through a questionnaire.

Table 8

Schools and Numbers of Student Subjects

School Number

San Min (三民) 82

Sin Jhuang (新莊) 232

Fu Dong (福東) 30

Guangrong (光榮) 16

Ming Yi (明義) 94

Nei Wei (內惟) 92

Le Chyun (樂群) 129

Taiping (太平) 92

Shou Shan (壽山) 13

Cijin (旗津) 128

Total Number 908
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Data Collection Procedures

This study involved both quantitative and qualitative analyses. The quantitative

data were mainly collected by questionnaires, while the qualitative data were collected by

interviews and documents.

Questionnaires

In order to answer the research questions and collect data for quantitative analysis, I

designed two types of questionnaires: (a) A Survey of Co-Teachers’Teaching Collaboration,

Interactions, and Opinions toward the Co-Teaching Program, and (b) A Survey of Students’

Attitudes toward Learning in the Co-Teaching English Class. The former was filled out

by co-teachers and was designed to answer Research Questions 1, 2, 3 and 5, while the

latter was filled out by students and was designed to answer Research Question 4.

Questionnaire for co-teachers. Besides basic information, the content of the

questionnaire for co-teachers consisted of four categories and 25 items: (a) Teaching

Collaboration with Co-teacher (Questions 1-9), (b) Interaction with Co-teacher (Questions

10-12), (c) Co-teacher’s Opinions toward the Co-Teaching Program (Questions 13-22),

and (d) Open-ended Questions (Questions 23-25). The questions asked about

co-teachers’teaching collaboration, including their time spent on lesson planning, the

distribution of their duties and responsibilities in the classroom, the language, the teaching

materials, and the co-teaching models they often used. In the second category of the

questionnaire, co-teachers’interaction inside and outside the classroom and the factors

influencing their interaction were explored. The benefits for co-teachers and for students
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and co-teachers’opinions toward the co-teaching program (e.g., the orientation, the

workshops, the host family, and the administrative support) were listed in the third

category. The fourth category required the co-teachers to answer three open-ended

questions. Co-teachers were asked about their challenges in co-teaching, their

contributions to the schools or the communities, and the demerits (if any) of the program.

Validity of the questionnaire for co-teachers. After the questionnaire for

co-teachers was designed, I had one ETA, Christine, and one LET, Julie, read it first to

make sure the questions were appropriate and comprehensible. Then, the two program

advisors, Dr. Lin-Lee Lee and Dr. Hsiu-Chun (Spring) Lin, gave me suggestions on the

wording and ordering of the questions and helped me add and delete some questions to

ensure the validity of the questionnaire. After the questionnaire was completed, I

e-mailed it to Alex Tang, the director of FSE and the supervisor of ETAs, and to Chris Lee,

the director of KIERC and the supervisor of LETs, pleading with them to read it for more

suggestions and asking for their permission to send out the questionnaires to all of the

ETAs and LETs.

The survey of co-teachers. The questionnaires for ETAs and LETs were sent out at

the end of the first semester in January and collected, a month later, at the start of the

second semester in February. ETAs were asked to write a consent form for research (see

Appendix G) and filled out the English version of questionnaire (see Appendix H). LETs

were also required to write a consent form for research (see Appendix I), but they filled out

the Chinese version of questionnaire (see Appendix J). The number of questionnaires
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each ETA was required to fill out depended upon the number of LETs s/he co-taught. For

example, Jessica co-taught with four LETs (Gill, Joyce, Rebecca, and Yun-Chen) at two

different schools, so she needed to fill out four forms. In order to ease ETAs’load of

filling out so many forms, I instructed them to answer the questions about the basic

information and the program (Questions 13-25) just once. Except for the basic

information, the content of the questionnaire for LETs is the same as that for ETAs.

Unlike an ETA who might need to fill out two to four questionnaires, an LET just needed

to fill out one form, since each LET had only one ETA as co-teacher.

In total, 66 questionnaires were distributed to the co-teachers, with 33 copies to the

ETAs and 33 copies to the LETs. As a result, 58 copies of questionnaires (29 from ETAs

and 29 from LETs) were returned and these copies were all valid.

Questionnaire for students. The questionnaire for students was designed to

explore their attitudes toward learning in the co-teaching English class. It was a

five-point-scale questionnaire consisting of two parts: (a) Basic Information, and (b)

Content. In the Basic Information, students were asked to answer about their gender and

whether they had attended an English cram school before. In the Content, there were 14

items about their attitudes toward learning in the co-teaching English class. Their ratings

in response to each statement were marked on a five-point scale (5 = totally agree, 4 =

agree, 3 = neutral, 2 = disagree, and 1 = totally disagree).

Pilot test. In order to establish the reliability and validity of the instrument, I did a

pilot test at my school at the end of the first semester. Ninety six-graders, who had
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attended the co-teaching English class at San Min Elementary School, participated in the

pilot test. They were asked to fill out the questionnaire “A Survey of Students’Attitudes

toward Learning in the Co-Teaching English Class”(see Appendix K). Out of the 90

questionnaires, 86 were valid (96% valid response rate). The responses of the valid 86

questionnaires were keyed in the computer and processed for item analysis by SPSS 18 for

Windows.

Table 9

Item Analysis of the Questionnaire for Students

Item Mean Std. Deviation

Corrected Item-Total

Correlation

Cronbach's Alpha

if Item Deleted

Q1 3.73 1.121 .764 .927

Q2 3.66 1.069 .762 .927

Q3 3.42 1.090 .813 .925

Q4 3.53 1.081 .833 .925

Q5 3.34 1.164 .715 .928

Q6 4.31 .997 .524 .933

Q7 3.37 1.179 .744 .927

Q8 3.40 1.366 .532 .935

Q9 2.97 1.212 .568 .933

Q10 3.53 1.103 .717 .928

Q11 3.71 1.147 .726 .928

Q12 3.78 1.162 .709 .928

Q13 3.49 1.176 .725 .928

Q14 3.97 1.142 .496 .935

Note. n = 86; Cronbach's Alpha = .934.
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Reliability of the questionnaire for students. Table 9 shows the item analysis of

the questionnaire for students. As Table 9 demonstrates, the Cronbach's Alpha value of

the 14 items is .934, revealing a high level of internal consistency among the measurement

items; that is, the pilot test was reliable. Therefore, all of the 14 items were reserved for

the formal test.

Validity of the questionnaire for students. In order to make sure that the test can

truly measure students’attitudes toward learning in the co-teaching English class, I used

the 86 students’first semester English grades to examine the correlation between the test

and their English grades. A test that has validity would presume that students who score

high in the test (more positive attitudes toward learning) to have higher English grades and

students who score low in the test to have lower English grades. In other words, if there

is a certain degree of correlation between the attitude test and students’English grades,

then the test and the measurement tool (the questionnaire) would have a certain degree of

validity.

Table 10 shows the mean and standard deviation of students’attitudes toward

learning in the co-teaching English class and their English grades, and Table 11

demonstrates the correlation of the two constructs. The correlation value between

students’attitudes toward learning in the co-teaching English class and their English grades

is .657 and it is significant at the 0.01 level, as shown in Table 11. This correlation is

moderate and indicates that the attitude test is valid and that the questionnaire for students,

which was used in the pilot test can be used for the formal test.
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Table 10

The Mean and Std. Deviation of Students’Attitudes toward Learning in the Co-Teaching English

Class and Their English Grades

Mean Std. Deviation

Attitudes 50.2093 11.76347

Grades 91.3837 7.71998

Note. n = 86.

Table 11

Correlation of Students’Attitudes toward Learning in the Co-Teaching English Class and
Their English Grades

Attitudes Grades

Pearson Correlation 1 .657**

Sig. (2-tailed) .000

Attitudes

n 86 86

Pearson Correlation .657** 1

Sig. (2-tailed) .000

Grades

n 86 86

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

The survey of students. Six-graders at 10 out of the 24 co-teaching schools were

invited to participate in this study. They were instructed to respond to the questionnaire

for students “A Survey of Students’Attitudes toward Learning in the Co-Teaching English

Class”(see Appendix K), based on their experiences in attending the co-teaching English

class in the first semester. The questionnaires were sent out at the start of the second

semester in February and collected, a month later, in March. In total, there were 950
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questionnaires distributed to the students of the 10 schools and 908 copies were returned

(96% response rate). Out of the 908 questionnaires, 890 were valid (98% valid response

rate).

Interviews

Interviews can help a researcherget the story behind a participant’s experiencesand

pursue in-depth information around the topic and can be used as follow-up to certain

respondents to questionnaires, e.g., to further investigate their responses (McNamara, 1999;

Patton, 1990). There are three types of interviews: (a) structured, generally recognized as

questionnaires; (b) semi-structured, in which the interviewer has a list of questions s/he

wants to cover but which also allow for a certain amount of divergence from the script; and

(c) open-ended, in which there might be one or two themes that the interviewer wants to

talk about, but generally follows the lead of the interviewee (Weiss, 1994). Conducted in

this study was a semi-structured interview format, which is recommended by Hitchcock

and Hughes (1989), who prefer this type of interview because it allows the interviewer to

further develop and expand upon particularly interesting responses, and in the best-case

scenario, develop a kind of relationship with the participant where negotiation, discussion

and expansion of responses can occur. With the purposes of answering the research

questions and obtaining a more detailed insight and perspective into co-teachers’ 

collaboration in co-teaching, their interactions, and their opinions toward the co-teaching

program, I conducted seven semi-structured interviews with four co-teachers and three

former co-teachers.
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Interviewees. The interviewees were, before the interview, reassured that their

responses were anonymous and would not be shared with other participants in the study.

The identity of each interviewee was kept anonymous by a fake name. The interviewees

included two ETAs (Caroline and Judy), two LETs (Chi-min and Mei-li), two former

ETAs (Cindy and Kimberley), and one former LET (Pei-yu). Caroline, Judy, Chi-min,

and Mei-li were current co-teachers and they were randomly chosen for interviews from

the 12 ETAs and the 29 LETs, who had returned the questionnaires and consent forms for

research. Cindy and Kimberley were co-teachers in the preceding year. After they had

fulfilled their contract as ETAs in the program, they chose to stay in Taiwan. They were

the only two former ETAs I could find in Kaohsiung, as they were studying Chinese at the

Language Center of NKNU. Pei-yu was teaching at San Min Elementary School. She

was a co-teacher in 2009 but due to personal reasons, declined to participate in the program

again in 2010. The timeline of the seven interviews can be seen below in Table 12.

Table 12

Co-Teachers and Former Co-Teachers’Interview Timetable

Name Title Interview Date

Pei-yu Former LET January 20

Chi-min LET January 24

Caroline ETA February 25

Mei-li LET March 1

Cindy Former ETA April 3

Kimberley Former ETA April 10

Judy ETA April 28
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Interview questions. The interview questions were intended to shed light on the

research questions about co-teachers’collaboration in teaching, their interactions, and their

opinions toward the co-teaching program. They were composed in English and were

drawn up after reading the research literature relating to co-teaching and consulting

interviews used in previous studies of co-teaching in Taiwan (Chen, 2008; Chou, 2005; Lin,

2002; Herbert, 2010; Hsu, 2006; Tsai, 2007). Appendix L shows the 20 interview

questions for ETAs (Caroline and Judy), which were divided into four types: (a) General

Questions (Questions 1-4), (b) Questions about Co-Teaching (Questions 5-13), (c)

Questions about Interaction (Questions 14-18), and (d) Questions about the Program

(Questions 19-20). Interview questions for LETs (Chi-min and Mei-li) were the same as

those for ETAs except that the interviews were conducted in Chinese (see Appendix M for

the Chinese version of interview questions). Former ETAs (Cindy and Kimberley) were

required to answer the 18 questions shown in Appendix N, which also consisted of four

types: (a) General Questions (Questions 1-2), (b) Questions about Co-Teaching (Questions

3-11), (c) Questions about Interaction (Questions 12-16), and (d) Questions about the

Program (Questions 17-18). Interview questions for former ETAs differed from those for

ETAs only in the General Questions, in which two questions (Questions 3-4) were deleted.

Interview questions for former LET (Pei-yu) were almost the same as those for former

ETAs, with the only difference in Question 2 of the General Questions (see Appendix O),

in which the two former ETAs were asked why they applied for the Fulbright English

Teaching Assistantship in Taiwan, while Pei-yu was asked why she did not want to
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participate in the co-teaching program again. All of the responses to the interview

questions were recorded by a digital recorder.

Interview transcription. After all recordings of the interviews were transcribed,

they were re-read by the interviewees to make sure the transcripts were correct.

Interviews conducted in Chinese were translated into English, maintaining the original

sense of the words. The translations were checked and edited by an ETA, who could read

Chinese. Following the methods based on Cresswell (2005) and Barbour (2008), I used

an iterative process of reading and re-reading the data to get the general idea and marked

any significant statement, which formed the basis for coding.

Documents

Documents are a rich source of information about many organizations and programs

(Patton, 2002) and have the advantage of being stable, unobtrusive and exact in qualitative

research (Yin, 2003). The documents analyzed in this study included the monthly reports

written by the LETs (see Appendix A for a monthly report sample) and the weekly reports

written by the ETAs (see Appendix B for a weekly report sample). These reports were

like journals that recorded episodes of co-teaching in the English classroom, the conflicts

and misunderstandings between the co-teachers, and the challenges facing the co-teachers.

The monthly reports and the weekly reports written by six interviewees (Cindy, Caroline,

Chi-min, Mei-li, Kimberley, and Judy) in the first semester of the school year were

collected. Pei-yu, the former LET, was excluded in the collection of documents because

LETs were not required to write a monthly report in the preceding year.
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Reliability and validity of the qualitative data. Winget (2005) pointed out that

“the validity and reliability of qualitative research depend on the researcher’s skill,

sensitivity and training in the field”(p. 13). However, there are a few methods a

researcher can conduct to ensure data validity and reliability. Triangulation is one of the

methods that are helpful for improving the trustworthiness of a qualitative study (Lincoln

& Guba, 1985; Mays & Pope, 2000). It compares the results from two or more different

methods (i.e., data from interviews and observation), or two or more data sources

(interviews with members of different groups) to check for consistency in answers and

attitudes. In this study, the findings of document analysis were triangulated with the

interview transcripts, and the data of the seven interviews were compared to one another to

ensure the trustworthiness of the study. Besides, to enhance the credibility of the data, I

tried to meet some conditions some researchers (e.g., Barbour, 2008; Cresswell, 2005;

Lynch, 1996) suggest for validity. These conditions included that the interview

transcription was accurate, that the intended meaning of the interviewees was not distorted,

and that the accounts written in the weekly or monthly reports presented were not given the

wrong value judgments.

Data Analysis

Collected in this study were quantitative and qualitative data. The former involved

co-teachers’and students’responses to the questionnaires and the latter included the

interview transcripts and the document findings. How these two types of data were

analyzed is described in the following sections.
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Quantitative Analysis

After all the questionnaires for co-teachers and for students were collected, I picked

out the invalid questionnaires and keyed in the responses of the valid questionnaires in the

computer. A quantitative analysis was carried out, using SPSS 18 for Windows. The

process and the statistical methods are described in more detail below.

Analysis of the questionnaire for co-teachers. Responses to Background

Information were computed by frequency and percentage in order to know co-teachers’

gender, teaching/co-teaching experience, etc. Responses to Teaching Collaboration with

Co-teacher (Questions 1-9), Interaction with Co-teacher (Questions 10-12), and

Co-teacher’s Opinions toward the Co-Teaching Program (Questions 13-22) were also

calculated by frequency and percentage. Responses to Open-ended Questions (Questions

23-25) were summarized, categorized, and then analyzed.

Analysis of the questionnaire for students. Students’responses to the 14 items of

the survey questionnaire were transferred to scores (5 = totally agree, 4 = agree, 3 = neutral,

2 = disagree, and point 1 = totally disagree). The frequency, the percentage and the mean

of scores in each item were then computed. If the mean is above 3.0, it suggests that the

respondents agreed with the statement and they were on a positive position; if the mean is

below 3.0, it suggests that the respondents disagreed with the statement and they were on a

negative position. Furthermore, an in-dependent t-test was used to examine whether two

variables (gender and cram school experience) had influenced students’attitudes toward

learning in the co-teaching English class.
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Qualitative Analysis

The data to be analyzed by a qualitative method in this study included interview

transcripts and co-teachers’ weekly or monthly reports.  These data were read and re-read

in order to better understand the content. My analytical strategy was based on grounded

theory developed by Glaser and Strauss (1967), whose idea is to read (and re-read) a

textual database (such as a corpus of field notes) and discover or label variables (called

categories, concepts, and properties) and their interrelationships. The constant

comparative method, which Glaser and Strauss (1967) suggested for analyzing data, was

used in this study. Following this method, significant events were compared with

subsequent events to see if there was any pattern. As the data were analyzed, I searched

for a core variable, which has the following characteristics: recurring frequently and

linking various data. Categories, such as co-teachers’collaboration in co-teaching,

co-teachers’ interaction, and co-teachers’ opinions toward the program turned out to have a

lot of data and would serve as the core categories. Other categories related to the core

categories were then coded. The coding frame, including all the categories and examples,

can be found in Appendix P.
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CHAPTER FOUR

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This chapter is divided into two main parts. The first part presents the results of

the quantitative analysis of the questionnaires filled out by co-teachers and students. The

second part displays the results of the qualitative analysis of the interview transcripts and

weekly and monthly reports written by co-teachers and former co-teachers.

The Results of the Quantitative Analysis

Basic information about the co-teachers participating in this study is described in the

following section. The next five sections present the results of the quantitative analysis in

answering the five research questions on co-teachers’teaching collaboration, their

interactions, their opinions toward the program, students’attitudes toward learning in the

co-teaching English class, and the merits and demerits of the program. The results of the

quantitative analysis are summarized in the end.

Basic Information of the Co-Teachers

Forty-one co-teachers (12 ETAs and 29 LETs) participated in this study. In total,

there were 58 questionnaires collected because the number of questionnaires each ETA was

required to fill out depended upon the number of LETs s/he co-taught. Four of the 33

LETs did not fill out the questionnaire for the co-teachers. Among the 12 ETAs, five

were males and seven were females. Among the 29 LETs, only five were males, while 24
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were females. The frequency and percentage of ETAs’responses to the basic information

concerning EFL/ESL training, teaching, and co-teaching experience are shown in Table 13.

Table 14 demonstrates the frequency and percentage of LETs’responses to the basic

information of the questionnaire.

Table 13

The Frequency and Percentage of ETAs’Responses to the Basic Information

Response

Item
Yes No

2. Did you participate in any EFL/ESL training before you
joined the program?

0 12 (100%)

3. Did you have any teaching experience before you joined
the program?

8 (66.7%) 4 (33.3%)

4. Did you have any co-teaching experience before you
joined the program?

3 (25.0%) 9 (75.0%)

Table 14

The Frequency and Percentage of LETs’Responses to the Basic Information

Item Response
An English teacher A homeroom

English teacher

An administrative

English teacher

2. What is your position?

20 (69.0%) 3 (10.3%) 6 (20.7%)

0-2 years 3-5 years 6-10 years 11-15 years 16 years

and above

3. How many years have you
been teaching?

1 (3.5%) 4 (13.8) 13 (44.8%) 3 (10.3%) 8 (27.6%)

0-2 years 3-5 years 6-10 years 11-15 years 16 years

and above

4. How many years have you
taught English?

3 (10.4%) 7 (24.1%) 17 (58.6%) 2 (6.9%) 0

1 year 2 years 3 years5. How many years have you
participated in the
program? 20 (69.0%) 5 (17.2%) 4 (13.8%)

Yes No6. Did you volunteer to join the
program?

19 (65.5%) 10 (34.5%)
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Most ETAs in the program were recent college graduates, who volunteered to join

the program. As Table 13 shows, no ETA had ever participated in any ESL/EFL training

program before and most of them (66.7%) did not have much teaching experience, which

ranged from one month to at most three years. In addition, only three of them (25%) had

co-teaching experience before. LETs, in contrast, had much more teaching experience, as

a majority (82.7%) of them had more than six years of teaching experience and one third

(65.5%) of them had more than six years of experience in teaching English (see Table 14).

Though most LETs were qualified English teachers with much teaching experience, only

nine (31.0%) of them had participated in the co-teaching program before, while twenty

(69.0%) of them had not. Ten LETs were found not to be volunteers of the program

because they were appointed by their schools to participate. Table 14 also reveals that

nine out of the 29 LETs in this study were not full-time English teachers. Three of them

were homeroom teachers and the other six were administrative teachers. Co-teaching,

which requires teachers to spend extra time on lesson planning, might be difficult for these

teachers because they had much more work to do than full-time English teachers.

In summary, ETAs in this program were not qualified English teachers. They were

young and had less teaching experience. LETs in this program, instead, were qualified

English teachers with more teaching experience, but most of them had no experience in

co-teaching. A good co-teaching program is the one which enables both ETAs and LETs

to maximize their strengths and minimize their weaknesses. In the following section,

how ETAs and LETs collaborated in teaching is discussed.
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Co-Teachers’Collaboration in Teaching

Lesson planning is the first step the co-teachers need to take to ensure successful

co-teaching. In a study that focused on the collaboration between general and special

education teachers, Fisher and Frey (2001) found that if co-teachers were able to meet and

discuss lessons, it would result in better instruction. Table 15 lists the average time per

week that co-teachers spent on lesson planning. Surprisingly, most co-teachers (94.8%)

spent less than one hour per week on a lesson plan, with some (17.2%) even spent less than

15 minutes planning a lesson together. There are two reasons to account for this fact.

One is due to the heavy work load in the elementary school. LETs were required to teach

22 to 24 periods of classes a week. Besides the teaching periods, LETs had other

obligations to fullfill if they were homeroom teachers or administrative teachers. ETAs,

on the other hand, also had a heavy teaching load: They were required to teach in the

English Village on two mornings and teach 16 periods at two different schools. Therefore,

it was not easy for the co-teachers to find vacant periods or free time to sit down and

discuss the lesson plan. The other reason is that most teachers simply did not want to

spend too much time planning a lesson together. As mentioned before, most LETs were

experienced teachers and they might have a lesson plan in mind already. A dominant

LET might ask an inexperienced ETA to follow his or her lesson plan. However, it should

be noted that the questionnaires were distributed at the end of the first semester. Since

co-teachers had already worked together for a few months and had gained some experience

in co-teaching, they might spend less time on lesson planning.
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Table 15

Time Co-Teachers Spent on Lesson Planning Per Week

Q1: How much time did you and your co-teacher spend on lesson
planning per week?

f %

Less than 15 mins 10 17.2
15-30 mins 24 41.4
30-60 mins 21 36.2
60-90 mins 3 5.2
More than 90 mins 0 0

Total 58 100

Note. f = frequency; % = percentage.

Besides teaching, a teacher’s responsibilities also include disciplining students,

correcting students’workbooks and assessing students’performance. Table 16 shows the

distribution of responsibilities between ETAs and LETs. About half (55.2%) of the

co-teachers reported that both ETAs and LETs had the same teaching load in a co-teaching

class; 29.3% of the co-teachers thought that LETs did more teaching work and 15.5% of

the co-teachers confessed that ETAs had a heavier teaching load. When class control and

disciplining were concerned, LETs were usually the ones who shouldered most

responsibilities: the classroom management and discipline (77.6%) and correcting students’

workbooks (81.0%). When it comes to assessment, only 55.2% of the co-teachers

assessed students together, with 44.8% of LETs did not assessed their students with ETAs.

A good co-teaching team is the one whose co-teachers share the leadership and the

responsibility (Villa, Thousand & Nevin, 2004). It is a pity to know that the co-teachers

in this program did not assume the same responsibilities. For ETAs to assume these

responsibilities is important. If ETAs do not discipline the students, they will not build up
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their authority in class. If ETAs do not correct students’workbooks, they will not know

what students find difficult and where their common mistakes are. If ETAs do not assess

students, they will not have any idea of how far an individual student has progressed.

Therefore, to have effective co-teaching, the co-teachers must learn to share the

responsibilities.

Table 16

Distribution of Responsibilities between ETAs and LETs

Q2: Who had a heavier teaching load in a co-teaching class? f %

ETA 9 15.5

LET 17 29.3

Both 32 55.2

Total 58 100

Q3: Who was responsible for the classroom management and

discipline in a co-teaching class?

f %

ETA 2 3.4

LET 45 77.6

Both 11 19.0

Total 58 100

Q4: Who was responsible for correcting students’workbooks? f %

ETA 0 0

LET 47 81.0

Both 11 19.0

Total 58 100

Q5: Who was responsible for assessing the students? f %

ETA 0 0

LET 26 44.8

Both 32 55.2

Total 58 100
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Table 17

The Language that Co-Teachers Used in Class

Q6: What was the language that you and your co-teacher use in

class?

f %

All English 1 1.7

Mostly English; Chinese is used only when necessary 43 74.1

Half English, half Chinese 11 19.0

Mostly Chinese 3 5.2

All Chinese 0 0

Total 58 100

Table 17 shows the language that co-teachers used in class. More than two thirds

(74.1%) of co-teachers reported that they spoke English most of time and that Chinese was

used only when necessary. Though some of the ETAs in this program spoke good

Chinese and some spoke survival Chinese, they were not allowed to do so in class because

one of the objectives of the co-teaching program was to give students more opportunities to

practice English with native speakers. LETs should also avoid speaking Chinese unless

on certain situations (e.g., disciplining students or informing students of something

important). However, a large amount of Chinese was spoken in some co-teaching

classrooms, as 19.0% of co-teachers reported that English and Chinese were used at a

fifty-fifty ratio, and what is worse, 5.2% of co-teachers confessed that Chinese was the

language often used in the classroom. These co-teachers should know that students

benefit more in an English only or mostly English classroom, as students will have more

opportunities to learn more useful classroom English, daily English conversation as well as

real world English, such as expressing their feelings and desires.
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Table 18

The Teaching Materials that Co-Teachers Often Used in Class

Q7: What were the teaching materials that you and your co-teacher

often used? (You can choose more than one option.)

f %

Textbooks 57 98.3

Self-designed materials 33 56.9

Others 15 25.9

Note. n = 58.

A very high percentage (98.3%) of co-teachers used textbooks as the main teaching

materials in a co-teaching class (see Table 18). This is understandable as textbooks are

the most easily accessible teaching materials. In the elementary schools in Kaohsiung,

students have two periods of English class per week: a co-teaching English class and a

non-co-teaching English class. The former was taught by ETAs and LETs together while

the latter was conducted by LETs only. Since all LETs used English textbooks in the

non-co-teaching period, not surprisingly, they would plan the lessons with ETAs based

mainly on the textbooks. But about half (56.9%) of co-teachers also used self-designed

materials. For example, one ETA, who had extensive traveling experience, planned the

lessons with his LETs mainly on the countries he had visited. Some (25.9%) of the

co-teachers used other materials such as YouTube songs, story books, PowerPoint

presentations, etc. They used these materials on special occasions or holidays. For

example, a cultural unit (e.g., Halloween and Thanksgiving) was often conducted by

PowerPoint presentations or activity worksheets.
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Table 19

The Model Co-Teachers Often Used in Class

Q8: Which of the following model did you and your co-teacher

often use? (You can choose more than one option.)

f %

Supportive teaching 35 60.3

Parallel teaching 7 12.1

Alternative teaching 4 6.9

Station teaching 3 5.2

Team teaching 45 77.6

Note. n = 58.

Table 19 lists the co-teaching models which co-teachers often used in class.

Among the five models, team teaching (i.e., two teachers plan, teach, assess, and assume

the same responsibility for all of the students in the classroom) and supportive teaching

(i.e., one teacher takes the leading role and the other walks around to help) were preferred

by most co-teachers. The former was used by 77.6% of co-teachers and the latter was

used by 60.3% of co-teachers. Villa et al. (2004) found that teachers who were new to

co-teaching favored supportive teaching. This is also the case in this study. Most ETAs

and LETs in this program did not have any co-teaching experience and did not spend much

time on lesson planning. It is possible that the co-teaching scene was one teacher

teaching in the front and the other teacher helping or disciplining students or observing in

the back. I believe that the supportive teaching model was often used in the beginning of

the first semester when co-teachers still did not have much co-teaching experience and

when they did not know each other very well. Gradually, as co-teaching skills and

relationships were strengthened, co-teachers ventured into team teaching that required

more planning time, coordination, and trust.
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Table 20

ETAs’and LETs’Main English Teaching Responsibilities

ETAsa LETsb
Co-Teachers

cQ9: What were your main English
teaching responsibilities in a
co-teaching class? (You can choose
more than one option.)

f % f % f %

Phonics 28 96.6 7 24.1 35 60.3

Vocabulary 25 86.2 6 20.7 31 53.4

Sentence patterns 17 58.6 21 72.4 38 65.5

Dialogue 19 65.5 13 44.8 32 55.2

Games 20 69.0 18 62.1 38 65.5

Activities 23 79.3 19 65.5 42 72.4

Chants or songs 9 31.0 11 37.9 20 34.5

Translation 3 10.3 24 82.8 27 46.6

a
n = 29.

b
n = 29.

c
n = 58.

Table 20 reveals ETAs’and LETs’main English teaching responsibilities. As

native speakers of English, almost all ETAs (96.6%) taught phonics in class, allowing

students to listen to authentic pronunciation and models of sounds. The other main

responsibilities ETAs assumed were the teaching of vocabulary (86.2%) and conducting

activities (79.3%). In contrast, most LETs often did the translation work (82.8%) or

taught sentence patterns (72.4%). As they were native speakers of Chinese, they might

need to translate what ETAs said into Chinese for students or explain the sentence patterns

(or grammar) in Chinese. Two-thirds (65.5%) of LETs were also responsible for

conducting activities. Some of the activities (e.g., baking cookies and trick-or-treating)
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that co-teachers did were interesting and could motivate students to learn English. These

activities required both ETAs and LETs to get involved simultaneously, as 72.4% of

co-teachers reported that conducting activities were their main English teaching

responsibilities.

Co-Teachers’Interactions

Murawski and Dieker (2004) suggest that co-teachers should have unique

professional relationships built on parity, communication, respect, and trust. When the

pair have a comfortable relationship and rapport with each other, the students would feel

more comfortable in the classroom, as students can sense tension as well as harmony

within the learning environment. A positive relationship will help minimize

misunderstandings and motivate the co-teachers to resolve problems before they escalate.

The pairing of ETAs and LETs in this program were decided by speed dating; that is,

the ETAs and LETs might not know each other very well before they started co-teaching.

Co-teachers in this program, however, had good interaction in class and outside the

classroom (see Tables 21 and 22). A majority (89.6%) of co-teachers regarded their

interaction with their partner in class to be “very good” (53.4%) or “good” (36.2%), as 

shown by Table 21. A very high percentage (94.8%) of co-teachers considered their

interaction with their partner outside the classroom to be “very good” (55.2%) or “good” 

(39.6%), as shown by Table 22. A good relationship between co-teachers is not only

conducive to students within the learning environment but also helpful to teachers at the

teaching scene. A lot of research (e.g., Bailey, Curtis, & Nunan, 2001; Tsai, 2007) found
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that co-teaching can facilitate teachers’professional growth. ETAs and LETs who have

better interaction and relationship are bound to learn more from each other than those who

are not in harmony. In work, they could be good working partners who learn teaching

skills and linguistic and cultural knowledge from each other. In life, they could be good

friends who share feelings and life experiences.

Table 21

Co-Teachers’Interaction in Class

Q10: What did you think of your interaction with your co-teacher

in class?

f %

Very good 31 53.4

Good 21 36.2

Neutral 6 10.4

Bad 0 0

Very bad 0 0

Total 58 100

Table 22

Co-Teachers’Interaction outside the Classroom

Q11: What did you think of your interaction with your co-teacher

outside the classroom?

f %

Very good 32 55.2

Good 23 39.6

Neutral 3 5.2

Bad 0 0

Very bad 0 0

Total 58 100
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Table 23

The Most Important Factor that Influenced Co-Teachers’Interaction

Q12: What did you think is the most important factor that

influenced your interaction with your co-teacher?

f %

Language barrier 6 10.4

Gender differences 1 1.7

Cultural differences 4 6.9

Personality 42 72.4

Religion 0 0

Others 5 8.6

Total 58 100

When asked about the most important factor that influenced their interaction, a

majority (72.4%) of co-teachers reported that personality played a decisive role (see Table

23). This is true because co-teachers have personal characteristics that influence their

work with another person. For example, if the co-teachers who both are dominant in

personality work together, there might be lots of frictions and confrontations inside or

outside the classroom and if two shy co-teachers team up, they might have fewer

interactions no matter in work or after work and therefore have fewer frictions and

confrontations. Sturman (1992), in a case study of team teaching between Japanese

English teachers and native English speaking teachers, found that a successful co-teacher

has the following personal qualities:

 Respect / Rapport: able to share and help each other
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 Adaptability: able to change, accept criticism and feedback

 Humor: able to shrug off setbacks

Aside from the three personal qualities mentioned by Sturman (1992), my experience as a

co-teacher leads me to believe that “frankness”is also an essential personal trait of

successful co-teaching. Indirectness in conversation is favored by many people of Asian

cultures because preserving harmony between people is often more important than getting

at the exact truth. Foreign teachers often complain that local teachers just smile profusely

and say everything is fine, when they know there is a problem (Yang, Smith, & Hockett,

2003). If there is a problem, it should be pointed out directly or discussed, even if it

might hurt the other’s feelings. As a co-teacher, I am sure what really hurts is your

partner gossiping behind your back and lying to your face. Co-teaching is often referred

to as a professional marriage (Murawski, 2010). The two professionals (teachers) in the

relationship simply need to be frank with each other so as to reduce misunderstandings and

conflicts as much as possible.

Co-Teachers’Opinions toward the Program

Administrators play an important role in co-teaching. If co-teaching is like a

marriage, then administrators are the match-makers, whose responsibility is to find the

right people and put them together. If they do not want their teachers to get divorced

quickly, they also need to be marriage counselors, who help resolve the frictions between

the teachers. Oftentimes, they act as supporters, whose job is to provide technical,

material or organizational resources to facilitate the effective implementation of
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co-teaching. Table 24 shows co-teachers’satisfaction with the administrative support in

their co-teaching schools. Most (82.9%) of the co-teachers were satisfied with the

administrative support in their schools. Only seven co-teachers (17.1%) were dissatisfied

with the administrative support in their schools. Four of the seven co-teachers hoped that

school administration could provide more teaching aids or financial support for the

teachers. Two co-teachers complained that they did not have their own English

classrooms, and they had to share classrooms with teachers of after-school classes. One

co-teacher stated that the school director was too demanding and did not provide any

support.

Table 24

Co-Teachers’Satisfaction with the Administrative Support

Q13: Were you satisfied with the administrative support in your

co-teaching schools?

f %

Yes 34 82.9

No (Please specify:________________________) 7 17.1

Total 41 100

Co-teachers’responses to their benefits from the co-teaching program are given in

Tables 25 and 26. All except one co-teacher reported that they had benefited from the

co-teaching program (see Table 25). Cultural knowledge was an area that almost all

co-teachers (97.5%) had benefited from the co-teaching program (see Table 26).

Co-teachers were from different cultures: American culture for ETAs and Chinese culture
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Table 25

The Percentage of Co-Teachers’Response to their Benefits from the Co-Teaching Program

Q14: Do you think the co-teaching program benefits you? f %

Yes 40 97.6

No 1 2.4

Total 41 100

Table 26

Co-Teachers’Benefits from the Co-Teaching Program

ETAsa LETsb
Co-Teachers

cQ15: In what ways do you think you have

benefited from the co-teaching

program? (You can choose more than

one option.)

f % f % f %

Linguistic knowledge 5 41.7 25 89.3 30 75.0

Cultural knowledge 12 100.0 27 96.4 39 97.5

Teaching skills 9 75.0 10 35.7 19 47.5

Communication skills 10 83.3 13 46.4 23 57.5

Teamwork skills 11 91.7 15 53.6 26 65.0

Language-speaking ability 5 41.7 23 82.1 28 70.0

Enhancing enthusiasm for teaching 6 50.0 16 57.1 22 55.0

Material-developing ability 6 50.0 7 25.0 13 32.5

Others 1 8.3 1 3.6 2 5.0

a
n = 12.

b
n = 28.

c
n = 40.

for LETs. The differences in cultural experience between ETAs and LETs, if viewed as

opportunities to engage in a cultural exchange, could be positive and interesting learning

experience for them. For example, when teaching a cultural unit such as Easter, LETs

learned from their ETAs about the origin of Easter and the procedures to make dyed eggs.

On teaching about the Dragon Boat Festival, ETAs had a chance to learn from their LETs

about the origin of this special Chinese holiday and the ways to make rice dumplings
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wrapped in bamboo leaves.

Table 26 also shows that aside from cultural knowledge, ETAs and LETs differed in

their opinions about the benefits they had from the co-teaching program. The major

benefits for ETAs included teamwork skills, communication skills, and teaching skills; the

benefits for LETs had a lot to do with language: linguistic knowledge and

language-speaking ability. Because ETAs were young and inexperienced teachers, they

were bound to improve their teaching skills and interpersonal skills when collaborating

with older and experienced LETs. In contrast, since ETAs were native speakers of

English, LETs obviously had more opportunities to practice English with their ETAs and to

increase their linguistic knowledge by consulting their ETAs about the usage of English.

Co-teaching benefits not only teachers but also students. When exposed to, and

submerged in the English language, students have more chances to hear and learn how the

English language is used by native speakers. All of the 41 co-teachers participating in

this study agreed that their students had benefited from the co-teaching program (see Table

27) and they were consistent in their views about the areas of benefits (see Table 28).

Most co-teachers thought that co-teaching not only benefited students in cultural

knowledge (92.7%) but also piqued students’interest in learning English (87.8%) and

enhanced their international understanding (80.5%) and listening comprehension (78.0%).

Indeed, the injection of these young Americans into the teaching force had enlivened an

English class. In addition to serving as role models of good English language usage, they

helped students understand American culture and customs.
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Table 27

The Percentage of Co-Teachers’Response to Students’Benefits from the Co-Teaching
Program

Q16: Do you think the co-teaching program benefits the students? f %

Yes 41 100

No 0 0

Total 41 100

Table 28

Students’Benefits from the Co-Teaching Program

ETAsa LETsb
Co-Teachers

cQ17: In what areas do you think students

have benefited from the co-teaching

program? (You can choose more than

one option.)

f % f % f %

Listening comprehension 10 83.3 22 75.9 32 78.0

Speaking ability 6 50.0 21 72.4 27 65.9

Reading comprehension 2 16.7 4 13.8 6 14.6

Writing ability 3 25.0 2 6.9 5 12.2

Cultural knowledge 11 91.7 27 93.1 38 92.7

International understanding 10 83.3 23 79.3 33 80.5

Increasing interest in learning English 11 91.7 25 86.2 36 87.8

Teamwork skills 2 16.7 5 17.2 7 17.1

Others 1 8.3 0 0 1 2.4

a
n = 12.

b
n = 29.

c
n = 41.

Table 29 shows co-teachers’opinions about the summer orientation, which is a

mandatory session for both ETAs and LETs and whose purposes are to:

 understand Taiwanese life and culture,

 share useful teaching methods, resources, and classroom management ideas,

 examine the English curriculum and textbooks of elementary schools and find the

most effective ways to teach, and
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 improve co-teaching skills through lesson planning and teaching demonstration.

However, only 18 (43.9%) of the 41 co-teachers thought that the four-week summer

orientation (four week for ETAs and two week for LETs) was helpful. ETAs and LETs

were divided in their opinions: Only 2 ETAs (16.7%) regarded the orientation as helpful,

while 16 LETs (55.2%) considered it helpful. I think these results might be caused by the

two parties’different expectations of the orientation. Because most ETAs were

inexperienced teachers, they might be eager to learn more useful teaching methods or skills.

Most LETs, instead, were experienced teachers, who were new to co-teaching; therefore,

they might be more satisfied than their foreign counterparts, with the orientation, which

focused more on co-teaching skills rather than on teaching skills. Though there is room

for improvement, the orientation is still an important time for ETAs and LETs to network

and cultivate friendship with each other.

Table 29

Co-Teachers’Opinions about the Summer Orientation

ETAs LETs Co-TeachersQ18: What do you think of the

three-week summer orientation? f % f % f %

Very helpful 0 0 0 0 0 0

Helpful 2 16.7 16 55.2 18 43.9

Neutral 4 33.3 5 17.2 9 22.0

Unhelpful 5 41.7 7 24.1 12 29.2

Very unhelpful 1 8.3 1 3.5 2 4.9

Total 12 100 29 100 41 100
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Table 30

Co-Teachers’Opinions about the Workshops

ETAs LETs Co-TeachersQ19: What do you think of the

workshops on Wednesday

afternoons?
f % f % f %

Very helpful 0 0 0 0 0 0

Helpful 1 8.3 11 37.9 12 29.3

Neutral 3 25.0 8 27.6 11 26.8

Unhelpful 7 58.4 9 31.0 16 39.0

Very unhelpful 1 8.3 1 3.5 2 4.9

Total 12 100 29 100 41 100

Like orientation, workshops, which aim to help co-teachers improve their teaching

and co-teaching skills, are also mandatory for ETAs and LETs. Table 30 shows

co-teachers’opinions about the workshops held biweekly on Wednesday afternoons.

Co-teachers who thought the workshops were unhelpful (39%) or very unhelpful (4.9%)

outnumber those who took an opposite view (29.3%). Among the ETAs, two thirds

(66.7%) held a negative opinion about the workshops. Among the LETs, the opinions

were divided, with 37.9% of them reported that the workshops were helpful and 34.5%

thought that they were unhelpful or very unhelpful. That co-teachers thought that the

workshops were not helpful might be due to the topics of the workshops. Most

workshops in the first semester were conducted by lecturing, which focused on the topics

of improving co-teachers’teaching skills (e.g., “Teaching festivals and holidays”and

“How to use picture books to teach English”). Since most LETs were experienced

English teachers, they must have known a lot about the teaching methods and they could
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teach their ETAs how to use these methods in the classroom. What the co-teachers really

needed was the ways to improve their co-teaching skills. As co-teachers might not know

each other very well in the beginning of co-teaching, the workshops in the first semester

should be a time for co-teachers to facilitate communication and reduce

misunderstandings.

Table 31

Co-Teachers’Opinions about the Host Family System

ETAs LETs Co-TeachersQ20: How does the host family help an
ETAs’life in Taiwan? f % f % f %

Very helpful 3 25.0 1 3.4 4 9.8

Helpful 3 25.0 16 55.2 19 46.3

Neutral 2 16.7 12 41.4 14 34.2

Unhelpful 3 25.0 0 0 3 7.3

Very unhelpful 1 8.3 0 0 1 2.4

Total 12 100 29 100 41 100

Table 31 lists co-teachers’opinions about the host family system. In order to help

ETAs adapt themselves to Taiwanese life, the Bureau of Education helped each ETA find a

host family, who could invite the ETA to participate in family or festival activities so as to

facilitate cultural exchange between Americans and Taiwanese people. More than half

(56.1%) of co-teachers thought that the host family system was helpful (9.8%) or very

helpful (46.3%); 34.2% held a neutral view and only a low percentage thought that their

host families were unhelpful (7.3%) or very unhelpful (2.4%). While the LETs in this

program either had a positive opinion (58.6%) or had a neutral point of view (41.4%), the
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ETAs were divided in their opinions: Half (50.0%) of them confessed that they gained a lot

of help from their host families but some (33.3%) reported that their host families were

unhelpful or very unhelpful. There are some reasons to account for ETAs’divided

opinions. Some of the host families were more hospitable than others, so they would

more often invite their ETAs for dinner or for activities. On the other hand, some host

families might be very busy, so they tended to have fewer interactions with their ETAs.

Besides, language barrier and personality compatibility were also factors. If host families

could not communicate very well with their ETAs in English or one of the parties was very

shy, it was expected that the interactions would be few and the ETAs might feel that their

host families could not offer them a lot of help.

Table 32

Co-Teachers’Opinions about the Running Format of Co-Teaching

ETAs LETs Co-Teachers

Q21: Would you prefer teaching at two

schools per semester or teaching

at one school in the first semester

and at the other school in the

second semester or teaching at

one school for a year?

f % f % f %

1. Teaching at two schools per semester 5 41.7 10 34.5 15 36.6

2. Teaching at one school in the first

semester and at the other school in the

second semester

0 0 1 3.5 1 2.4

3. Teaching at one school for a year 7 58.3 17 58.5 24 58.6

4. No comment 0 0 1 3.5 1 2.4

Total 12 100 29 100 41 100
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Table 32 reveals co-teachers’opinions about the running format of co-teaching.

When the program first started in 2008, each ETA was stationed at a school for one year.

This format allowed the ETAs to spend more time in their co-teaching schools so that they

could have more interactions with their co-teachers and students and could make more

contributions to schools and communities. However, one drawback to this format was

that only a few schools (13 schools involved in the program in 2008) could benefit from

the co-teaching program. In 2009, the KIERC and the Bureau of Education decided to

recruit more schools to participate in the program; therefore, most ETAs were required to

teach at one school in the first semester and at the other school in the second semester, with

only few ETAs teaching at one school for the whole year. But, an obvious disadvantage

of this format was that when the ETAs started to build up a profound relationship with their

co-teachers and students, they had to leave for another school to re-adapt themselves to the

new co-teachers and students. In 2010, the pendulum swung to another format: All ETAs

were required to teach at two schools per semester. This format seemed to have the

advantages of the former two running formats, as more schools could benefit from the

program and the ETAs could stay at their co-teaching schools for the whole school year

and would have more time to interact with their co-teachers and students. Nevertheless,

co-teachers in this study showed a preference for the 2008 format over the 2010 format

(58.6% vs. 36.6%), as shown by Table 32. Only one co-teacher (2.4%) liked the 2009

format. When ETAs’and LETs’opinions were examined separately, the result was the

same, i.e., preference for the 2008 format over the 2009 or 2010 formats. ETAs and LETs
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preferred the 2008 format (teaching at one school for a year) probably because they would

have more time to get together for the lesson plan and for interactions. Besides, from the

view point of the ETAs, teaching only at one school enabled them to know their students

more and to avoid the trouble of commuting to two schools and the difficulty of adapting

themselves to two different school cultures or partners. But, as mentioned earlier, this

format does not benefit more schools and more students, unless the Bureau of Education

hires more ETAs to participate in the program in the future.

Table 33

Co-Teachers’Willingness to Join the Program Again

ETAs LETs Co-TeachersQ22: If you had a chance, would you
be willing to join the co-teaching
program again?

f % f % f %

Yes 7 58.3 26 89.7 33 80.5

No (Please specify:________________) 5 41.7 3 10.3 8 19.5

Total 12 100 29 100 41 100

When asked about their willingness to join the co-teaching program again in the

future, most (80.5%) of the co-teachers offered a positive response (see Table 33). Five

ETAs and three LETs reported that they were unwilling to join the program again. The

main reason for the five ETAs to say “No”was that they had other plans in mind. They

planned to work or study for a master’s degree in the United States. The reasons for the

three LETs to give a negative response included a heavier teaching load, no pay raise or

extra resting time, and a lack of administrative support. Fortunately, a high percentage
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(89.7%) of LETs showed willingness to participate in the program again. For these LETs

to join the co-teaching teams again is significant to the program because they already have

experience in co-teaching and they will be more likely to maximize the benefits of

co-teaching than the teachers who are new to the program.

Students’Attitudes toward Learning in the Co-Teaching English Class

To answer Research Question 4: What are the students’attitudes toward learning in

the co-teaching English class, I analyzed 890 sixth-graders’responses to the questionnaire

for students, which consisted of 14 items on a five-point Likert Scale. The results are

given in Tables 34 and 35. The mean of students’responses to the 14 items was 3.74,

indicating that students had a positive attitude toward learning in the co-teaching English

class and that co-teaching was beneficial to them.

When each item was examined, it was found that the mean score of each item was

above 3.0 (see also Table 34). This suggests that most students agreed with statements

about the positive aspect of co-teaching. The item that generated the strongest agreement

was Item 6, which stressed students’understanding of a foreign culture. It had the highest

mean (4.14) and the lowest standard deviation (1.015). About three-fourths (74.8%) of

the students agreed that they had a better understanding of a foreign culture (see Table 35).

The result was consistent with co-teachers’opinion, in which 92.7% of co-teachers thought

that students could benefit from co-teaching in cultural knowledge (see Table 28). Other

items which generated notable agreement were Item 12 (with a mean of 4.0) and Item 14

(with a mean of 3.97). About 69.0% of students agreed that the English class with the
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Table 34

The Mean and Standard Deviation of Students’Responses to the Questionnaire of Students’
Attitudes toward Learning in the Co-Teaching English Class

Item Mean SD

1. I felt that I liked to learn English more. 3.85 1.105

2. I felt that I had improved my listening comprehension. 3.81 1.052

3. I felt that I had improved my speaking ability. 3.71 1.076

4. I felt that I had improved my reading comprehension. 3.66 1.093

5. I felt that I had improved my writing ability. 3.53 1.120

6. I felt that I had a better understanding of a foreign culture. 4.14 1.015

7. I felt that I dared to speak English more and more. 3.61 1.142

8. I could understand what the foreign teacher said in class. 3.49 1.216

9. I would volunteer to answer a question asked by the foreign teacher. 3.31 1.240

10. I would pay more attention to the class taught by the foreign teacher. 3.68 1.091

11. I felt that I liked the English class with the foreign teacher more

than the English class with no foreign teacher.
3.87 1.117

12. I felt that the English class with the foreign teacher was more

interesting and engaging.
4.00 1.067

13. I hope that the foreign teacher will teach more English classes. 3.77 1.214

14. I hope that every English class in the future will be taught by a

native teacher and a foreign teacher.
3.97 1.192

Total 3.74 0.894

Note. n = 890.
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Table 35

The Percentage of Students’Responses to the Questionnaire of Students’Attitudes toward
Learning in the Co-Teaching English Class

%

Item SD D N A SA

1. I felt that I liked to learn English more. 4.6 3.4 31.7 22.8 37.5

2. I felt that I had improved my listening comprehension. 4.2 4.0 29.8 31.1 30.9

3. I felt that I had improved my speaking ability. 4.7 4.9 33.5 28.4 28.4

4. I felt that I had improved my reading comprehension. 5.4 5.5 33.3 29.0 26.9

5. I felt that I had improved my speaking ability. 5.8 8.5 36.4 25.1 24.2

6. I felt that I had a better understanding of a foreign

culture.

2.6 3.6 19.0 26.5 48.3

7. I felt that I dared to speak English more and more. 5.6 8.0 34.3 23.7 28.4

8. I could understand what the foreign teacher said in

class.

8.2 10.8 31.2 23.8 26.0

9. I would volunteer to answer a question asked by the

foreign teacher.

9.8 13.8 35.4 18.0 23.0

10. I would pay more attention to the class taught by the

foreign teacher.

4.5 6.3 34.9 25.5 28.8

11. I felt that I liked the English class with the foreign

teacher more than the English class with no foreign

teacher.

3.8 5.7 29.8 21.3 39.3

12. I felt that the English class with the foreign teacher was

more interesting and engaging.

3.6 3.8 23.6 26.5 42.5

13. I hope that the foreign teacher will teach more English

classes.

6.3 7.4 28.0 19.9 38.4

14. I hope that every English class in the future will be

taught by a native teacher and a foreign teacher.

6.2 4.2 22.8 20.0 46.9

Note. n = 890; SD = strongly disagree; D = disagree; N = neutral; A = agree; SA = strongly agree.
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foreign teacher was more interesting and engaging and 66.9% of students hoped that every

English class in the future would be taught by a native teacher and a foreign teacher (see

Table 35). Impressive lower mean scores were found in Item 9 (with a mean of 3.31),

Item 8 (with a mean of 3.49), and Item 5 (with a mean of 3.53). Only 41.0% of students

agreed with Item 9 (“I would volunteer to answer a question asked by the foreign teacher.”).

And only about half (49.8% and 49.3%) of students agreed with Item 8 (“I could

understand what the foreign teacher said in class.”) and Item 5 (“I felt that I had improved

my speaking ability.”). These results reveal that students’speaking ability and listening

comprehension still leave room for improvement. Please note that this study was

conducted at the end of the first semester. If the students had been surveyed at the end of

the school year, I believe more students would have dared to answer questions in English

and would have been able to understand what their foreign teachers said in class better.

Table 36

Independent T-Test on Difference of Attitudes toward Learning in the Co-Teaching English
Class between Male and Female Students

Gender n Mean SD df t p

Male 458 3.71 .94

Female 432 3.77 .84

888 -1.030 .303

Out of the 890 student subjects, 458 were males and 432 were females. I was

curious to learn whether gender played a role in students’attitudes toward learning in the

co-teaching English class. The result is given in Table 36. The mean of the male group
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was 3.71 and the mean of the female group was 3.77, revealing that both of the two gender

groups had a positive attitude toward learning in the co-teaching English class. Though

the mean of the female group was slightly higher than that of the male group, the

difference was not significant, as shown by the t-test in Table 36.

Table 37

Independent T-Test on Difference of Attitudes toward Learning in the Co-Teaching English
Class between Students With Cram School Experience and Students Without Cram School
Experience

Cram School

Experience
n Mean SD df t p

Yes 744 3.80 .89

No 146 3.46 .86

888 4.201*** .000

***p<.001.

Cram school experience is another variable which might play a role in students’

attitudes toward learning in the co-teaching English class. Out of the 890 student subjects,

744 (83.6%) had attended an English cram school and 146 (16.4%) had not (see Table 37).

Students with cram school experience outnumbered those without cram school experience

by a huge margin. The result shows the popularity of attending English cram schools

among elementary students. The mean of students with cram school experience was 3.80

and the mean of students without cram school experience was also over 3.00 at 3.46,

revealing that both groups of students had a positive attitude toward learning in the

co-teaching English class. However, the mean of the former was higher than that of the

latter (3.80 vs. 3.46) and the difference was significant (t = 4.201***, p<.001), as shown by
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the t-test in Table 37. It implies that students with cram school experience liked the

co-teaching English class more than their counterparts without cram school experience.

The result is plausible, since students who had attended an English cram school might have

more experience in learning English and might have a better command of English; thus,

they were bound to perform better and show better attitudes toward learning in the

co-teaching English class than students who had no English cram school experience at all.

The Merits and Demerits of the Program

The merits and demerits of the co-teaching program could be found by examining

co-teachers’responses to the three open-ended questions in the questionnaires. The

question that manifested the merits of the program was Item 25, which investigated the

contributions that co-teachers had made to their schools and communities. Besides

benefiting students through co-teaching, co-teachers’contributions to their schools and

communities are summarized below.

(Contributions to Schools)

 Train students for English contests such as Readers’Theater.

 Develop teaching materials.

 Teach the remedial English classes.

 Teach at students’reading clubs.

 Teach at staff English workshops.

 Teach weekly English in students’morning assembly.
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 Have weekly lunch with students and lead them to practice speaking English.

 Eat lunch with school administrators and exchange cultures with them.

 Hold cultural activities (e.g., Halloween costume party) on special holidays.

 Build up an English pen pal club between American and Taiwanese students.

 Teach students how to bake cookies.

 Assist students in swimming training.

(Contributions to Communities)

 Read stories to children in public libraries.

 Tell stories to children at the reading corner of Eslite Bookstore in the Dream Mall.

 Teach immigrant English classes.

 Teach adult English classes.

Obviously co-teachers’contributions were mainly made to their schools, with only a

few made to the communities. The chief contribution to schools lied in co-teachers’

using all kinds of ways to help school students improve their English. An impressive

contribution, which had nothing to do with English, was made by an ETA, who was so

good at swimming that she regularly spent extra time training school swimming teams.

Another ETA who was interested in cooking taught her students how to bake cookies and

they baked 5,000 cookies for every student in school. Due to the heavy teaching load in

school, co-teachers’contributions to communities were limited to teaching a few adult

English classes or reading stories to children in public places on special occasions.
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Though the program has been running for three years, there is still room for

improvement, which could be known by examining co-teachers’responses to Item 23

(“What challenges did you face when you co-taught?”) and Item 24 (“What can be

improved about the program?”). The following are ETAs’and LETs’opinions toward the

program.

(ETAs’Opinions)

 English Village: Many ETAs mentioned that teaching in the English Village (EV)

was a tedious job, as they needed to talk to at least sixty students in eighty minutes

and needed to repeat the same questions or the same dialogues every ten seconds.

Some suggested that in the following year the ETAs be exempted from the teaching

duty in the EV so that they can spend more hours on co-teaching.

 School Selection Process: Besides EV, school selection process is another aspect

about which ETAs had more negative opinions. Some ETAs complained that they

could not teach at their favorite schools or co-teach with compatible LETs.

Additionally, because each ETA was required to teach at two schools per semester,

some ETAs had as many as four co-teachers and they had to adapt themselves to

four different teaching styles. As a result, the role of an ETA was like a guest

teacher, as one ETA wrote, “…I am teaching my students for 50% of their classes

(I am at the other school the other class of the week). Because of this, my LET

needs to create assessments, grade, etc., because only she knows what has been

covered. It makes me feel as though my job is not as important because my LET
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is held accountable for poor performances, bad behavior, etc.” The poor school

selection process led another ETA to comment that “going to only one school a

year and really concentrating on a group would make the program much better.”

 Orientation: Some ETAs suggested that the summer orientation session could be

improved in some areas: It should (a) provide co-teachers with more opportunities

for interaction, (b) focus more on teaching ETAs how to teach, (c) teach ETAs how

to discipline students, and (d) offer the co-teachers more opportunities to practice

co-teaching.

 Workshops: Some ETAs complained that the biweekly Wednesday workshops

seemed to be useless. For example, one ETA said, “The Wednesday workshops

should be changed; they often seem filled with time fillers.” Another ETA

suggested that the workshops focus more on teaching ETAs how to teach English.

(LETs’Opinions)

 Enthusiasm and Professionalism of ETAs: A few LETs questioned their ETAs’

enthusiasm for teaching. They complained that their ETAs were sometimes

absent (either due to private affair or sickness) on the co-teaching day and seemed

not very enthusiastic about the co-teaching job and not very interested in

participating in school activities. On the other hand, ETAs’professionalism for

teaching was also questioned by some LETs. LETs pointed out that their foreign

partners did not have enough teaching skills and did not know how to discipline or

assess students. Though both ETAs and LETs were required to share the same
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responsibilities in co-teaching, usually it was LETs who disciplined and assessed

students. So, one LET suggested that the Foundation for Scholarly Exchange

(FSE) in the future grant English Teaching Assistantships only to applicants who

are interested in teaching or who have more teaching experience.

 Administrative Support: Many LETs hoped that their school administration could

give them more support by cutting down their teaching hours per week. In

average, LETs taught 22 to 24 periods a week, leaving only about ten vacant

periods in which the LETs could use for lesson planning, correcting workbooks,

writing test papers, developing teaching materials, etc. Since co-teaching requires

co-teachers to spend lots of time communicating with each other and planning

lessons together, it is necessary for the school administration or the Bureau of

Education to reduce LETs’workload by cutting down one or two teaching periods

every week. Besides, some LETs suggested that the KIERC discharge LETs’

responsibility of writing the monthly report and give LETs citations or recording

their merits.

 Lesson Plan: As ETAs had to teach at two schools and in the EV, some LETs could

not meet their ETAs often for lesson planning. Even if they could sit down to plan

lessons, some LETs felt that their ETAs seemed not interested in teaching the

textbooks and others felt that their ETAs could not come up with ideas due to

shyness and a lack of teaching experience.
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 English Village: Some LETs suggested that ETAs be released from the EV teaching

duty so that they could teach more hours at their schools.

 Orientation: In orientation, ETAs and LETs should be given more chances to get to

know each other, especially before pairing, and more teaching training should be

offered to ETAs.

 Workshops: LETs also suggest that the content of Wednesday workshops focus on

useful topics and offer chances for co-teachers to communicate with each other.

In summery, LETs’opinions were in unison with those of ETAs in some areas.

Both ETAs and LETs indicated that there was room for improvement in EV, orientation,

and workshops. They hoped that ETAs could be exempted from the EV teaching duty so

that ETAs would have more time staying at school planning lessons or communicating

with LETs. About the summer orientation session and the Wednesday workshops, many

ETAs and LETs thought they were unhelpful and needed to be improved in certain ways.

For example, ETAs and LETs expressed the intention to have more interactions and

communications with one another, but the orientation session or the workshops failed to do

so. Some ETAs’lack of enthusiasm and professionalism for their teaching job was

another area which needed to be addressed. If ETAs took leave of absence often and

showed no respect for their jobs or their partners (LETs), co-teaching would not be

successful. Therefore, it is urgent that the program supervisors solve the problems of the

program in order to make it better.
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Summary

The quantitative analysis of data from the questionnaires for co-teachers helps us

understand co-teachers’ teaching collaboration, interactions, their benefits from

co-teaching, and their opinions about the merits and demerits of the program. Besides,

the statistical analysis of students’responses to the questionnaires shows that students

enjoy the English co-teaching classes, that they feel their English is improving, and that

co-teaching has enriched their cultural knowledge. However, not everything can be

quantified, or quantified easily. In order to better understand co-teachers’co-teaching

experiences and their opinions toward the program, I interviewed seven co-teachers (three

former co-teachers and four current co-teachers) and collected their weekly and monthly

reports for qualitative analysis.

The Results of the Qualitative Analysis

Basic information about the seven participants is described in the beginning section.

The next four sub-sections display qualitative analysis in answering the four research

questions about co-teachers’teaching collaboration, their interactions, their opinions

toward the program, and the merits and demerits of the program. The results of the

qualitative analysis are summarized in the end of this section.

Basic Information of the Interviewees

The interviewees included two ETAs, two LETs, two former ETAs and one former

LET. Their personal information is displayed in Table 38. None of the current and
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Table 38

Basic Information of Interviewees

Name Title Educational

Background

Years of

Teaching

Experience

Years of

Co-Teaching

Experience

Reasons for

Joining (or not

Joining) the

Program

Caroline ETA A bachelor’s degree

in Asian and

Middle-Eastern

languages and

civilization

0 0 To know more

about Taiwan and

to learn Chinese

Judy ETA A bachelor’s in

political science

0 0 To learn Chinese

and to help

Taiwanese children

learn English

Chi-min LET A bachelor’s degree

in English

5 0 To do what school

wants me to do

Mei-li LET A bachelor’s degree

in education

A master’s degree in

English

25 1 To help children

learn English and to

enrich teaching

experience

Cindy Former

ETA

A bachelor’s degree

in journalism

1 0 To learn Chinese

Kimberley Former

ETA

A bachelor’s degree

in economics and

political science

0 0 To learn many

valuable skills from

teaching and to help

children learn to

love English

Pei-yu Former

LET

A bachelor’s degree

in education and

English

A master’s degree in

adult education

6 1 To escape from the

pressure of

co-teaching and to

evade the boring

summer orientation
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former ETAs had a degree in English or had much teaching experience. In contrast, all of

the current and former LETs had a degree in English, which was a prerequisite for teaching

English in elementary school, and they all had at least five years of teaching experience.

Only two (Mei-li and Pei-yu) out of the seven interviewees had co-teaching experience

before. Mei-li was in her second year of joining the program, while Pei-yu co-taught in

the preceding year and then declined to join the program again because she felt that the

co-teaching job brought her lots of pressure and that the summer orientation was boring

(important information is highlighted in bold type):

When you co-taught, you had to do it as best as you could. If I wanted to relax a

little bit, I was afraid that my foreign partner might have a bad impression on me. I

think pressure is a factor. Another factor is the summer orientation session,

which was too long and mandatory. We needed to go there to meet the ETAs and

needed to introduce ourselves. Sometimes we needed to play games. And what is

more, what the lecturers taught did not work in the elementary school. They

seemed to use high school teaching methodology to teach elementary students.

Based on the reasons I mentioned above, I did not want to join the co-teaching

program again. I felt very tired and stressful. I especially disliked the

orientation. (Interview: Pei-yu)

Pei-yu expressed her own opinion toward co-teaching and her reasons for not

participating in the program again; however, the other two former ETAs showed great

interest in joining the program again. Kimberley regarded the ten-month teaching

experience in elementary school as“a life-changing experience.” She said,

If I could go back to being two years younger, sure, I would do it again. It was a

life-changing experience for me. I even think making it a two year program

could be interesting. The teacher could visit more schools, but over time would
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become a better teacher and better understand Taiwanese cultural and education.

(Interview: Kimberley)

Another former ETA, Cindy, gave the program more credits. She not only benefited a lot

from the program but also built up very good relationships with her students and her

colleagues:

I would definitely join the program again. I feel like it taught me a lot about

patience and about the hard work that it takes to be a teacher. People cannot

appreciate everything a teacher does until they’re in their shoes. But, as hard as it

was, I enjoyed the relationships I formed with the students and my colleagues.

The kids made me so happy and I truly think that I touched them personally, even if

we could not communicate perfectly at times. I visit the kids often and keep in

touch with some of them through e-mail…if people have the calling to be a teacher,

then I think they should have an opportunity to come to Taiwan and fall in love with

the students like I did. (Interview: Cindy)

When asked why they applied for the Fulbright English Teaching Assistantship, most

of the current and former ETAs said that to study Chinese was the main reason why they

were attracted to come to Taiwan. Caroline and Judy had studied Chinese for a period of

time when they were in college in the United States. Cindy was a person with a keen

interest in languages. Having studied French, Portuguese and Spanish before, she

decided the next language to study was Chinese. Becoming a co-teacher in Taiwan could

help these young American college graduates continue to study and improve their Chinese.

Another factor that motivated these American youths to travel to Taiwan was their

enthusiasm to help local kids learn English. Take Judy for example. Her mom and

grandmother were both elementary school teachers. This, coupled with her positive
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experiences volunteering in the Williamstown Elementary School in the U.S., pushed her

to apply to the ETA program. She said,

I wanted to travel to a Mandarin speaking country so that I could continue to

study and improve my Chinese…I was also attracted to the fact that the Taiwanese 

ETA program is unique in that it is for elementary school-age students. Many of

the other ETA programs I have seen are for college-age students. I felt that I

would make a greater impact on students who are younger and in the formative

years of their language learning experiences. (Interview: Judy)

The reason for Kimberley and Mei-li to join the program was the same. They believed

that co-teaching was a job in which they could learn many valuable skills, enrich their life

experience, and help children learn English. Unlike the other current ETAs or LETs,

Chi-min did not volunteer to join the program. He was a substitute teacher in a small

school of only about 120 students. He was not only a homeroom teacher but also the only

English teacher in his school. He had to take the co-teaching job because his school had

joined the program.

Though no ETAs majored in English or had taken any TEFL/TESOL courses, they

had their strengths as an English teacher. As native English speakers, they had a better

command of English than the Taiwanese English teachers, and their pronunciation was

much more standard; however, their weaknesses lied in their lack of teaching experience,

as Caroline said:

I think my strengths are that I have very good English even for an American. I

did very well on Standardized Test and I know what standard mistakes are to be

fixed. I think my pronunciation is pretty standard. I think my weaknesses are

that I had never been a teacher before, so I still try to figure out my place in the
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classroom and activities and things I never really learned about that before.

(Interview: Caroline)

Obviously, ETAs’strengths happened to be LETs’weaknesses and LETs’strengths

happened to be ETAs’weaknesses. This is shown in Mei-li’s responses to her strengths

and weaknesses as an English teacher:

My strengths are that I have a lot of teaching experience, which is helpful in

teaching English. I had been a homeroom teacher and had studied English for

many years. These experiences give me a great deal of help. My weaknesses are

that English is not my mother tongue and that I have never lived in an

English-speaking country for a long period of time. Furthermore, English

instruction in Taiwan puts much more emphasis on writing and tests than on

speaking. Since I am not competent in spoken English, I will not be able to teach

daily English conversation. I am afraid that my students cannot communicate with

others in English in their daily life. (Interview: Mei-li)

The co-teaching program allows the ETAs and LETs to maximize their strengths and

minimize their weaknesses. For instance, ETAs, who are more comfortable with teaching

phonics, can teach pronunciation and LETs, who studied English mostly through grammar

translation, can teach sentence patterns. LETs, who are more experienced in disciplining

students, can approach misbehaving students and solve problems while ETAs are playing

games with the other students. In the following section, how these interviewees worked

with their partners is explored and described in detail.

Co-Teachers’Collaboration in Teaching

This section focuses on the seven participants’interview and written information

related to the first research question: How do co-teachers collaborate in teaching? These
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participants addressed such issues as how they did the lesson planning, how they assessed

their students, how they disciplined their students, how they co-taught with their partners,

how they shared responsibilities with their partners, and how they achieved parity in the

classroom.

Lesson plan. Planning lessons together is an important step that the co-teachers

need to take before they start co-teaching. Only at this planning stage can co-teachers

examine their teaching styles, discuss their strengths and weaknesses, and decide on global

issues regarding the content to be taught, the instructional procedures to be used, and the

ways in which students are to be assessed. When asked about their experience in lesson

planning, the seven interviewees all recognized its importance and reported that they had

met their partners at least once a week to work on lesson plans together. Cindy and her

partner set a good example of lesson planning:

We planned small details each day, and took time at least once a week for one or

two hours after class to plan for the rest of the week. Sometimes we gave each

other different responsibilities or assigned things to each other, so that we could go

home and do our separate planning. We also corresponded through e-mail and

phone, so if I had any ideas or suggestions I could just call her and discuss it. Our

process for planning usually consisted of taking both the book and workbook to look

at what the next lesson was about, and then we also discussed ways to bring in

materials from outside the book. We created something called a “Fun English 

Box,”and kids were encouraged to write down questions and ideas (in English or

Chinese) and put them inside the box. That way, we could go through the box and

see what the children were interested in learning and try to incorporate that into our

lessons. Also, every few weeks, we would give the kids a survey where we asked

them what lessons they had liked, which ones they didn’t like, what suggestions they 

had for improving the class, what subjects (that were not in the book) they’d like to 
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study, etc. This was very helpful because the kids paid more attention in class

when they knew that they had helped pick the game or lesson we were going over.

(Interview: Cindy)

In Cindy’s example, she and her co-teacher contacted each other very often. They not

only met and planned small details every day but also corresponded through e-mail and

phone, if necessary. As a result, they knew each other’s roles and jobs in the classroom

very well and could come up with many creative ideas (e.g., Fun English Box) that helped

motivate students to learn English and make learning interesting.

In another contrastive example, the co-teachers met only once a week and the time

they spent planning seemed not very efficient, as they were unable to discuss the lesson

plan in detail. Caroline mentioned her unsuccessful experience of lesson planning with

her LET in the interview and in her weekly report:

We decided to come in forty minutes earlier than class on the Wednesdays we teach

together. So we decided to meet at 7:20 and did lesson plan for forty minutes.

And it worked in the beginning maybe the first one or two times. But then

there was not enough of time. We maybe got one period. And then he started

to come in later and later and we didn’t have a chance to lesson plan at all. So

we haven’t really planned that often. But when we did it, it was about forty

minutes. Lately we spent around ten minutes. We just sat down and looked at the

book and decided what activities we were going to use and how far we were going to

teach. Then we would write down a little bit what we were going to do, so we

remembered. (Interview: Caroline)

I feel like I still have to push for a bit more detailed lesson planning with my

co-teacher (especially since he was supposed to meet me at 7:20 on Wednesday

morning, and when I got there and called him I woke him up… so he was late). We

do bare bones lesson planning, but I realize during class I’m not sure about the 
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mechanics of what we’re doing (if the kids are going to be sitting down or standing

up, etc.), so it’s hard for me to take a leading role explaining because the other 

teacher has a different idea of how we’re going to lead the lesson. (Weekly Report:

Caroline, September 18th, 2010)

Because Caroline only co-taught with her LET on Wednesdays, they decided to plan

together in the early morning of the co-teaching day. But this turned out to be a bad

decision, as her LET could not show up on time and they did not have enough time to

create a detailed lesson plan for the four classes they were supposed to co-teach in the

morning. Since Caroline was an inexperienced ETA, she felt very insecure about

teaching in front of students if she did not have a detailed lesson plan in mind.

Chi-min pointed out that personality could be a factor affecting whether the planning

was effective and efficient. He found that his ETA seldom expressed her opinions and

failed to contribute useful ideas for the discussion when they planned together. He did

some soul searching and found that either his partner was too shy or he was too dominant:

I found my ETA, after one or two months of working together, still did not

contribute very much. Most of the time, I was the one who came up with ideas.

But, I did some soul searching and thought that she might consider me a dominant

person and that since I have more teaching experience than she, I have to contribute

everything. As a result, she often kept silent. I don’t know whether this is true.

Probably it was my dominant personality which had kept her silent. (Interview:

Chi-min)

If co-teachers have a good relationship and communication, they will be in sync with

each other when working together and will cut down their time in lesson planning, as Judy

wrote in her weekly reports:
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I have really hit a rhythm with all of my teachers. We spend much less time doing

lesson plan now than in September, as we have procedures for teaching many

different activities (such as dialogues, phonics, sentence patterns, etc.) and also

know one another’s strengths. (Weekly Report: Judy, November 15th, 2010)

With my LET I have really established a good rapport. Our lesson planning

time has drastically lowered since September. We have a system for teaching

most topics, which means that we do not have to plan every aspect of the lesson.

(Weekly Report: Judy, January 3rd, 2011)

Assessment. In a successful co-teaching relationship, the co-teachers plan together,

teach together, and assess the students together (Abdallah, 2010). The more information

the co-teachers have about students, the clearer the picture they have about achievement or

where gaps may occur. The seven interviewees did assess the students but in different

ways. Some of them assessed the students along with their co-teachers, while some did

not:

During both semesters we gave a midterm and a final test. These consisted of

listening parts with multiple choice answers, fill in the blanks, and spelling practice.

I helped administer and grade the tests. I was also solely responsible for

administering oral exams. These grades were progress markers, but did not

heavily impact the student’s overall grades. (Interview: Kimberley)

Before I arrived, the children only had two tests each semester (a midterm and a

final). I suggested that after every lesson we give them a graded worksheet with

vocabulary, spelling and grammar exercises. We would say it was a worksheet but

really it was more of a quiz. Also, I started giving the students oral tests, which

they had never had before. So after each lesson, I would sit outside and call the

kids over one by one, then ask questions about the lesson and ask them to spell

things or acts things out, etc. (Interview: Cindy)
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Mostly, my LET did the assessment in the other period. But we did do oral test

together and students came up to me and I just assessed them on my own. I gave

them points up to 100 on their oral test. And then my LET graded it with me. But

I think he gave them participation points and maybe grades with their workbooks in

the class I wasn’t teaching with him. (Interview: Caroline)

I don’t really assess my students, at least not in terms of grades. My LET

writes all of the tests, and gives the tests on the days when I am not there. The

students get back the tests and go over the answers on the days when I am not there,

as well. My LET also does all of the oral testing herself; I didn’t realize our

co-teaching school did oral tests until March or so, as it is all done when I am not

there. (Interview: Judy)

My ETA administers the oral test and I am responsible for the reading and

writing parts. Take the final exam of the first semester for example. I asked my

ETA to assess the students’oral skills, which included pronunciation, intonation,

fluency and accuracy. There were ten items in the oral test and she had to give each

student points up to ten in each item. (Interview: Chi-min)

Because I only co-teach with my ETA for two periods per week, I presuppose that

she does not have a very good understanding of each student’performance; therefore,

I did not ask my ETA to assess students with me. (Interview: Mei-li)

I called the shots when we assessed the students. If it was an oral test, I’d ask

Rebecca to administer some parts. I taught her how to grade students…She only

assisted me with the oral tests. I administered the written test by myself.

(Interview: Pei-yu)

Two interviewees reported that they did not assess the students with their partners. In

Judy’s case, it was her LET who did everything about the test. In another case, Mei-li did

not ask her ETA to assess the students. Both cases revealed that LETs tended to think that

assessing the students together was not a part of co-teaching. In other five cases, the
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ETAs and LETs were able to work together on the test. ETAs helped administer the oral

tests while LETs conducted the written tests.

Disciplining. Disciplining students is the number one concern of teachers and is

one of the least enjoyable tasks of teaching (Chernow and Chernow, 1981). Nevertheless,

disciplining students is something all teachers must do, because learning cannot be

accomplished in an undisciplined environment (Watson, 1996). Unexpectedly, the two

current ETAs (Judy and Caroline) and the two former ETAs (Kimberley and Cindy) did not

share the discipling duties with their LETs. Most of the time, the disciplining was done

by LETs:

The students are very well behaved; we don’t have many behavioral issues…the

only issues that occasionally come up are that some students are talking and not

paying attention. If this is the case, my LET often walks over and smiles at the

student until they notice, get embarrassed, and pay attention…therefore, I would say

that for the most part, my co-teacher handles discipline issues,though this hasn’t 

been much of a problem. (Interview: Judy)

I think the students are mostly well-disciplined…because there aren’t many of them,

there are only about 15 in each class. So it’s easier to discipline them. But I

think the LET usually does more classroom management since I am not allowed

to speak in Chinese and they do not understand my English at all, so mostly

LET. We don’t really need to do much discipline. (Interview: Caroline)

Students’ behavior really varied by class, but they wereoverall well-behaved and all

of my co-teachers took the main responsibility for managing the classroom,

particularly due to the language barrier. (Interview: Kimberley)

Most of the students were well-disciplined, but some students were not. I found

that a lot of the students that were not well-disciplined were the ones with the lowest
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level of English comprehension and also the ones with problems at home or learning

disabilities. Most of the disciplining was done by the LET for the simple

reason that my Chinese was not good enough to punish the children. Also,

because I am younger and made an effort to make the class very enjoyable for them,

I think the kids saw me as the “good” teacher and did not expect me to discipline 

them. (Interview: Cindy)

The main factor leading to the four ETAs’inability to discipline students was the

language barrier. As ETAs were not allowed to speak Chinese in class, they thought that

students might not be able to understand them when they used English to discipline.

However, some ETAs (e.g., Cindy and Kimberley) had recognized the importance of

disciplining students in an educational environment and had shown an intention to handle

discipline issues:

However, I made a point of supporting my co-teachers in their disciplinary action by

conveying my satisfaction or dissatisfaction with student’s behavior through body

language, facial expressions, tone, etc. (Interview: Kimberley)

Once my Chinese improved and I got to know the children more, I could speak to

them after class (with the LET present, in case I needed translation) and ask them

calmly why they had misbehaved and what I could do to make class better for them.

(Interview: Cindy)

Despite the fact that the language barrier makes it difficult for ETAs to discipline students,

they should not ignore students’misbehavior and do nothing in class. Students might

question their authority as a teacher. The disciplinary measures Kimberley and Cindy

used in their co-teaching classes, such as using body language or speaking to misbehaved

students after class with the LET present, are recommendable.
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Co-teaching models. The co-teaching models that were frequently used by the

seven interviewees were Supportive Teaching and Team Teaching. The supportive

teaching model has one teacher taking the lead instructional role and the other walking

among the students to provide support. Pei-yu and Caroline often used this model with

their co-teachers:

When my ETA was teaching, I was, most of time, standing beside to assist her. I

feel that doing translation was the biggest advantage of my standing there because

the English abilities of some students were really bad and only two or three students

could fully understand what she said…I had to be there to translate the difficult part

into Chinese; otherwise, students could not fully understand what she said…When I

was teaching and took the leading role, she sat down near me and

watched—just watched. Sometimes, she would walk towards students’seats to

provide assistance. (Interview: Pei-yu)

I think we co-teach with LET leading and then me doing examples and things that

require a lot of English especially pronunciation and exercises. I think that this is a

good model at least for us because my LET is such a good teacher who can conduct

so many activities. I think my strength is pronunciation. (Interview: Caroline)

In Pei-yu’s case, she and her ETA took turns taking the leading role or the supportive role

in the co-teaching class. When her ETA was teaching, she stood by and translated

whenever necessary. And when she was teaching, her ETA sat there or assisted an

individual student. In Caroline’s case, her LET always took the leading role and she

stood by providing examples or being a model of pronunciation. Literature (e.g., Villa,

Thousand, & Nevin, 2004) indicates that the supportive teaching model is often favored by

teachers who are new to co-teaching. In addition to the lack of co-teaching experience,
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the inability to create a detailed lesson plan together could be another reason for

co-teachers to use the supportive teaching model. As mentioned earlier, Caroline did not

spend much time on a lesson plan with her LET. Since she was an inexperienced ETA,

her experienced LET would be more likely to take the leading instructional role when they

taught together.

Contrary to the supportive teaching model, the team teaching model has two teachers

plan, teach, assess and shoulder the same responsibility for all of the students in the

classroom. Kimberley and Judy often used this model with their LETs:

My co-teacher and I were team teachers, teaching the lesson at the same time.

The LET was primarily responsible for any necessary translation and I was primarily

responsible for helping students practice speaking and listening portions of the

curriculum. However, we worked together to carry out all of the activities. This

model worked well for us. (Interview: Kimberley)

When my LET and I plan a lesson, we teach everything together. There are

certain things that I tend to do more, or that she tends to do more. When we

introduce new vocabulary words, I usually take charge. I show the students word

cards, have them say the word in English and Chinese, and then have them match the

word card with the picture card on the board. I tend to be in charge of activities

like this because it is focusing on pronunciation. I also usually take charge of

teaching phonics sounds (and asking for additional words) for similar reasons.

However, while I am doing this, my LET is actively participating by asking the

students questions, repeating after me with the class, etc. In our class I never feel

like we are taking turns teaching something, I feel like the two of us are

teaching together for the entire 40 minutes. (Interview: Judy)
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In both cases, the co-teachers were able to teach the lesson at the same time and were

comfortable alternately taking the leading and supportive role, setting a good example of

the team teaching model.

Teaching responsibilities. In a good co-teaching relationship, co-teachers tend to

share teaching responsibilities such as conducting in-class activities, grading workbooks,

assessing students, etc. Five interviewees responded that they and their co-teachers were

equal in terms of teaching responsibilities:

We both took part in lesson planning, grading and in-class activities, though my

co-teacher took most of the burden for attending school meetings, interacting with

parents, managing student’s daily progress books. (Interview: Kimberley)

While actually teaching a class, my co-teacher and I are equals. However in

terms of other duties (by this I mostly mean grading and coming up with the

curriculum), my co-teacher carries the burden. (Interview: Judy)

Yes, we share teaching responsibilities. I usually come up with one of the activities

we do in the two grades that we teach. And we kind of trade off during class with

my LET explaining things and then me using English with the kids…and teaching

responsibilities…yes, I think we pretty much have equal teaching responsibilities.

(Interview: Caroline)

Yes, we do everything together. In class, when I feel incompetent, I will let her

know…She is very nice. She knows that my English is not as good as her, so she

does everything she can to help me. (Interview: Mei-li)

We decided that, because I am a native English speaker, I would lead the activities

that required teaching new vocabulary, doing tongue twisters, reading dialogues or

doing dictations because we wanted the kids to learn how to pronounce the words

with my accent. Sometimes, the co-teacher would introduce a new topic and once

the kids understood the material well, she would then say “Ok, now Teacher X (me) 
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is going to play bingo with you. Take out a piece of paper and a pencil. So, she

would introduce the subject, then made me responsible for the activity that followed.

I think that was a great balance because we each knew our specific role. She

did most of the grading of workbooks and I assisted her with grading tests.

(Interview: Cindy)

Kimberley and Judy mentioned that the LETs had extra duties, such as attending school

meetings, interacting with parents, grading students, and writing the curriculum plan.

This is because ETAs do not stay at school as long as LETs do. Besides co-teaching, they

still have to spend two mornings teaching in the English Village and sometimes have to

participate in cultural exchange activities held by American Institute in Taiwan and the

Bureau of Education.

Two LETs reported that their foreign partners did not share teaching responsibilities

with them. They complained that LETs usually had more teaching responsibilities:

I feel that the duties and responsibilities were on the shoulders of LETs. I feel

that ETAs tended to regard themselves as teaching assistants. I think ETAs felt the

same. I was responsible for most of the curriculum. Usually, my ETA did what

I told her to do… Except for the lesson or the cultural unit she was interested in,

normally I took charge of everything. (Interview: Pei-yu)

We seldom shared teaching responsibilities. Most of the time, I was helping

her…for example…when we taught pictures books to students, it’s me who picked

the picture book and she was always compliant to my choice. She would not take

the initiative to find the picture book she wanted to teach. (Interview: Chi-min)

Many factors contribute to the two LETs’complaints and one of them is a lack of

communication. If the two co-teachers cannot meet often and spend time planning a

lesson together, miscommunication often occurs. Another factor is personality. If one
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party is dominant and wants to control everything, the other party might choose to play a

submissive role in order to avoid conflicts.

Parity. Parity occurs when co-teachers treat each other with respect and perceive

that their contributions to the team are valuable, regardless of differences in knowledge,

skills, attitudes, position, training, or experience. As shown in the basic information of

the interviewees (see Table 38), the three LETs had much teaching experience, while all of

the ETAs, except Cindy who had one year of teaching experience, had no teaching

experience. In the co-teaching program, the ETAs acted as assistants, as they were not

allowed to teach alone if their LETs, who played a leading role, were not present. Despite

the differences in position and experience, both ETAs and LETs were able to respect each

other and to ensure that parity be achieved in the co-teaching classroom, as the following

statements reveal:

I think for the most part the children treat both of us as teachers. Obviously, my

LET is like a teacher who is at the school all the time so they probably respect him

more and I think they treat me more like a friend. But I think as far as respect

goes, we are on parity and they treat both of us as teachers. (Interview: Caroline)

I never felt, and don’t believe students felt, like my co-teachers and I were unequal.

However, I do think I was perceived as being the fun novelty of the classroom,

mostly because I couldn’t speak Chinese at that time. Still, my co-teachers always

treated me as an equal, inside and outside of the classroom. (Interview:

Kimberley)

I do think we are equal…the point is that she is very helpful and cooperative, so we

are able to work comfortably. She is a nice person; she is just an introvert.

(Interview: Chi-min)
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Even though co-teachers were more prone to treat each other as equals and students

tended to treat both as teachers, ETAs still thought they were like guest teachers or

assistant foreign teacher, as Judy’s statement shows:

While teaching a class, I feel basically on par with my co-teacher. However, I still

always feel a bit like a guest teacher, or assistant foreign teacher. This has

nothing to do with my co-teacher; quite the opposite. My LET is very welcoming

and never makes me feel as though I’m just an assistant. It’s more in the nature 

of the program itself. By dividing my time between two schools I feel like I’m 

just half a teacher at both schools. I really wish I could teach my students for

100% of their class time, not just 50%. Because of this I can’t really be completely 

equal to my co-teacher, who knows what has been covered in all of the lessons and

where we need to pick up from the last lesson, etc. (Interview: Judy)

This has something to do with the running format of the co-teaching program, which

requires every ETA to teach at two different schools per week. As a result, an ETA only

teaches a class at either school once a week, though there are two periods of English class

and an LET teaches students twice a week.

Though ETAs are more like guest teachers or assistant teachers due to the nature of

the program, the students can benefit from co-teaching when co-teachers demonstrate

parity in the classroom. Parity can be achieved when co-teachers solicit each other’s

opinions, are sensitive to the suggestions offered by the other, give and take direction for

the co-teaching lesson, and what is more, establish rapport and build up a comfortable

relationship with each other.
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Co-Teachers’Interactions

This section focuses on the seven participants’interview and written information

related to the second research question: How do co-teachers interact with each other inside

and outside the classroom? These participants addressed such issues as interaction and

relationship, misunderstandings or conflicts, factors affecting each other’s interaction, and

their most unforgettable experiences.

Interaction and relationship. It is very important for co-teachers to establish a

comfortable relationship and rapport with each other because a positive relationship will

help minimize misunderstandings and motivate co-teachers to resolve problems before

they escalate. All of the seven participants in the interview gave positive responses to the

questions about their interaction and relationship with their partners. As evidenced by the

following statements, the co-teachers not only had a good relationship but also had good

interactions with each other inside and outside the classroom. At school they were

colleagues or partners, but after work many of them were good friends and did many things

together:

My co-teacher and I get along well. I would describe our relationship as being

friendly and polite. We aren’t great friends outside of the classroom; by this I

don’t mean that we don’t like each other or anything, but rather that our relationship 

is strictly professional. (Interview: Judy)

In the classroom we often talked to each other throughout the lesson…Outside the

classroom, we often participated in other school activities together or went to lunch

with other teachers and staff members…I got along fine with all three of my

co-teachers, but sometimes still wonder if that was primarily due to politeness…I
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am still great friends with all three women. (Interview: Kimberley)

At the beginning, I did not know how to get along with my ETA. Once, we talked

about dancing, which was our interest. She said she could not find anyone in

Kaohsiung to dance with, so she began to teach me. Then, we established a close

relationship. We were like good friends. (Interview: Pei-yu)

I think I did get along well with him. I think we were like friends. He is a good

person. (Interview: Caroline)

We were colleagues and friends. We ate lunch together every day and talked

about life outside of school. I visited her home many times, and we would go out

together to KTV, to eat, and sometimes even to Tainan or somewhere out of town…I

had a great relationship with my co-teachers. Both of them were very

understanding and welcomed my ideas. (Interview: Cindy)

I got along well with my ETA. She was very polite…so we had a good

relationship. She was like my little sister because she was only 22 years old. I

treated her as my sister…In the classroom we were like partners. When she needed

my help, I’d help her. Sometimes, we joked together…outside of the classroom…I

wanted to go to KTV with her; however, I had been very busy, so we did not make it.

(Interview: Chi-min)

I had a good relationship with my ETA because I cherished this foreign friend.

We complemented each other: I used my teaching experience to help her improve

her teaching and she helped me with English. (Interview: Mei-li)

One ETA stated that the good interaction between her and her co-teachers was conducive

to their professional growth, especially in language progress:

However, I also believe our friendships were a valuable part of cultural

exchange and both of our language abilities also improved. (Interview:

Kimberley)
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Misunderstandings or conflicts. When asked whether or not they had any

misunderstandings or conflicts with their co-teachers, all of the seven interviewees gave

positive responses to this question:

Never! We never had any conflicts. (Interview: Pei-yu)

I am a pretty easy-going person, so I wouldn’t really make them into a conflict. I

kind of just dealt with it. (Interview: Caroline)

Never! It never happened. Even if we had different opinions about a certain

issue, we still had good communication. I am not an irritable person. (Interview:

Chi-min)

Not really. If I sensed a problem with my co-teachers, I would ask them directly

and they would suggest ways in which I might change something I was doing.

Then I would do my best to make the change. We were very accommodating of

each other. (Interview: Kimberley)

We haven’t had any misunderstandings or conflicts that come to mind. I think

this is because of the way we understand our roles in the classroom. (Interview:

Judy)

I did not have conflicts with my co-teachers. We always had very open

communication and I was very flexible with her ideas and what she asked of me

because she had more experience than I did. We had the same goal and that was to

improve our students’ English, so we worked towards that together very well.

(Interview: Cindy)

I did not have any misunderstandings or conflicts with my ETA. Even if we

had any misunderstandings…I would not confront her. Unless we had a problem

with teaching, I would ask her to explain. (Interview: Mei-li)
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Directness, communication and flexibility are the three important components,

mentioned by the interviewees, which help to reduce misunderstandings or conflicts in a

relationship. When co-teachers sense a problem, the first step is to discuss it directly.

Then, it is essential for co-teachers to have open communication and be flexible with each

other’s ideas. However, when co-teachers do have different opinions about an issue,

usually an ETA will listen to an LET, as Judy’s statement demonstrates:

I very much feel, and thus act, as though she were in charge. I feel this way

because it is her school, she has been there for seven years, it is her classroom, and

they are her students. I am only here for one year, and only for half of the time at

that. Thus, although our program purports that we are equals, I really do not think

this is the case. I think the fact that it is illegal for an ETA to be teaching a class on

his or her own clearly illustrates the fact that we are not equal to our co-teachers. I

thus defer to her. I of course make suggestions when I have something I think

could be added, but in the end I listen to her. I think this is important; she is the

much more experienced teacher, and I am here to learn from her and to assist her.

(Interview: Judy)

Judy’s point was echoed by another ETA, Caroline, who stated that her LET and her school

expected too much of her, ignoring the fact that she was a recent college graduate, who had

no teaching experience. She suggested that the Bureau of Education in Kaohsiung define

the roles of ETAs and LETs more clearly so that misunderstandings about each other’s jobs

or duties in the classroom could be avoided:

But I think definitely there have been some misunderstandings with what the

program was supposed to be about like I said earlier. I think maybe the Bureau of

Education should make it more clear exactly what the relationship between

ETAs and LETs is like and what their schools are supposed to expect of us out
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of the program, because I think they are expecting someone much more

knowledgeable and experienced than what they are getting, which is a recent college

graduate who doesn’t really know how to teach. So I think it would make it more

obvious and perhaps know how to deal with us better. There would be fewer

misunderstandings in the classroom. (Interview: Caroline)

Factors affecting co-teachers’interaction. Most of interviewees depicted

personality as a major factor affecting co-teachers’interaction. They believed that good

interaction between the co-teachers often leads to the success of co-teaching, and that to

facilitate good interaction, co-teachers have to like each other, be patient with each other,

and respect each other. Besides, language also plays an important role in co-teachers’

interaction. If LETs do not have good English language skills (especially speaking), they

might have some communication issues with their ETAs, as most ETAs understand little

Chinese. The following statements illustrate the importance of personality and language

ability in co-teachers’interaction:

Different personality types are probably the biggest factor. Language ability also

played a role in successful or unsuccessful communication and planning.

(Interview: Kimberley)

I think personality is the biggest factor because if you don’t like each other, you are

not going to be able to work together very easily…and also what you are expecting

to get out of the interaction. So, I think teachers who are more experienced with

the program definitely interact with their ETAs better because they know what to

expect. (Interview: Caroline)

I think both LETs and ETAs need to be patient with one another. My LET and I are

lucky in that her English is very good so we don’t have communication issues 

which I know some other ETA/LET pairings have had. I also think it is
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important to respect one another; to realize that even though your LET may not have

good English language skills (generally speaking here, certainly not the case with

my LET), they may still have good, creative teaching ideas to offer. (Interview:

Judy)

Language might be a factor but I felt ok with my ETA…Both of us are easy-going,

so there was no problem in our interaction. (Interview: Pei-yu)

While most of the interviewees had pointed out the importance of compatibility

between an ETA and an LET, Mei-li, spoke of the importance of compatibility between the

LETs at the same school and she also considered the age difference a factor between her

and her ETA:

If an ETA works with two LETs in a school, the personality of the two LETs is

very important. If one LET likes to gossip, to take the ETA out for shopping…to

cater to the ETA, but the other LET does not do anything, that would make a big

difference…I think the compatibility of the two LETs is very important…I have

never gone out with my ETA after work because there was a huge difference in

our age. She was very interested in seeing more of Taiwan, which was nothing

new to me. (Interview: Mei-li)

Cindy thought that the different roles that she and her LET played might be a factor.

She was young and was not responsible for disciplining students, so students liked her

more than they liked her LET, who was strict and tended to have conflicts with misbehaved

students. This kind of situation might be embarrassing for both of them:

The one thing I do remember sometimes putting stress on my co-teacher was that

kids would say that they liked me but they did not like her, or that they wanted

me to be their English teacher and not her. She was a strict teacher and sometimes

had conflicts with children who misbehaved very badly, so I think it was hard for her

to be cast as the angry teacher. (Interview: Cindy)
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The most unforgettable experience. When asked about their most unforgettable

experience they had shared with their co-teacher(s), most interviewees, especially ETAs,

had a long story to tell. One ETA mentioned the occasions of culture sharing when she

brought her sisters into class. The other ETA spoke of a touching moment she and her

LET shared with a kid with special needs. Another ETA talked about her unforgettable

co-teaching experiences with her students in the classroom. The following are the three

examples:

Well, one day I brought my sisters into class and it was just really fun, talking with

him and my sisters and all of the students. I think maybe that was the biggest

moment of culture sharing that had happened because I am kind of a mix

between Taiwanese cultural things and Americans because I like…I have been

exploring it for some time but my sisters haven’t, so it’s a very good learning

experience for everyone, including my LET and the children. (Interview: Caroline)

I think one of our most special experiences was when one of our special-needs

children, who had mental retardation and could barely communicate in Chinese,

came up to us after class and said “Teacher Y and Teacher X, goodbye!” We both

started to cry because we had never heard her speak before. She had started

doing better on her homework, participating more in class and even answering

questions correctly at times. I really think the extra time that we spent with her and

the other special-needs kids was paying off. I think they felt special and cared for.

(Interview: Cindy)

My most unforgettable, or favorite co-teaching moments are those times when

the students are excited and interested in what my co-teacher and I are

teaching…I think the lessons where I use photos of myself are usually the most fun 

to teach, as the students are interested and laughing, etc. I thus think the birthday

lesson was one of my favorites; I talked about birthday traditions in America and

introduced them to the idea of a piñata, which was a rousing success. I’ve also 
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liked the lessons where we talk about geography and different places in the world.

One of my favorite lessons in recent memory was the one where I had photos of

myself in different places (‘in the mountains’ etc). One of the photos, ‘by the sea,’ 

was a picture of my boyfriend and I. The whole class went ‘Oooooooo!’ and then

applauded. Moments like that are funny, but also rewarding in that it shows that

the students are engaged and enjoying what you have spent time preparing. Those

are my favorite moments. (Interview: Judy)

Co-Teachers’Opinions toward the Program

This section focuses on the seven participants’interview and written information

related to the third research question: What are ETAs’and LETs’opinions about the

co-teaching program? These participants addressed such issues as co-teachers’and

students’benefits from the program.

Co-teachers’benefits from the program. Co-teachers believed that the program

benefited them in many areas. Many of them spoke of the benefits in cultural knowledge

and language learning:

I had a better understanding of Americans. Having an ETA as partner allowed me

to learn American culture from different angles. I also benefited from the

program in language learning and teaching experience. (Interview: Mei-li)

Making a friend was the first benefit…My ETA also helped me a lot in language

skills. (Interview: Pei-yu)

For example, I could speak English with a foreign teacher and could communicate

in English. Furthermore, I could understand her culture. Because we chatted

once in a while, I learned something about American culture. (Interview: Chi-min)

I benefited in innumerable ways. I had a greater understanding of Taiwanese

culture, the education system here, the lives of women, children, teachers and
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families. I began learning basic, conversational Chinese. I became more

comfortable with public speaking, improvisation, and time-tested teaching methods.

I developed life-long friendships with my co-teachers. It was a very rewarding

experience. (Interview: Kimberley)

Cindy said that the program helped her decide her career, which was to become a

teacher in the future:

The co-teaching program made me realize that I want to have a career working

with children. Before I came to Taiwan I had no idea what I wanted to do in the

future, but my students encouraged me to continue a career in education. I will be

starting my Master’s in International Education in August 2011. (Interview: Cindy)

Caroline also said that she benefited a lot from the program. She not only

understood the role of a teacher and became a more assertive person but also had many

opportunities to improve her Chinese:

I definitely have learned how difficult it is to be a teacher and how much work it

takes and that will help me know that when I go and figure out what I want to do my

career a year later. I think it helps me become less shy and more assertive. And

also there are lots of opportunities to learn Chinese and as well as teach children

English at the same time, so it definitely helps my Chinese as well. (Interview:

Caroline)

Judy acknowledged the benefits of the program when she said that the program

enriched her teaching experience and helped her learn many useful teaching skills:

I’ve benefited greatly from the co-teaching program. Prior to coming to Taiwan, I

had very little teaching experience, aside from volunteering in a fourth grade

classroom. I’ve learned so much from all four of my co-teachers about all

aspects of teaching: lesson planning, classroom management, clear and concise

presentation of new material, creativity in coming up with games and activities, etc.
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I certainly would not be able to effectively teach a class here myself, especially after

just arriving in August. (Interview: Judy)

Students’benefits from the program. The program benefited students in three

areas. First and foremost, it allowed students to interact with a native English speaker

and to listen to authentic pronunciation, as the following statement given by Caroline

indicates:

I think the co-teaching program benefits them in that most of them don’t get to go to

Bushiban, so they never really interact with foreigners before. A lot of students

come up to me between classes and talk to me like trying to be my friends so they

are getting motivated to learn English. And it is good for them to hear a native

speaker speaking English as well. It helps their pronunciation. And I think it

changes their perception about foreigners. Maybe they are less afraid or view us as

something weird and something more normal. (Interview: Caroline)

Secondly, the program enabled students to have a better understanding of a foreign

culture and increased students’store of interdisciplinary knowledge, as the following three

statements demonstrate:

I also planned a lot of arts and crafts, singing and dancing, and even acting

lessons, because I wanted them to be more confident. By the end of the program, I

can say without a doubt that many of the kids were a lot less shy and, more

importantly, they were not scared of foreigners anymore. I brought my brother and

an American friend to visit them at the school, and I was so impressed by their ease

around them and their confidence to ask them questions during the class activity we

planned. I also taught them a lot in terms of diversity, geography and culture

because I am American but also Guatemalan. So I wanted to teach them as much

as I could about different countries and Latin America. They even learned how

to dance Latin Music when my parents came to visit. (Interview: Cindy)
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I think the co-teaching program benefits students in that by having a foreign teacher

in the classroom the students are exposed to something they normally wouldn’t be. 

Cultural lessons are the most obvious example of this. For holidays (Halloween,

Christmas, my birthday), I prepared a PPT to highlight certain cultural differences

between Taiwan and the US. I always put in photos of myself because the students

love to see me and my house. My LET and I have also been able to include some

geography lessons throughout our teaching this year, which I’ve enjoyeda lot.

When we taught weather and seasons we picked six different cities around the world

and talked about the weather and seasons in those places. Because of this we were

able to talk about the Northern and Southern hemispheres, as well as introduced the

students to different countries. (Interview: Judy)

The biggest benefit is, of course, the knowledge of American culture. Students

not only know the way she speaks, but also know the way she dresses and the way

she behaves. Though they might not know much about English, they could see

what a typical American looks like. They will feel that English not only appears on

the other end of the earth or on TV but appears in their daily life. (Interview:

Mei-li)

Thirdly, the program aroused students’interests in learning English and offered them

a lot of opportunities to practice English. The following statement provided by Chi-min

is a good example:

I feel that many students in my school are from a low socio-economic background,

so they do not have a chance to go to Bushiban to study English. When they see

my ETA, they are very happy to practice English with them, even if they cannot

speak much English…Some kids look forward to the only English class conducted

by her every week in order to practice English with her…I think the foreign teacher

motivates students to learn English. (Interview: Chi-min)

Kimberley’s responses serve as a good summery of these interviewees’opinions

about how their students had benefited from the program:
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I believe the greatest benefits of my teaching were: (a) familiarity with native

English pronunciation and oral-speaking style; (b) an introduction and friendship

with a culture that might otherwise seem too foreign or scary, thus giving my

students greater ease speaking with foreign English speakers; and (c) excitement

about and interest in learning English because they saw its practical use in

building friendships and learning about the rest of the world. (Interview:

Kimberley)

The Merits and Demerits of the Program

This section focuses on the seven participants’interview and written information

related to the fifth research question: What are the merits and demerits of the co-teaching

program?

Merits of the program. The Co-teachers believed that the program is good

because it gives a huge number of students access to foreign cultures and motivates

students to learn English. The following statements manifest this fact:

The program reaches a significant number of students and allows them to

become familiar with foreigners, learn English from very successful college

graduates, and build lasting friendship between Americans and Taiwanese.

Hopefully, because of this program, more and more kids in Kaohsiung want to

learn English and are confident in their ability to use English to interact with

foreigners. (Interview: Kimberley)

I think it is a wonderful program that helps introduce Taiwanese culture and

education field to Americans. It also gives us a chance to share our culture with

students who have very little exposure to foreigners. I think that it truly

accomplishes its mission of creating friendships between Americans and Taiwanese

people. I had a great experience and can’t complain about anything. (Interview:

Cindy)
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I think the merits are that bringing an ETA from the States into a Taiwanese

classroom definitely exposes children at a young age to Americans, so perhaps

interaction on a personal level through their life will be more normal than they

would have been if they have never been exposed to a foreigner before. And also it

definitely improves their English motivation if they see a reason to learn it and

maybe they get excited to go to the States some day and study abroad or something.

(Interview: Caroline)

The program is also good in that it facilitates co-teachers’professional growth.

Judy spoke of her personal growth after she participated in the co-teaching program:

I think, in my experience at least, that Fulbright did a good job with the pairing

process. I’ve been very happy with all four of my co-teachers though they come

from very different backgrounds and have varying levels of English. They have all

been nice, warm, welcoming, accommodating, and very helpful. I’ve similarly 

appreciated all of the help from the Fulbright staff. Everyone has been helpful

and genuinely interested in helping us grow as teachers. (Interview: Judy)

Above all, the program benefits the schools and communities in a variety of ways.

For example, Judy wrote in her weekly reports about her contributions to the school in the

Remedial English Class, the Adult English Class, the Weekly English in the morning

assembly, and the Readers’Theater team:

On Thursday, I continued with the Remedial English Class. We worked on

reading short sentences with short vowels (e.g., “Bill’s pill fell in Will’s well.”). It

was a bit difficult for some of the students. (Weekly Report: Judy, Nov. 29th, 2010)

Tuesday afternoon I helped with the Adult English Class. The teacher brought in

a map of America, and I answered varying questions about America and different

states. Somehow we got onto a long discussion about Maine. (Weekly Report:

Judy, Oct. 25th, 2010)
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On Tuesday, I had Weekly English during the morning assembly. We taught the

students four phrases: stand up straight, squat, turn around, and at ease. We then

played a version of Simon Says using the four commands. (Weekly Report: Judy,

Oct. 18th, 2010)

Tuesday during lunch I helped the Reader’s Theater team. They are more

advanced than other school teams. They performed their story at morning

assembly…They are quite good. I hope they do well next Wednesday. (Weekly

Report: Judy, Oct. 25th, 2010)

Demerits of the program. ETAs and LETs were divided in their opinions about

the demerits of the program. Most ETAs complained about the EV and the co-teaching

running format. The following statement given by Caroline, for example, seemed to sum

up some ETAs’negative stance regarding the EV:

The demerits of the program—I think the only demerit—the only thing that I really

dislike about the program is the English Village because it seems very useless to

everyone—to the ETAs and to the children—because I feel like the children don’t

learn anything and the ETA’s job could be served just as well by a CD player. It

just doesn’t seem to be very useful at all. I mean if you look at it, each student

maybe gets to talk with a foreigner for about ten seconds. That justdoesn’tseem to

be very useful but that’s also part of the program. (Interview: Caroline)

The following statement given by Judy could best describe the demerit of the co-teaching

running format, which requires every ETA to teach at two schools:

I don’t particularly like splitting my time between two schools. It’s not so much 

being at two schools that I dislike, as it is that I am only teaching 50% of my

students’ classes. It makes me feel like half a teacher. They will ask me

questions about what their homework was, or what to do with some worksheet, and I

will have no idea what they are talking about because I wasn’t there for that class. 

It also means I have even less involvement in long term planning and grading, as my
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co-teacher is there for every class and can thus gauge the students’ level and progress 

more easily…Therefore, though I would prefer to be a full-time teacher at one

school as opposed to a half teacher at two schools, I understand why the Fulbright

program operates the way it does and can’t say that I think it’s a poor policy. Also,

we all hate English Village but that’s another story. (Interview: Judy)

Different from ETAs’negative comments on the nature of the program itself, some

LETs expressed disappointment about their foreign partners’lack of teaching experience

and professionalism. The following statements made by Chi-min and Pei-yu described

the difficulty and frustration they encountered when co-teaching with their ETAs:

Maybe my ETA did not know the students very well or maybe she did not major in

education. At the beginning, I felt that she did not know what to do in the

classroom. After I discussed the lesson plan with her before class and we taught by

following the lesson plan, she began to know what to do in class. If I have a chance

to join the program next year, I will ask my ETA to observe how I teach for two

weeks…because I think that ETAs are inexperienced teachers. (Monthly Report:

Chi-min, September 2010)

I really hope that my ETA can take the initiative in teaching. Take teaching

vocabulary for example. I hope she can take charge of this part, but she can’t do it

herself…I need to teach her how to do it. (Interview: Chi-min)

ETAs need more teaching training. Because they are recent college graduates and

have no teaching experience…I needed to teach my ETA how to do it so that

Taiwanese students could understand. This is a grueling job to me. I suggest that

the program hire foreign English teachers with educational background or teaching

experience. I think that would be better. (Interview: Pei-yu)

Pei-yu also questioned her ETA’s dedication to the teaching job. She said her ETA took

leave of absence occasionally, was once in a while late for the class, and sometimes forgot
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what she was supposed to do in class:

I want to mention the issue of absence. Often, my ETA did not let me know she

could not make it to the class until the morning of our co-teaching day—by a

text message or by a phone call. Another problem is that we had created a lesson

plan but my ETA forgot what she was supposed to do when she came to the class.

Besides, she tended to be late for the first class of our co-teaching day. However,

being late for the class did not bother me. What bothered me was her forgetting

what she should do in class. My point is that my ETA could have called me or

written an e-mail to ask me if she did not understand the lesson plan, but she did not

do it. After she came to the class, she told me she did not prepare for the lesson or

the activity, and then I had to change our lesson plan. This bugs me! (Interview:

Pei-yu)

The LETs felt that the program can be improved by hiring experienced and certified

foreign teachers instead of inexperienced American young college graduates. But this

seems to be difficult. An ETA’s is now paid about 40,000 NT dollars a month by the

Board of Education while a certified foreign English teacher is paid almost double by the

Ministry of Education. Unless the Board of Education is willing to invest more money in

the program, the young ETAs will still be the main teaching force.

Summary

The results of the qualitative analysis are similar to those of the quantitative analysis.

Table 39 summarizes the teaching collaboration and the interaction between the seven

interviewees and their partners. Most co-teachers spent around 30 minutes a week on the

lesson plan. In most cases, LETs were responsible for the assessment; ETAs were

involved only in the oral tests. Besides, disciplining students was mostly done by LETs,
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but in most cases, ETAs and LETs shared the teaching responsibilities. It was also found

that co-teachers were able to achieve parity in the classroom and that the most popular

co-teaching models were team teaching and supportive teaching. Like the quantitative

results, the qualitative data also revealed that the co-teachers had a good relationship and

interaction with each other, with no misunderstandings and conflicts being disclosed. Out

of the seven participants in the qualitative study, the two former ETAs, Cindy and

Kimberley, had more positive responses to the interview questions and their co-teaching

experiences with their partners were much better than the others. As manifested by the

examples of Cindy and Kimberley, a successful co-teaching team is the one that

co-teachers often plan together, teach together, assess the students together, share

responsibilities together, resolve problems together, and as a result, grow together.

The data of the qualitative analysis also reveal that both teachers and students

benefited a lot from the program. LETs and students had benefited greatly from the

program in language learning and cultural knowledge; ETAs had benefited from the

program a lot in their teaching skills and teaching experience. However, the program can

be improved in two aspects. On one hand, the program should discharge ETAs from the

teaching duty in the EV so that they will have more time teaching at schools (if possible,

only teaching at one school). On the other hand, the program should hire foreign English

teachers with teaching experience. If the program still hires the grantees of Fulbright

English Teaching Assistantships as partners of local English teachers, it should recruit

those who have enthusiasm for teaching or have some teaching or co-teaching experience.
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Table 39

Teaching Collaboration and Interaction between the Seven Interviewees and Their
Partners

Teaching

Collaboration and

Interaction

Cindy Kimberley Judy Mei-li Caroline Pei-yu Chi-min

Lesson plan once a

week

and 1-2

hours

each

time but

planning

small

details

every

day

once a

week and

30 minutes

each time

once a

week

and 1-2

hours

each

time

once a

week

and 40

minutes

each

time

once a

week and

10-30

minutes

each time

once a

week and

10-30

minutes

each time

once a

week and

10-30

minutes

each time

Assessment together together mostly

by LET;

together

in oral

tests

mostly

by LET;

together

in oral

tests

mostly

by LET;

together

in oral

tests

mostly

by LET;

together

in oral

tests

oral tests

by ETA;

written

tests by

LET

Disciplining mostly

by LET

mostly

by LET

mostly

by LET

mostly

by LET

mostly

by LET

mostly

by LET

mostly

by LET

Co-teaching model team

teaching

team

teaching

team

teaching

team

teaching

mostly

supportive

teaching

mostly

supportive

teaching

mostly

supportive

teaching

Teaching

responsibilities

shared shared shared shared shared mostly

on LET

mostly

on LET

Parity equal equal equal equal equal equal equal

Interaction and

relationship

good good good good good good good

Misunderstandings

or conflicts

never never never never never never never
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CHAPTER FIVE

CONCLUSIONS

This case study investigated an English co-teaching program, which is practiced in

Kaohsiung City in a joint scheme administered by the Bureau of Education and the Taiwan

Office of Fulbright Foundation for Scholarly Exchange (FSE). It sought to describe the

co-teaching program from three dimensions: co-teachers, students, and the program.

Research questions on co-teachers included their collaboration in teaching, their

interactions, and their opinions toward the program, which were examined using a survey

questionnaire, interviews and document analysis. Research question on students was

their attitudes toward learning in the co-teaching English class, which was measured using

another survey questionnaire. Research question on the program contained its merits and

demerits, which were explored by the survey questionnaire for co-teachers, interviews with

co-teachers, and co-teachers’weekly and monthly reports.

This chapter first answers the research questions by reviewing the findings. It then

offers suggestions for teachers, schools and the Bureau of Education. Finally, the

limitations of the study and suggestions for further research are discussed, with concluding

remarks provided at the end of this chapter.

Review of Major Findings

This section looks at the findings for each research question, firstly for co-teachers’

collaboration in teaching, then for co-teachers’interactions and co-teachers’opinions
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toward the program, followed by students’attitudes toward learning in the co-teaching

English class. The merits and demerits of the program are discussed in the end.

Co-Teachers’Collaboration in Teaching

ETAs and LETs in this program created a lesson plan together. In most cases,

co-teachers spent about 30 minutes per week discussing the lesson plan. The time spent

on the lesson plan decreased if co-teachers had established a good rapport and had

increased co-teaching experience. LETs were found to shoulder more responsibilities

than ETAs. Besides teaching and assessing students alongside ETAs, LETs were also

responsible for the classroom management, disciplining misbehaving students, and

correcting students’workbooks. The models that co-teachers often used in class were

team teaching and supportive teaching. The former was usually used by those who were

in sync with each other or those who spent much time creating a detailed lesson plan.

The latter was favored by teachers who did not have much co-teaching experience or who

did not spend much time creating a lesson plan. As far as the distribution of the main

English teaching responsibilities was concerned, most ETAs were found to teach phonics

and vocabulary. Most LETs, in contrast, did the translation work or taught the sentence

patterns, but both parties shared the same responsibilities in activities (e.g.,

trick-or-treating and baking cookies).

Co-Teachers’Interactions

Both of the quantitative and qualitative analyses showed that co-teachers had good

interaction with each other inside and outside the classroom, with no misunderstandings or
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conflicts being disclosed in the questionnaires or the interviews. A majority of teachers

agreed that personality was the most important factor that influenced their interaction with

their partners. Only a few co-teachers regarded language ability, cultural or gender

difference as a barrier impeding their interaction.

Co-Teachers’Opinions toward the Program

Almost all co-teachers pointed out that they benefited from the program. Benefits

for ETAs included cultural knowledge, teamwork skills, communication skills, and

teaching skills, while benefits for LETs lied in cultural knowledge, linguistic knowledge,

and language-speaking ability. Both ETAs and LETs were very sure that the program was

beneficial for students. They were consistent in their opinions: Students could benefit

from the program in cultural knowledge, international understanding, interest in learning

English, and listening comprehension. But they were divided in their opinions toward the

summer orientation and the workshops of the program, about which ETAs tended to

express negative opinions, while LETs tended to hold a positive or neutral stance.

Besides, more than half of the co-teachers thought that the host family system helped an

ETA’s life in Taiwan. And more co-teachers favored the system in which ETAs teach at

one school for the whole school year (the 2008 co-teaching running format) rather than

teach at two schools per semester as the way the program is running right now. In general,

most co-teachers considered the program to be good and expressed willingness to join the

program again in the future.
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Students’Attitudes toward Learning in the Co-Teaching English Class

Statistical results revealed that students showed a positive attitude toward learning in

the co-teaching English class. A majority of students agreed that they had a better

understanding of foreign cultures and that the co-teaching English class was interesting and

engaging. They indicated that they liked the co-teaching English class more than the

non-co-teaching English class and hoped that every English class in the future could be

taught by a local teacher and a foreign teacher together. Besides, no significant difference

was found in learning attitudes between male and female students; however, significant

difference was found in students’cram school experience. Students with cram school

experience, who might have more chances to practice English, were more likely to show a

positive attitude toward learning in the co-teaching English class and benefit from the

program than students without cram school experience.

The Merits and Demerits of the Program

In addition to the benefits of co-teaching for students, the merits of the program

included co-teachers’(mostly ETAs’) contributions to their schools and communities.

ETAs were found to help students, school staff and community adults learn English by

teaching a variety of classes (e.g., the Remedial English Class, the Staff English Class, the

Adult English Class, the Immigrant English Class, etc.) or doing a variety of activities (e.g.,

having weekly English lunch with students and staff, teaching the weekly English in the

morning assembly, telling stories to children in public libraries, etc.). ETAs’contributions

were also found in cultural exchange, as they often introduced foreign cultures to students
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and helped cultivate friendships between Americans and Taiwanese people.

ETAs and LETs were divided in their opinions about the demerits of the program.

Many ETAs mentioned that teaching in the English Village (EV) was a tedious job, which

deprived them of the time to interact with their co-teachers and students at school. Some

LETs complained that their ETAs were inexperienced in teaching and seemed not very

enthusiastic about teaching because some ETAs were occasionally absent on the teaching

day. Other demerits of the program included the summer orientation and the workshops,

which could be improved by giving co-teachers more opportunities to interact with one

another and to learn more useful co-teaching and teaching skills.

Suggestions for Teachers, Schools and the Bureau of Education

Based on the major findings mentioned above, I offer some suggestions for the

current co-teachers and prospective teachers who are interested in joining the program in

the future. I also make some suggestions for the current co-teaching schools and

prospective schools which will apply to the program in the future. Then, suggestions for

the Bureau of Education and the KIERC are also submitted.

Suggestions for Teachers

Both ETAs and LETs play pivotal roles in the co-teaching program. If they are

unwilling to plan, unwilling to co-teach, unwilling to communicate with each other, and

unwilling to resolve the conflicts and solve problems together, the program is bound to fail.

Provided below are several keys any co-teacher should know to create and maintain

effective co-teaching.
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Establish rapport with each other. The first step co-teachers need to take is to

establish a partnership, for they will be together for almost a year. To establish a good

partnership, co-teachers need to know the following dos and don’ts:

(Dos)

 Be respectful of each other. Some co-teachers might hit it off the moment they

meet; some might not. However, they still have to treat each other as

professionals and create a harmonious working environment where they can agree

or disagree, respect each other, get the work done properly, and try to do their best

as teachers.

 Be frank and open-minded. Co-teachers should be able to share thoughts, feelings,

and life experiences with each other. When communicating or discussing an issue

with their partners, co-teachers should be frank and open-minded. They should be

honest with how they feel and at the same time not take criticism too seriously.

(Don’ts)

 Don’t be prejudiced. ETAs and LETs are from two different cultures and

backgrounds. They should not be prejudiced against one another simply because

they are different.

 Don’t gossip. Some co-teachers like to gossip about their partners when they are

not around. It is a rude and immature behavior and might undermine the trust

necessary for a good relationship.
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Allocate time for a detailed lesson plan. A number of studies have noted the

importance of instructional planning between co-teachers before they teach (Cook &

Friend, 1995; Dieker, 2001; Dyck, Sundbye, & Pemberton, 1997; Gately & Gately, 2001;

Murawski & Dieker, 2004). It is necessary for ETAs and LETs to schedule their time

properly and work out their lesson-to-lesson and unit-to-unit teaching plans before they

teach. Effective and perhaps in-depth discussion of issues such as materials, teachers’

roles and responsibilities, teaching procedures, and evaluation measures is critical. In

other words, both ETAs and LETs should have a say in instructional planning and

contribute to the writing of integrated teaching plans. I suggest co-teachers use the

Co-Teaching Planning Meeting Agenda Format (see Appendix Q) and a Suggested

Co-Teaching Daily Lesson Plan Format (see Appendix R), which were developed by Villa

et al. (2004) to ensure co-teachers’effective and efficient use of planning time. The

former prompts co-teachers’presence for meeting and their accountability for task

completion, while the latter prompts co-teachers to think about the essential elements of a

good lesson plan.

Share responsibilities. Much of the literature suggests that the co-teachers share

responsibility for all the students in the classroom and jointly share in planning, instruction,

and assessment (Basso & McCoy, 2007; Friend, 2007; Murawski & Swanson, 2001;

Gately & Gately, 2001). However, some teaching responsibilities were not shared by

co-teachers in the program. For example, class control, disciplining misbehaving students,

and correcting students’workbooks were mostly done by LETs. In order to achieve
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parity, co-teachers should share all the teaching responsibilities in the classroom on an

equal basis.

Suggestions for Schools

For a co-teaching program to be effective, it requires not only co-teachers’teamwork

but also co-teaching schools to take some measures to help co-teachers and offer external

support for co-teachers. The following are some suggestions for schools in the program

now and for prospective schools who will apply to the program in the future.

Arrange scheduled planning time. This study found that it was not easy to

schedule time for co-teachers to plan together. Planning periods in elementary schools

were often broken into small segments of time (e.g., 20 to 25 minutes), which made

in-depth planning and preparation sessions difficult. Therefore, schools principals or

administrators should try to provide teachers with longer periods of planning time

whenever possible.

Cut down co-teachers’working load. That co-teachers fail to find time to discuss

their lesson plan is usually attributed to an elementary school teacher’s heavy teaching load.

In order to solve this problem, schools should let LETs be full-time English teachers. In

other words, the situation of LETs being homeroom teachers or administrative teachers

should be avoided. And if possible, schools should reduce one or two teaching periods

per week for LETs so that they will have additional time to discuss the lesson plan or

communicate with their ETAs.
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Suggestions for the Bureau of Education

Though the program has been running for three years, there is still room for

improvement. The following are some suggestions for the Bureau of Education and the

KIERC.

Encourage voluntary participation. While all ETAs in the program were

volunteers, some LETs reported that they were appointed by their schools to participate in

the program. These local teachers might know nothing about the program or show

resistance to co-teaching, resulting in unfavorable results (e.g., a poor relationship between

co-teachers). Since obtaining volunteers for the program is not always possible, some

rewards might entice teachers to participate. These include: (a) providing stipends, (b)

reducing teaching periods, (c) giving citations or recording merits, (d) providing

professional development to co-teachers, and (e) allowing co-teachers to choose their

partners.

Offer more useful orientation sessions and workshops. The orientation sessions

in the summer vacation should create more chances and time for ETAs and LETs to know

each other and let them choose their own partners, since the personal compatibility of

co-teachers plays an important role in the success of co-teaching. The workshops should

allow co-teachers to have more interaction with one another, to share their co-teaching

experiences, to discuss their challenges and difficulties in co-teaching, and to improve their

co-teaching and teaching skills.
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Set up a mobile EV. Many ETAs did not like to teach in the EV because they

considered teaching in the EV boring and they were unable to spend more time interacting

with their LETs and students at school. However, local studies (e.g., Lai, 2009; Peng,

2008) on students’ attitudes toward EVfound that the majority of students hold favorable

opinions towards classes in the EV. Many students said they enjoyed learning English in

the EV because it was fun and going to an EV was like a field trip. In order to solve the

dilemma between teachers’ and students’ attitudes toward EV, I suggest that the Board of

Education set up a mobile EV, which is stationed by one or two foreign English teachers.

The mobile EV can move to any school at any time on any day. By doing this, the Board

of Education can not only save the fees of transporting students from their schools to the

EV (about 4 million NT dollars a year) but aslo discharge ETAs of their teaching duty in

the EV.

Monitor progress and give feedback. Some LETs in the program questioned their

ETAs’enthusiasm and professionalism for teaching, as they complained about their foreign

partners’absence on the teaching day and their lack of teaching experience. Some

literature (e.g., Barratt & Kontra, 2000; Mattos, 1997) also indicates that the practice of

employing foreign English teachers without professional training to teach English to

students, in most cases, has engendered unsatisfactory quality of English teaching (e.g.,

poor instructional presentation as well as class and behavior management). Therefore, the

KIERC, which is in charge of the program, should provide these young ETAs with enough

teaching training in advance and then monitor their progress by doing more classroom
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observations and giving feedbacks. Furthermore, the KIERC needs to reinforce that both

ETAs and LETs are equally responsible for the co-taught class and must therefore be

present and engaged.

Develop a two-year co-teaching program. One of the demerits of the program is

that most ETAs do not have any teaching experience and most LETs do not have any

co-teaching experience beforehand. The current program is a one-year program, since the

Bureau of Education signs the contract with ETAs for one year at a time. Usually when

ETAs start to gain enough teaching experience and develop a good relationship with their

LETs and students, it’s time for them to leave. If ETAs and LETs can work together for

one more year, they will become more experienced co-teachers and will make co-teaching

more successful.

Limitations of the Study

Most data in this study were collected during the course of a five-month period; i.e.,

the questionnaires for teachers and students and the monthly and weekly reports written by

co-teachers were based on their experiences in the first semester. To gain a more in-depth

understanding of teachers’co-teaching and students’attitudes toward co-teaching, data are

better collected at the end of the school year.

As a co-teacher in the program, I was able to invite a majority of co-teachers and a

large number of students to participate in this study; however, as a full-time teacher, I was

unable to do a qualitative research on classroom observations. A more detailed study
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with field notes on co-teachers’collaboration and interaction in the classroom will be

desirable, as observations of successful co-teaching teams will offer us useful information

about the elements of effective co-teaching such as co-teachers’professional traits,

knowledge and skills, and classroom dynamics.

Suggestions for Further Research

This study looks at the teaching collaboration and interaction between ETAs and

LETs but does not investigate their beliefs and philosophies concerning co-teaching.

Some local teachers had the misconception that in the co-teaching English classroom,

ETAs should do all the teaching and all they have to do in class is control students’

behavior. Therefore, I suggest further research look into the beliefs of ETAs and LETs.

Contrasts and comparisons should be made to identify differences and similarities in the

beliefs of the two groups of teachers. This type of information would provide the

Foundation for Scholarly Exchange (FSE) and the Kaohsiung International Education

Resources Center (KIERC), which co-organize the program, with important information

that will be beneficial to developing curricula for orientation sessions and workshops,

setting program goals, and changing program directions.

This study also investigates students’attitudes toward co-teaching English classes,

but little is known about their progress in learning outcomes. Future studies which

compare students’language skills (e.g., listening and speaking) before and after they join

the program may help to understand the effect of the co-teaching program on students’
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growth in English proficiency. Besides, future studies should involve students in the

interview for a qualitative analysis of students’attitudes toward co-teaching.

Concluding Remarks

Many scholars liken co-teaching to a marriage in which “partners must establish

trust, develop and work on communication, share the chores, celebrate, work together

creatively or overcome the inevitable challenges and problems, and anticipate conflict and

handle it in a constructive way”(Villa et al., 2004, p. 3). In my opinion, a co-teaching

team is more like a professional tennis doubles team. A successful doubles team consists

of two professionals who can maximize their strengths and minimize their weaknesses

when they play together. Before a match, they will discuss their game plan. Starting a

point, they use signals to let the other player know what s/he is going to do (to poach or to

cover). During a point, they must know each other's moves to avoid mis-hits and

bumping into each other. At the end of a point, they compliment each other for good

shots. In a word, a successful doubles team knows that a good game plan and good

communication are important in working together effectively. Take the American twins

Bob and Mike Bryan for example. Both of them were not good singles players but they

have been the world No. 1 doubles team for over 248 weeks (as of July 2011) and have

won 73 doubles titles together. A co-teaching team also consists of two professionals

(teachers). Before a class, co-teachers have to discuss their lesson plan. When jointly

delivering a lesson, they have to use eye contact or other signals to let the other partner
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know who is going to do what next, and they have to know each other’s roles and the

teaching procedures clearly in order to avoid interrupting each other. A good co-teaching

team is thus like a successful doubles team. The team may not necessarily consist of two

very good professionals, but good partnership and teamwork can still produce favorable

outcomes.

In this study most co-teachers were found to have good interaction inside and

outside the classroom and have a good relationship, representing an important step toward

successful co-teaching. Besides, this study also found that the program benefited teachers,

students, schools, and communities. With so many positive outcomes, the Fulbright ETA

program in Kaohsiung City is bound to attract more teachers and schools to jump on the

bandwagon and will serve as a role model for other English co-teaching programs in other

cities or counties.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A

2010 LET’s Monthly Report

99 學年度中師英語協同教學月紀錄表

學校: 三民 國小 月份: 9 月
協同教學教師(LET): 1. 黃豐智 老師

2. 老師
(ETA): Christine .

為了解各校中外師的協同教學、行政需求情形，以提供有效協助或改善，請於每月簡

略填寫協同教學情形，並於次月 5日前依下列分組回傳本中心以供彙整，謝謝！

1.三民/壽山.福東/福康.陽明/民族.紅毛港/獅甲.旗津/光榮.新莊/內惟

(Belinna, 王勻甄老師, kierc98@gmail.com)

2.苓洲/成功.七賢/鼓岩.光華/四維.太平/明義.獅湖/博愛.樂群/前鎮

(Lany, 謝玉蘭老師, kierc99@gmail.com)

本月課程進度

(單元名稱/主題)

I Like School

六年級

Looking Around

五年級

班級

配合活動

1. vocabulary teaching

2. phonics

3. chant & songs

4. games (Western

Cowboys, Taking

Away, and Guessing

Game)

1. vocabulary

teaching

2. phonics

3. chant & songs

games (Western

Cowboys,

Number Code,

Taking Away, and

Guessing Game)

全校
外師配合學校活動

(名稱/內容)

1. 參與教師晨會，並對全體教師自我介紹

2. 每週四中午 12:40-13:30 擔任教師英語會話俱

樂部的指導老師
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值得推薦的

事項及其對學生的

影響、學習成果

教句型 How do you go home? I go home on foot.

學生常講 I go home by foot.我ㄧ開始指正學生 by

foot 是錯的，要講 on foot。但協同教學時，我發

現 Christine 竟也講 by foot。於是我利用下課時間

問 Christine，她說兩者都是可以的，我才明白教

科書編的不一定都是完全正確的，語言是約定成

俗的溝通工具，只要是大家都能接受的，就可以

說是對的。有外籍教師ㄧ起擔任教學工作，除可

以提供學生一個與 native speaker 交談的機會，也

可以幫助我釐清許多的教學疑問。

本月協同

教學情形

中外師合作所面臨

的問題或有待溝通

的事項

外師都比較客氣，面對學生不適當的行為表現或

違反常規時，外師比較不會主動糾正，都常由中

師出面處理，這部分我覺得外師可以主動一點，

讓學生知道外師也有 authority。

行政協助
需要提供的行政處

理或溝通協助

有關外師在學校用營養午餐該不該收費的問題，

已交由教務主任處理。

對於未來的協同教學，我的看法

及建議

進行協同教學前，於 orientation 期間宜多增加中

外師間的交流活動，如爬山，烤肉等，以促進中

外師間的感情，並縮短中外師的磨合期。

【以上表格如不敷使用請自行增列】

協同教學 ETA 應出席總節數: 45 .

未出席節數: 3 (事假: 病假: 未請假: ＊ ).*代替 Mark 在英語村教學

填表人: 黃豐智 老師

填表日期：99/10/4
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Appendix B

ETA’s Weekly Reflection Report

ETA Name: Jessica Mahoney LET Name: Joyce, Gill, Yun-Chen and Rebecca
School Name: Guangrong and Cijin Elementary Schools DATE: 12.20.2010

Directions: Please complete this report online weekly. Open this MS Word template
and do a “save as” with your first name and the date of the last day of the week, e.g.,
Alex Sept 10, as filename. Complete the form throughout the week. Please email the
completed form, as noted below, and one lesson plan from the week as an attachment
to Dr. Spring Lin (spring_lin2005@yahoo.com.tw) or Dr. Linlee Lee
(linleelee@nknucc.nknu.edu.tw) and Alex (atang0326@gmail.com ) before Monday.
Thanks.

I. Lesson Topics and Major Activities in your classrooms
Please complete very briefly. If you teach more than one class of a grade, you don’t need to 
repeat the information.

Monday：Monday’s lesson with Gill was one of my favorites of the year thus far. We 
began by teaching rules for plurality. Next, we taught ‘on,’ ‘under, and ‘over,’ using 
two games/activities to explain. Finally, we had a treasure hunt using the new
vocabulary words in the hints. Class went very well–we covered a lot of material but
the students followed along and were excited to participate.

Tuesday : My class on Tuesday with Rebecca went well. I reviewed the grammar they
had already learned, but did so all in English. The students were all able to follow
along.

My fifth grade class with Yun-Chen went very well. They were learning action verbs,
so we played a very effective and fun game of charades. The students had to call out
the answers using full sentences.

Yun-Chen’s sixth graders learned the new dialogue and phonics rules (the same as 
Rebecca’s sixth graders last week).

Wednesday：On Wednesday Joyce and I taught new vocabulary and sentence
patterns to the fifth graders. They learned how to ask and answer where someone or
something is. They then had a vocabulary quiz on the words from the preceding
lesson.
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Thursday：EV at FuDong. Remedial English cancelled.

Friday：EV at FuDong.

II. Significant events that happened throughout the week
Briefly describe other activities you completed at school, such as tutoring, reviewing kids’ 
speeches for a contest, teaching a special English class for colleagues, etc.

My Remedial English class is cancelled until further notice. Apparently, it was being
funded by some Cijin Development Organization (I ended up getting paid for the class,
which I absolutely was not expecting). The funding has run out, though Joyce is continuing
the class on a volunteer basis which I fully support. However many students have stopped
coming after the last set of midterms. As the class focuses on learning the alphabet, she has
told some students they no longer need to attend because they have learned all of the letters
well and that when new students come, it will be repeating the same thing. At the moment
there are only 2-3 students, so Joyce is having the class meet once a week instead of twice
a week as per usual (on Tuesdays, when I am at Guangrong and cannot attend). She hopes
attendance will pick up soon, at which point I will resume teaching it on Thursdays.

For my Adult English Class on Tuesday we spent the majority of the time talking about the
upcoming week. We will be baking chocolate chip cookies in honor of Christmas. We went
through the ingredients list to decide who would bring what, etc. I am looking forward to
baking, I think it should be quite fun!
III. Thoughts About Your Work
Answer in a few sentences. How do you feel that your co-teaching experience went? What
went well? What didn’t go so well? What would you do the same or differently if you were
to do it again?

I had a very good week of teaching in terms of interesting and varied activities. I really
loved my class with Gill. The Treasure Hunt was a very good idea–the name of the unit
we were teaching was ‘Going on a Treasure Hunt.’ It also worked very well with the 
vocabulary words we had learned, (It is on the ground. It is near the door. It is under the
window.) It was also a good idea to have students come up to the room to hold object on,
over, or under the desk to get everyone more involved in (teaching) the class.

I also liked my lesson with Yun-Chen’s fifth graders. I thought this was an example of a 
lesson where charades would be a good activity. Sometimes my co-teachers want to play
charades but the vocabulary isn’t quite conducive to being acted out. For these actions 
words, however, it worked quite well (the actions were very clear).
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Finally, with Joyce’s classes on Wednesday I did a lot of the teaching myself, especially 
with the grammar. I did use Chinese in the class occasionally, but for the most part used
English to explain grammatical concepts. The fifth graders did very well. After our last
class, Joyce congratulated them and said they should feel very proud of themselves
because they had understood my English explanations of everything.
A. Things that helped your students learn

All of the activities listed above (charades, treasure hunt, having students help teach,
teaching grammar in English) were very good and helped the students learn.

B. One important thing you learned about your co-teaching this week.
As the semester goes on and my teachers and I get to know each other and our teaching
styles better, my co-teachers are more comfortable having me teach grammar in English
(helping with translation if necessary). I think this is wonderful; I know that it must be
difficult to give up this important aspect of teaching, especially to an inexperienced
teacher. But my co-teachers have been very willing to have me do it, knowing that it is
very goodfor their students’ listening comprehension and English abilities to have 
grammatical structures explained to them in English. I am very grateful to my LETs for
being so willing to have me teach all different subjects and areas of English language in
their classrooms. I have learned a lot from all of them thus far.

C. Goals for yourself as a teacher
Help to come up with innovative activities for teaching. Gill is very good at this–the
treasure hunt was all her idea, so I am trying to listen to all of her suggestions and adapt
those I like for other lessons with other teachers, etc.
IV. Question or Suggestion about your co-teaching
NA

Reviewed by(Advisory Panel only)

Cijin Elementary
Jessica & Gill
12.13.2010
6th Grade (6.1–6.5)

Vocabulary Review
I first helped the students review the vocabulary words they had learned the week before
(bird, rock, flower, ant, leaf, rock, tree, butterfly). After reviewing the words, I went over
the plurals.

First, I went over the easy rule–justadd an ‘s’
rocks
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birds
trees
ants
flowers

I then taught the two exceptions, beginning with butterfly
Butterfly butterflies

The rule is ‘y’  ‘ies’
I then gave another example (fly) and had the students tell me how to make it plural.

Next, I taught leaf
Leaf leaves

The rule is ‘f’  ‘ves’
I gave another example (roof) and had the students tell me what the plural would be.

Sentence Pattern
Next Gill and I taught the following sentence patterns;

There is a/an __________ on the desk
over
under

There are __________ on the desk
over
under

I pulled a desk up to the front of the classroom, and used classroom objects to illustrate the
sentence patterns (pen, pencil, marker, eraser). I first said sentences, three in total (using on,
over, and under) and had the students raise their hands to guess at the meaning.

There is a pen on the desk.
There is a pen over the desk.
There is a pen under the desk.

We then drilled different objects and placements asa class. When we did ‘eraser,’ I had a 
student explain why we needed to say ‘an’ and not ‘a’ (because the first letter is a vowel, 
‘e’)

Next, we had student volunteers come up front to the desk to choose an object and a
placement (on, over, under). They then called on another student to recite the sentence
correctly.

Actions Game
Afterwards, Gill and I taught three actions to go with each word, on, over, and under. I
would then say a string of words,“on, on, over, under, under, over”and the students would
have to do the corresponding actions. We did this as practice for a few minutes, before
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having everyone stand up. If they messed up, they had to sit down. The last few standing
were the winners.

Treasure Hunt
For the last five minutes of class, Gill and I prepared a treasure hunt. Each team was given
a rolled up piece of paper with clues on it, leading them to an eventual prize. The clues
were as follows:

It is under the desk.
It is near the door.
It is on the floor.
It is inside the box.
It is inside the jar.
It is ________________.

The first team to find the object (a jar of candy) and tell Gill where/what is was, was the
winner. Each member of the team got one piece of candy.

Guangrong Elementary
Jessica & Rebecca
12.14.2010
6th Grade

Grammar Review
I began class by reviewing the sentence structure the sixth graders had learned last week.
Rebecca had already taught it, but wanted me to review it for two reasons. The first was
that she wanted them to be refreshed on the topic before doing a review exercise. The
second (and more important) reason being she wanted them to hear the grammar explained
in English. The sentences were as follows:
The cake is too sweet. I don’t want to eat it.
The cake is too sweet to eat.

I first asked the class to give me two different definitions for the word ‘too.’
1. 太
2. 也 （我也是）

Next, we went through the definitions of the sentences. I showed them that the third
sentence is a way of combining the first two sentences to be more concise. I did what
Yun-Chen had done the week before, drawing a line through the words in the first two
sentences that did not appear in the third to illustrate that all of the words in the third
sentence appear in the first two (see last week’s lesson plan with Yun-Chen).

Grammar Exercise
After reviewing the grammar, Rebecca and I had the students complete a grammar exercise
on their own. Afterwards we went through the answers as a class.
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I also explained that in English we say ‘eat soup’ and not ‘drink soup,’ as it is in Chinese.

Reading Garden
Rebecca then taught the ‘Reading Garden’ for Lesson 4 (an additional dialogue in the back
of the book). She asked comprehension questions as well as the meaning of sentences.

Further Review
We had about five minutes left, so we had the class do an exercise practicing the other
words from lesson four–taste, smell, look. They had to fill in the blanks:

The chicken ___________ good. (tastes)
Going around the room, I noticed two common mistakes.

1. Students wrote “The chicken eats good” instead of tastes. This mistake is 
understandable in that in Chinese you can say 吃起來 or 喝起來.

2. Many also wrote “The chicken taste good.” And forgot to add the ‘s’ on the end of 
‘taste.’

I told Rebecca, and she said she would emphasize these two points in their next lesson later
on in the week.

Guangrong Elementary
Jessica-Yun-Chen
12.14.2010
5th Grade (5.1-5.3)

Workbooks
As with the 6th graders, Yun-Chen’s fifth graders began class by correcting their workbooks. 
(See sixth grade lesson plan for more details.)

Vocabulary
We taught the vocabulary words to lesson 4 this week. WE began by going over ‘boy’ and 
‘girl,’ as they have already learned these words. Yun-Chen held up the pictures and then
had the students spell the words all together before putting the written word card on the
board.

Next, we went over action words (ending in–ing). They learned four: walking, talking,
crying, laughing. I introduced the words, then had students match the word cards with the
picture cards. We did a lot of phonics with the word ‘laughing.’ I explained that ‘gh’ makes 
the same sound as ‘f.’

Sentence Pattern
Next we taught the sentence pattern:

A boy is talking.
A girl is laughing.
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The students had learned the–ing form in 4th grade, so at this point Yun-Chen took out
those vocabulary picture flashcards and reviewed the words they had learned in 4th grade
(dancing, singing, reading, writing, drawing, studying, shopping, eating, cooking). We
drilled the sentences with all of the words, new and old.

Charades Game
Next we played a very successful game of charades. Yun-Chen divided the class into two
teams. For each team, each member had to go and act out one of the picture cards. The
team had to answer in a complete sentence:

The girl is dancing.
Whichever team had all members go and have the action correctly identified in the shortest
amount of time (we used a stopwatch to time each team) was the winner.

Fill-in-the-blanks
Yun-Chen and I then introduced the remained three words–man, woman, baby. We had
the students fill in the vocabulary blanks in their student books.

Review Exercise
Finally, we had them complete an activity in their student books to practice the new
vocabulary words and sentence patterns. There were four pictures (a woman walking, a
baby crying, a boy laughing, and a girl talking). They then had to fill in the blanks in
sentences talking about the pictures.
Eg. Who’s walking?

The ___________ is walking. (woman)

       Who’s ______________?
The boy is ___________. (laughing, laughing)

Guangrong Elementary
Jessica & Yun-Chen
12.14.2010
6th Grade

Workbooks
For the first ten minutes or so of class, Yun-Chen handed back the students’ workbooks. 
She always circles the ones they get wrong without correcting it herself. They need to
correct it and then show it to her (sometimes it takes a couple of tries before they
successfully identify the problem).

Dialogue
Next, Yun-Chen and I taught the dialogue in Lesson 4. We followed the same procedure as
always (see previous lesson plans as well as last week’s lesson plan with Rebecca for 
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specific reading comprehension questions).

Phonics
I taught the phonics during the last five minutes of class.

1. o_e
2. oa
3. ow

There wasn’t enough time to ask for other examples with the same sound/spelling, but as 
with Rebecca’s class, I did explain that ‘ow’ can also have a different sound (as seen in
flower, now, how, etc) and had students give me other examples of that sound/spelling.

Cijin Elementary
Jessica & Joyce
12.15.2010
5th Grade

Vocabulary
I began class by teaching the new vocabulary–rooms in a house:

Bedroom
Bathroom
Living room
Kitchen
Garden
Garage

I began by writing the word ‘room’ on the board and asking if anyone knew what it meant. 
I then pointed out that ‘room’ appeared at the end of many of the rooms in the house. We 
also went over phonics rules, especially for ‘garage.’ I explained that the first ‘g’ is a hard g, 
while the second is a soft g because there is an ‘e’ after it.

Sentence Patterns
Next, Joyce and I taught the sentence patterns for the lesson:

Where is he?
she?
it?

Where are you?

He is in the kitchen
She
It

I am in the kitchen.
We first reviewed the word ‘where,’ then the whole first sentence. I asked the students if 
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anyone knew what the word ‘it’ meant. All of my students said 動物的他 which is true,
but ‘it’ also means 没有生命的東西 which Joyce and I explained by using objects around
the room. (Is this pen ‘it’? Yes. Is teacher Joyce ‘it’? No.)

I then emphasized that when the subject is he, she, or it, you need to use ‘is.’ When the 
subject is ‘you,’ it is different – you must use ‘are.’

After introducing the questions, we then told the students how they could answer said
question. Here, I made sure to explain that if the question asks “Where are you?” the 
answer must use “I.” 

We reviewed by drilling with the new vocabulary words. I would hold one up and ask the
students, “Where is she?” Answer: “She is in the garage.” 

Vocabulary Quiz
The students then had a vocabulary quiz on the previous lesson’s words. They had to listen 
to Joyce, then write down the English word as well as the Chinese translation.

Review
If there was time, in some classes we then reviewed the vocabulary words again. Joyce
would say the word in either Chinese or English, and the students had to say the translation.
(She would say “廚房” and they would say “kitchen”)
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Appendix C

English Co-Teaching Observation Sheet

高雄市 99 學年度中外教師英語協同教學教室觀察表

教學單元/Teaching Unit：________________________

教學班級：_____Grade _____Class

觀察時間：Date: 99/___ / ___ Period: ________

外師(ETA)：____________老師 中師(LET)：____________老師

評估結果
Result

項 目
Item

指 標
Criteria 優

3

良

2

可

1

待
改
進
0

不
適
用
N
A

建 議
Suggestions

1. 正確掌握教材內容，教學活
動設計適當、實用。
The teaching content is
appropriate and practical.

□□□□□
一、

教材準備與
設計

I.
Preparation
and design
of teaching
materials

2. 教學內容有效連結學生新、
舊知識與生活經驗，符合學
生能力與需求。
The teaching material meets
students’ needs and matches 
students’ levels.

□□□□□

3. 有組織條理呈現教材內容並
說明學習目標或學習重點。
Systematically present the
lesson and explain the goal of
learning.

□□□□□

4. 有效掌握教學節奏和時間，
善於變化教學活動或教學策
略並能順暢轉換與銜接。
Be able to apply teaching
methods appropriately.

□□□□□

5. 能使用教具輔助教學。
Be able to use teaching aids
effectively.

□□□□□

二、
教學方法與

活動

II.
Teaching

methods and
activities

6. 善用問答技巧並能適度給予
學生讚美與增強。
Be able to interact with
students during teaching and
give students encouragement
and praise appropriately.

□□□□□
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評估結果
Result

項 目
Item

指 標
Criteria 優

3

良

2

可

1

待
改
進
0

不
適
用
N
A

建 議
Suggestions

7. 能適時檢視學生學習成效與
顧及學生的需求與個別差
異。
Be able to check students’ 
understanding and meet
students’ individual needs 
and interests.

□□□□□

8. 班級管理適當，學生能專注
學習。
Classroom management is
appropriate and effective, and
is able to engage all the
students.

□□□□□

9. 板書正確、工整有條理。
Blackboard writing is neat. □□□□□

二、
教學方法與

活動

II.
Teaching

methods and
activities

10.口語清晰、音量適中。
The teacher’s voice is loud 
enough for every student to
hear clearly.

□□□□□

11.協同教學活動課程設計完
善，中、外師能各自發揮所
長。
Be able to plan and design
co-teaching activities well.

□□□□□三、
協同教學

III.
Co-Teaching

12.中、外師協同教學流程配合
良好。
Be able to cooperate in
co-teaching well.

□□□□□

四、
綜合意見

V.
Conclusions

* 每項的最高分(滿分)為 3。
填表人/Form filled by：__________________
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Appendix D

2010-2011 Orientation and Training Schedule

Week One (ETAs Only)

8/2（Mon） 8/3 (Tues） 8/4（Wed） 8/5（Thurs） 8/6（Fri）

08：50 Check-in at San-Min Elementary Campus

09：00

～

09：50

10：00

～

10：50

Go to

Apartments

Apply for ARC Cards in Shifts

（Take photos/By bus）

(Fonda)

Introduction to Chinese

Language Program

（Sun Yat-Sen

University）

11：00

～

11：50
Shopping

Self-Introduction (ETAs）

10:00

Visit

AIT Kaohsiung

(Fonda)

12：00

～

13：30
Lunch Break & E-mail

Lunch Break E-Mail

13：30

～

14：30

Shopping
Introduction to Kaohsiung

（20-min video+ Ms Huang）

Introduction to the English

Village in Kaohsiung

（Chris or Selina）

14：30

～

15：30

Visit American

Corner

15：30

～

16：30

Back to

Apartments

Unpack and

Settle in

Guideline Introduction

＆

Living in Kaohsiung:

city overview, maps,

garbage, recycling, gas, water,

budgeting, rent, bills , and others

（Fonda）

Open Bank Accounts

in Shifts

（Fonda）

Lunch & E-Mail

Go to beach near

Sun Yat-Sen

University (Sizhwan

Bay) or Dream Mall

Visit the Bureau of

Education

Watch EV Video

&

Review EV Teaching

Materials

（Chris or Selina）

16：30 ETA Leader Selection

Evening Pizza Night Dinner
Dinner / Night Market

Trip
Dinner Dinner
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Week Two (ETAs Only)

8/9 (Mon） 8/10 (Tues） 8/11（Wed） 8/12（Thurs） 8/13（Fri）

08：50 Check-in

09：00

～

09：50

10：00

～

10：50

Introduction to Taiwan

Education（I）

（Dr. Wu）

11：00

～

11：50

Introduction to Taiwan

Education （II）

（Dr. Wu）

Overview TESOL

（Prof. Spring）

Introduction to Lesson

Plan

（Prof. Lee）

Teaching Experience

Sharing with Former

ETAs

（Prof. Lee ＆

Spring）

EV Visits/School Visits

（By bus）

（Chris/Fonda）

12：00

～

13：30 Lunch Break & E-Mail

13：30

～

14：30

Good to Know:

Culture, Language, and

Education（I）

（Dr. Wu）

14：30

～

15：30

Good to Know:

Culture, Language, and

Education（II）

（Dr. Wu）

Learning Games

（Prof. Spring）

15：30

16：30

Learning Activities

（Prof . Spring）

Lesson Plan

（Exercise ＆

Demo）

（Prof. Lee）

Q ＆ A：Teaching

English In Taiwan

（Prof. Lee ＆

Spring）

EV Visits/School Visits

（By bus）

（Chris/Fonda）

Evening Dinner Together Scooter Practice Scooter Practice Scooter Practice Scooter Practice
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Week Three (ETAs and LETs)

8/16（Mon） 8/17 (Tues） 8/18（Wed） 8/19（Thurs） 8/20（Fri）

08：50 Check-in

09：00

～

09：50

10：00

～

10：50

11：00

～

11：50

Self-Introduction

(ETAs and LETs)

（Prof. Lee ＆ Spring）

Classroom Management &

Grading System in

Elementary School

（Prof. Spring）

EV Teaching Practice

（ETAs ＆ LETs）

Co-Teaching

Practice（I）

（Prof. Lee &

Spring）

Co-Teaching

Practice（III）

（Prof. Lee & Spring）

12：00

～

13：30
Lunch Break & E-Mail

13：30

～

14：30

14：30

～

15：30

15：30

～

16：30

Introduction to

Co-Teaching

（Prof. Lee）

Overview Teaching

Guidelines of Each

Grade

（ETAs ＆ LETs）

（Prof. Lee）

Preparations for

Summer Campus

（ETAs ＆ LETs）

Co-Teaching Practice

（II）

（Prof. Lee & Spring）

Discussion of

Co-Teaching Practice

（Prof. Lee & Spring）

Explanation of Speed

Dating Form

Evening Scooter Practice Scooter Practice Scooter Practice Scooter Practice Scooter Practice
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Week Four (ETAs and LETs)

8/23（Mon） 8/24 (Tues) 8/25（Wed） 8/26（Thurs） 8/27（Fri）

08：50 Check-in

09：00

～

09：50
10：00

～

10：50

11：00

～

11：50

School Visits

（By bus）

（Chris/Fonda）

School Visits

（By bus）

（Chris/Fonda）

School Visits

（By bus）

（Chris/Fonda）

12：00

～

13：30 Lunch Break Lunch Break Lunch Break

13：30

～

17：30

School Visits

（By bus）

（Chris/Fonda）

School Visits

（By bus）

（Chris/Fonda）

Speed Dating

(ETAs and LETs)

（Chris/Fonda）

Q & A：

EV and Co-Teaching

(ETAs and LETs)

（Prof. Lee & Spring）

15:00

Assignments Announced

(ETAs and LETs)

（Chris & Fonda）

End of the Orientation

09:00

ETAs & LETs Going to

Co-Teaching Schools

Together by Public

Transportation

Move into New

Apartments

Evening Scooter Practice Scooter Practice

Fill Out Co-Teaching

Forms
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Appendix E

2010-2011 Workshop Schedule

99 學年度工作坊課表

Date and Time
日期與時間

Topic 授 課 主 題 Lecturer 講 師 Place 地 點

September 15th

(14:00-16:00)
Problem Shooting
問題討論

Group A: Prof. Lee
Group B: Prof. Spring

A: San Min EV
三民國小英語村
B: Computer Lab

數位學習館

September 29th

(14:00-16:00)
Teaching “Festival & 
Holidays” 
節慶教學

NKNU English Department
Prof. Janice Chang
高師大英語系
張玉玲教授

San Min EV
三民國小英語村

October 13th

(14:00-16:00)
How to use picture
books to teach
English
如何用繪本教學

CEAG Advisor Syu Li Ling
國教輔導團輔導員
許儷齡老師

San Min EV
三民國小英語村

October 27th

(14:00-16:00)
*optional for
LETs

Aboriginal Culture
原住民文化

Cancelled
(因故取消)

KIERC
Conference Room
國際教育資源中

心研討室

November 10th

(14:00-16:00)
*optional for
LETs

Taiwanese Pop
Music
台灣流行音樂

Cancelled
(因故取消)

KIERC
Conference Room
國際教育資源中

心研討室

November 24th

(14:00-16:00)
Former ETA
Experience Sharing:
Editing School
Newspaper with
Students
協助學校編製英文
報紙

Former ETA
Grace Johnson

San Min EV
三民國小英語村

December 8th

(14:00-16:00)
Visit Kaohsiung
American School
高雄美國學校參訪

Prof. Lin
Kaohsiung

American School
高雄美國學校

December 22nd
(14:00-16:00)

Final Discussion
總檢討 Group A: Prof. Lee

Group B: Prof. Spring

KIERC
Conference Room
國際教育資源中

心研討室
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February 23rd

(13:00-16:00)

Visit Morrison
Academy Kaohsiung
參訪馬里遜美國學
校

Prof. Spring/Prof. Lee
Morrison
Academy

馬里遜美國學校

March 9th

(13:00-16:00)

Prof. Spring/Lee
Jessica & Co-Teachers
Maia & Co-Teachers
Christine & Co-Teachers

KIERC
Conference Room
國際教育資源中

心研討室

March 23rd

(13:00-16:00)

Prof. Spring/Lee
Ben & Co-Teachers
Liz & Co-Teachers
Jeff & Co-Teachers

KIERC
Conference Room
國際教育資源中

心研討室

May 4th

(13:00-16:00)

Prof. Spring/Lee
Mark & Co-Teachers
Ayano & Co-Teachers
Paul & Co-Teachers

KIERC
Conference Room
國際教育資源中

心研討室

May 18th

(13:00-16:00)

LET/ETA discussion
(30 mins)
中外師分組討論
Experience Sharing
經驗交換
(Team up with your
co-teachers and each
group leads the
session with a topic
or experience sharing
for 30-35 minutes
題目由中、外師一起
提出, 共同主持討
論與分享經驗，每組
30-35 分鐘)

Prof. Spring/Lee
Ariel & Co-Teachers
Sam & Co-Teachers
Ashley & Co-Teachers

KIERC
Conference Room
國際教育資源中

心研討室

June 8th

(13:00-16:00)

Final Review and
Feedback
總檢討與意見回饋

Prof. Spring
Prof. Lee
ETAs/LETs/FSE/Bureau of
Education

KIERC
Conference Room
國際教育資源中

心研討室
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Appendix F

2010 English Co-Teaching Plan

99 學年度中外師英語協同教學申請計畫書

壹、 學校基本資料

一、 基本資料

校 名 三民國小

年級別 班級數 學生數 年級別 班級數 學生數

六年級 6 202

五年級 6 179

四年級 6 179

三年級 6 196

二年級 6 174

全校班級

學生數

(以 98 學
年度為填
報單位)

一年級 6 145

校 名 三民國小

姓 名

職務
類別
(參考
職稱類
別選
項)

基本
授課
時數

教學
年資

姓 名

職務
類別
(參考
職稱類
別選
項)

基本
授課
時數

教學
年資

黃豐智
2 20 16 廖君儀

5
級任
導師

20 25

涂孟莉
1 22 21 劉子綺

5
級任
導師

20 3

常豫湘
1 22 18 沈德瑜

5
級任
導師

20 5

全校英語
專長師資

楊欣蓓 2 16 5

※ 職稱類別選項：1.專任英語教師 2. 英語教師兼任學校行政 3. 英語教師兼導
師 4.英語代理(課)教師 5.其他(說明)
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二、 學校英語教學自我評估

評估項目 三民國小

內在優勢

(S)

1. 本校為中型小學，資源運用可兼具充分及靈活雙重效應。
2. 擁有足夠英語師資，且均極具參與中外師合作教學之意願。
3. 已有一年中外師合作教學經驗，得以傳承，做為精進教學之基礎。
4. 學生已有與外師互動學習經驗。
5. 為高雄市國際教育資源中心設置所在，具資源運用及人員溝通協調

之便利性。
6. 有英語村之設置，利於模擬實境教學，並已完成主題式數位學習教

材。
7. 與美國維吉尼亞州 Peasley 中學展開學生結交筆友活動，啟動國際

交流列車。
8. 參與友善商店計畫，與社區內麥當勞及統一超商結盟，提供英語點

餐及購物教學之機會。
9. 父母成長團成員眾多，對英語推廣活動熱心支援。
10.設有英語專科教室 3間， 方便班級經營與情境布置。
11.本校位於高雄車站附近，交通便捷。

內在劣勢

(W)

1. 學生英語程度呈兩極化狀況，不利課程設計與教材選用。
2. 英語非母語之本地英語教師教學能力受限。
3. 英語補救教學人力與時間不足，成效評估機制待加強。
4. 全員推動國際教育的觀念尚未為全體同仁普遍認知。
5. 英語教室資訊設備與課桌椅老舊，無經費汰換。

外在機會

(O)

1. 世界各國體認彼此了解的重要性，國際教育的推動風起雲湧。
2. 中文學習蔚為風潮，主動要求與華人學校交流的教育團體增多。
3. 教育部中小學國際教育白皮書即將出爐，透過英語教育連結全世界

更形重要，亦必有更多政府資源投入。
4. 家長對活用英語於日常生活的需求與日俱增，有以英語為母語的教

師協助，更能符合家長期待。
5. 角逐參與本市中外師合作教學計畫，爭取優秀外籍教師，發展合作

教學。
6. 英語課節數增加，得研擬向下紮根計畫，呼應家長需求，做好 1-6

年級全面實施英語教學準備。

外在威脅

(T)

1. 與鄰近學校有共同學區，急需發展學校特色，以因應少子化衝擊。
2. 坊間外語補習班以分級制度、小班制度、外籍師資教學、長時間學

習、協助學生通過英檢等方式參與競爭。
3. 社區家長對學校英語教育需求不同，造成英語教師教學方式與教材

選用之挑戰。
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貳、 英語協同教學

一、 英語協同教師基本資料

校名 三民國小 三民國小

中文姓名 黃豐智 涂孟莉

學歷
高雄師範大學

英語教學博士班

高雄師範大學

英語教學碩士

英語教學年資 10 7

職務類別 1 1

基本授課時數 21 22

特殊表現或優
良事蹟

曾任高雄市國教輔導團語文領
域召集人兼英語教學輔導員 97 學年度英語協同教學中師

※ 職稱類別選項：1.專任英語教師 2. 英語教師兼任學校行政 3. 英語教師兼導
師 4.英語代理(課)教師 5.其他(說明)

二、 外籍教師人力資源的運用

說明：在校協同教學每週以 16 節課為上限，請於下表說明 16 節課的安排運用。

運用項目
運作時間
數(單位：

節)
具體內容說明 運用學校

英語協同教學 12/16 每週運用 1節英語課進行五、六年級
英語協同教學

三民國小

※ 運用比例：該運用時間數 / 16
※ 非英語協同教學項目需說明運用內容

三、 規劃協同教學年級及班級數

校 別
年
級
別

協同節數
(節) 協同班級

數(班)

約計學生
數
(人)

占全校學生

比率(%)

含特殊班

級(班)

三民國小 六 6 6 202 18.8 0
三民國小 五 6 6 179 16.7 0

※ 占全校學生比率=約計學生數 / 全校學生數 * 100 %
※ 含特殊班級應說明班級數、班級別及人數。例如“1班體育班 20 人”。若不含特

殊班級則填“無”。
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四、 對外籍教師的期待及其他需配合事項(除 16 節課外，需外師協助事項)

項 目
(學校名稱)

具體內容說明 負責單位及人員

參與學校活動
1. 參與開學典禮，自我介紹並接受師生歡迎。
2. 參與運動會與校慶慶祝活動。
3. 協助與西洋文化有關的節慶活動，如聖誕

節。

輔導室輔導主任
學務處學務主任
教務處教務主任

協助製作英語
相關教材

1. 協助製作數位學習教材。
2. 協助製作主題式學習教材。 教務處教學組長

協助建置學校

英語閱讀環境

1. 校園場所、物品及設備英語標示。
2. 英語格言或勵志小語。
3. 英語說故事

教務處設備組長
協同教學教師

其他
1. 協助推展國際交流，持續推動國際筆友活動。
2. 協助製作或修正學校中英對照簡介或宣傳

品。
3. 參與教學演示及觀摩。

教務處教務主任
協同教學教師

※ 項目可包含：1.參與學校活動 2.協助編寫英語相關教材 3.協助建置學校英語學
習環境 4.其他(應說明)等四項。

※ 以上表格如不敷使用可自己增列。

參、 學校行政支援

一、 外籍教師諮詢接待服務

諮詢接待服務項目 諮詢單位及人員 具體諮詢內容

校園生活
英語協同教師

1.學校行事 2.課務安排 3.教學設備
4.校園配置 5.班級概況 6.教學技巧
7.交通路線 8.午餐供應 9.社團參與
10.社區環境與生活機能

教學行政 教務處張慶鴻主任
1.學校政策 2.課務協調 3.全校活動
4.合作教學方式與問題協調 4.行政協助

假務管理 人事室陳勝國主任 出差勤需知

緊急事故 學務處許書維主任 社區環境與生活機能

※ 具體內容請分點說明。

二、 學校支援參與本計畫外師之具體措施

1. 歡迎與歡送會:舉行不拘形式的小型溫馨茶會，表達歡迎與感謝之意。

2. 學校社團參與:免費參與本校網球俱樂部或學生課後社團。

3. 家人接待:外師家人到訪時由學校專人接待。
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4. 語言學習交換:徵求教職員或家長與外師進行中、英語交換學習。

5. 文化體驗接待家庭:教職員或家長邀請外師參與家庭活動，體驗中式家

庭文化。

6. 員工交誼:邀請外師參加學校各單位舉辦之聯誼、聚餐、旅行等活動。

7. 教學用品及擴音器:提供文具用品與小型麥克風。

8. 交通工具:提供通勤用腳踏車。

肆、 預期成效

1. 中外師合作設計多樣有趣的教學活動，充分照顧不同能力學生，普遍提
高學生學習興趣。

2. 外師的加入可有更多人力兼顧英語能力極優學生的加深加廣與極差學生
的補救紮根教學，達到因材施教的目的。

3. 可提供弱勢家庭子女直接面對外籍人士機會，增加生活接觸廣度，不懼
怕與外籍人士交談。

4. 經由對外師本人、家人、朋友的實際接觸，直接促成對異國文化的了解
與探索。

5. 中外師合作朝國際學生交往方向發展，可促成及早獲得結盟學校，達成
中期發展目標。

6. 參與中外師協同教學可達到教師間彼此學習觀摩的機會，增進教師本身
專業素養，大大嘉惠學生。

7. 學生以中外師合作為榜樣，學習彼此幫助，養成合作學習的態度。

8. 學校同仁因與駐校外師接觸，增加使用英語機會及學習英語動機。

9. 學校透過中外師協同教學邁向國際教育，可獲得社區家長對學校的認同
與信任。
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Appendix G

ETAs’Consent Form for Research

Dear ETA,

I am doing a study on the Fulbright Co-teaching Program in Kaohsiung City. The

purpose of the study is to explore co-teachers’collaboration in teaching, their interactions,

and their opinions toward the program. The results of the study will be useful to teachers

who will join the program in the future and to other local governments that will inaugurate

similar programs in their cities/counties.

In order to complete the study, I am asking the ETAs to fill out the questionnaires,

interviewing some ETAs, and analyzing some ETAs’weekly reports. All of the data will

be used for research only and will be kept anonymous. I deeply appreciate your

participation in the study.

With the best regards,

Feng-Chih (Fred) Huang

Doctoral Program of English Department

National Kaohsiung Normal University

Yes, I agree to participate in the study.

Your Signature:___________________________

Date: 2011/_______/_______
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Appendix H

A Survey of Co-Teachers’Teaching Collaboration, Interactions, and Opinions
toward the Co-Teaching Program (For ETAs)

Dear ETA,

This study aims to explore co-teachers’collaboration in teaching, their interactions,
and their opinions toward the Fulbright Co-Teaching Program. The results of this study
will be used for research only. Based on your teaching experience in the first
semester, please fill out one form for each LET you worked with. Basic
information, and Questions 13-25 need only be filled out once. Thank you!

Doctoral Program of English Department
National Kaohsiung Normal University
Advisor: Dr. Hsiu-Chun (Spring) Lin
Doctoral Student: Feng-Chih (Fred) Huang

I. Basic Information：Check (ˇ) in the blank

1. Gender：□ Male □ Female

2. Did you participate in any EFL/ESL training before you joined the program?

□ Yes

□ No

3. Did you have any teaching experience before you joined the program?

□ Yes, _______ years _______months

□ No

4. Did you have any co-teaching experience before you joined the program?

□Yes

□No

II. Teaching Collaboration with Co-teacher

1. How much time did you and your co-teacher spend on lesson planning per week?

□ Less than 15 mins □ 15-30 mins □ 30-60 mins □ 60-90 mins

□ Over 90 mins

2. Who had a heavier teaching load in a co-teaching class?

□ ETA □ LET □ Both
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3. Who was responsible for the classroom management and discipline in a co-teaching

class?

□ ETA □ LET □ Both

4. Who was responsible for correcting students’workbooks?

□ ETA □ LET □ Both

5. Who was responsible for assessing the students?

□ ETA □ LET □ Both

6. What was the language that you and your co-teacher use in class?

□ All English □ Mostly English; Chinese is used only when necessary

□ Half English, half Chinese □ Mostly Chinese □ All Chinese

7. What were the teaching materials that you and your co-teacher often used? (You

can choose more than one option.)

□ Textbooks □ Self-designed materials

□ Others, (Please specify:________________________________)

8. Which of the following model did you and your co-teacher often use? (You can

choose more than one option.)

□ Supportive teaching: one teacher takes the leading role and the other walks

around to help.

□ Parallel teaching: two teachers work with different groups of students in

different sections of the classroom.

□ Alternative teaching: one teacher instructs the larger group, while the other

teacher takes a smaller group of students to a different

location for a limited period of time for specialized

instruction.

□ Station teaching: various learning stations are created, and the co-teachers

provide individual support at the different stations.

□ Team teaching: two teachers plan, teach, assess, and assume the same

responsibility for all of the students in the classroom.
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9. What were your main English teaching responsibilities in a co-teaching class? (You

can choose more than one option.)

□ Phonics □ Vocabulary □ Sentence patterns □ Dialogue □ Games

□ Activities □ Chants or songs □ Translation

III. Interaction with Co-teacher

10. What did you think of your interaction with your co-teacher in class?

□ Very good □ Good □ Neutral □ Bad □ Very bad

11. What did you think of your interaction with your co-teacher outside the

classroom?

□ Very good □ Good □ Neutral □ Bad □ Very bad

12. What did you think is the most important factor that influenced your interaction

with your co-teacher? (Choose one option.)

□ Language barrier □ Gender differences □ Cultural differences

□ Personality □ Religion □ Others (Please specify:______________)

IV. Co-teacher’s Opinions toward the Co-Teaching Program

13. Were you satisfied with the administrative support in your co-teaching schools?

□ Yes

□ No (Please specify: ____________________________________________)

14. Do you think the co-teaching program benefits you?

□ Yes (Please answer Question no. 15.)

□ No (Please skip Question no. 15 and proceed to Question no. 16.)

15. In what ways do you think you have benefited from the co-teaching program?

(You can choose more than one option.)

□ Linguistic knowledge □ Cultural knowledge □ Teaching skills

□ Communication skills □ Teamwork skills □ Chinese-speaking ability

□ Enhancing enthusiasm for teaching □ Material-developing ability

□ Others, (Please specify:______________________________________)
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16. Do you think the co-teaching program benefits the students?

□ Yes (Please answer Question no. 17.)

□ No (Please skip Question no. 17 and proceed to Question no. 18.)

17. In what areas do you think students have benefited from the co-teaching program?

(You can choose more than one option.)

□ Listening comprehension □ Speaking ability □ Reading comprehension

□ Writing ability □ Cultural knowledge □ International understanding

□ Increasing interest in learning English □ Teamwork skills

□ Others (Please specify:_______________________________________)

18. What do you think of the three-week summer orientation?

□ Very helpful □ Helpful □ Neutral □ Unhelpful □ Very unhelpful

19. What do you think of the workshops on Wednesday afternoons?

□ Very helpful □ Helpful □ Neutral □ Unhelpful □ Very unhelpful

20. How does your host family help your life in Taiwan?

□ Very helpful □ Helpful □ Neutral □ Unhelpful □ Very unhelpful

21. Would you prefer teaching at two schools per semester or teaching at one school

in the first semester and at the other school in the second semester or teaching at

one school for a year?

□ Teaching at two schools per semester

□ Teaching at one school in the first semester and at the other school in the

second semester

□ Teaching at one school for a year

□ No comment

22. If you had a chance, would you be willing to join the co-teaching program again?

□ Yes

□ No (Reason:____________________________________________)
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V. Open-Ended Questions

23. What challenges did you face when you co-taught?

Answer:

24. What can be improved about the program?

Answer:

25. Besides co-teaching, what contributions have you made to the schools or the
communities this semester? (For example, train kids for the Readers’Theater or
read stories to kids in a public library.)

Answer:

The End, thank you!
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Appendix I

LETs’Consent Form for Research

中師參加研究同意函

老師您好:

我的研究主題是高雄市英語協同教學計畫的個案研究，而老師為學校裡的英語協

同教學的中籍老師，因此當進行論文計畫時，希望能獲得您的同意，願意成為我的研

究計畫對象，同意接受問卷的填寫。本研究目的在於探討您與外師的協同教學情況與

互動情形，並了解您對高雄市英語協同教學計畫的看法，並歸納研究結果提出建議，

供國內教育相關當局未來規劃國小英語協同教學之參考。在研究過程中，除了問卷的

分析外，也會進行訪問，並會分析中師的協同教學月報表。您個人所提供的資料及問

卷調查，將得到完全的保密，絕對不會對外公開。誠摯感謝您的同意參與本研究，因

為有您的加入幫忙，才能使得論文更加完整。

敬祝

事事順心

國立高雄師範大學英語學系博士班

研究生 黃豐智敬上

同意函簽字處: _______________________________

日期: _____年______月______日
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Appendix J

A Survey of Co-Teachers’Teaching Collaboration, Interactions, and Opinions

toward the Co-Teaching Program (For LETs)

英語協同教學教師協同教學情形、互動情形與對協同教學計畫意見

之問卷調查 (中師問卷 )
老師您好：

本問卷主要探討您與外師的協同教學情況與互動情形，並了解您對高雄市英
語協同教學計畫的看法。問卷結果純為學術研究使用，絕對不會將個人資料外洩。
請您不必具名放心填答，並請您根據上學期的教學經驗來填寫。謝謝您！

國立高雄師範大學英語系博士班
指導教授：林秀春博士
研究生： 黃豐智 敬啟

壹、基本資料：請在符合的欄位打ˇ

一、性別：□男 □女

二、職務：□英語科任老師 □級任兼英語科任老師 □英語科任老師兼組長

三、教學年資：□0-2 年 □3-5 年 □6-10 年 □11-15 年 □16 年以上

四、英語教學經驗：□0-2 年 □3-5 年 □6-10 年 □11-15 年 □16 年以上

五、你是第幾年參與英語協同教學計畫：□ 第 1年 □ 第 2年 □ 第 3年

六、你今年是否自願參與英語協同教學計畫：

□是 □否 (學校指派參加)

貳、您與外師的協同教學情況

一、你與外師平均一週花多少時間一起備課(lesson plan)？

□少於15分鐘 □15-30分鐘 □ 30-60分鐘 □ 60-90分鐘 □90分鐘以上

二、你與外師一起上課時，誰分擔的教學工作比較多？

□ 外師 □中師 □一樣多

三、你與外師ㄧ起上課時，誰最常負責班級經營及秩序管理？

□ 外師 □中師 □共同負責

四、你與外師ㄧ起上課時，誰最常負責批改學生習作？

□ 外師 □中師 □共同負責

五、你與外師ㄧ起上課時，誰最常負責學生的評量工作？

□ 外師 □中師 □共同負責
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六、你與外師一起上課時，你們上課常使用的語言為：

□全部使用英文 □大部分使用英文，有必要時才用中文 □中英文各半

□大部分使用中文，少部分使用英文 □全部使用中文

七、你與外師ㄧ起上課時，你們常用的教材來源為：(可複選)

□教科書 □一起設計教材 □其他，請舉例：________________________

八、你與外師ㄧ起上課時，你們常使用的教學模式為：(可複選)

□ Supportive teaching (一人擔任主要授課工作，另一人在旁觀看或進行個

別指導)

□ Parallel teaching (將學生分成兩組，一人指導一組學生)

□ Alternative teaching (一人指導大部分學生，另一人只負責少部分需特別

指導的學生)

□ Station teaching (設不同的學習站，讓學生進行闖關教學)

□ Team teaching (一同站在講台前，平均分擔教學責任並一起教學)

九、你與外師ㄧ起上課時，你最常負責的教學工作為：(可複選)

□Phonics □單字 □句型 □對話 □遊戲 □ 活動 □ 韻文或歌曲

□翻譯

叁、你與外師的互動情形

十、你與外師ㄧ起上課時，在課堂上的互動：

□非常好 □好 □普通 □不好 □很差

十一、你與外師在課堂外的互動：

□非常好 □好 □普通 □不好 □很差

十二、你覺得影響你跟外師互動的最重要因素為：(選一種)

□語言能力 □性別差異 □文化差異 □個性 □宗教信仰

□其他，請舉例：_________________________________________

肆、您對高雄市英語協同教學計畫的看法

十三、你對學校行政上給你的支援是否滿意？

□ 是

□ 否，請舉例說明：______________________________________________
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十四、你覺得參與協同教學能否帶給你一些助益？

□是 (繼續答十五題)

□否 (跳到十六題作答)

十五、你覺得參與協同教學所得到的助益有哪些？ (可複選)

□語言知識 □文化知識 □教學技巧 □溝通技巧

□團隊合作技巧 □ 增進英語口說能力 □提升教學興趣與熱誠

□自編教材能力 □其他，請舉例:___________________________________

十六、你覺得高雄市的英語協同教學計畫對學生是否有幫助？

□有幫助 (繼續答十七題)

□沒幫助 (跳到十八題作答)

十七、你覺得高雄市的英語協同教學計畫對學生有哪些幫助？ (可複選)

□提升英文聽力 □增進英語口說的能力 □增進英語閱讀能力

□增進英文寫作能力 □增加文化知識 □培養國際視野

□提升英語學習興趣 □學習團隊合作的技巧

□其他，請舉例:___________________________________________________

十八、你覺得兩週的暑期研修(orientation)對你有幫助嗎？

□ 非常有幫助 □ 有幫助 □ 無意見 □ 沒幫助 □ 非常沒幫助

十九、你覺得週三下午的研習(workshop)對你有幫助嗎？

□ 非常有幫助 □ 有幫助 □ 無意見 □ 沒幫助 □ 非常沒幫助

二十、你覺得接待家庭(host family)對外師在台灣的生活有幫助嗎？

□ 非常有幫助 □ 有幫助 □ 無意見 □ 沒幫助 □ 非常沒幫助

二十一、外師目前每學期跑兩個學校教書，去年的外師是上學期固定在一所學

校教書，下學期再固定在另一所學校教書，你覺得下列哪種方式比較好？

□ 每學期跑兩個學校教書

□ 上學期固定只在一所學校教書，然後下學期再固定在另一所學校教書

□ 上、下學期固定在同一所學校教書

□ 無意見

二十二、明年你是否願意繼續參加英語協同教學計畫？

□願意

□不願意，請說明理由:_____________________________________________
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伍、問答題

二十三、你在進行協同教學的過程中曾遇到哪些困難？

請說明：

二十四、你覺得高雄市英語協同教學計畫有哪些地方需要改進？

請說明：

二十五、除了協同教學外，你和外師這學期對學校或對社區有沒有一些特別的貢

獻？(例如：訓練學生參加讀者劇場或到公立圖書館說英語故事給小朋友聽。)

請舉例：

_________________________________________________________________________
問卷到此結束，非常謝謝你的填寫！
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Appendix K

A Survey Questionnaire of Students’Attitudes toward Learning
in the Co-Teaching English Class

國小學童在英語協同教學課堂上之學習態度問卷調查表

壹、基本資料

1.性別：□男 □女

2.是否曾經上過外面的英文補習班或安親班：□是 □否

貳、問卷內容

請根據你一學期和外籍老師ㄧ起上課的情形，來回答下列

問題，勾愈右邊表示你愈同意這個問題，勾愈左邊表

示你愈不同意這個問題，請你依實際認同的程度適當

填答，並請你在適當的□打ˇ。

完

全

不

同

意

(1)

不

同

意

(2)

普

通

(3)

同

意

(4)

完

全

同

意

(5)

1. 我覺得有外籍老師ㄧ起上課，我會更喜歡學習英文。 □ □ □ □ □

2. 我覺得我的英文聽力有進步。 □ □ □ □ □

3. 我覺得我的英文口說能力有進步。 □ □ □ □ □

4. 我覺得我的英文閱讀能力有進步。 □ □ □ □ □

5. 我覺得我的英文寫作能力有進步。 □ □ □ □ □

6. 我覺得我更瞭解外國的文化。 □ □ □ □ □

親愛的小朋友你好：

這份問卷主要在了解你們在有外籍的英文老師一起上課時的學習狀況，這不是

考試，也沒有標準答案喔。請你依自己的狀況來填答，你的意見很寶貴，所以請務

必每題都要回答。謝謝你！

國立高雄師範大學英語系博士班

指導教授：林秀春博士

研究生： 黃豐智 敬啟
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請根據你一學期和外籍老師ㄧ起上課的情形，來回答下列

問題，勾愈右邊表示你愈同意這個問題，勾愈左邊表

示你愈不同意這個問題，請你依實際認同的程度適當

填答，並請你在適當的□打ˇ。

完

全

不

同

意

(1)

不

同

意

(2)

普

通

(3)

同

意

(4)

完

全

同

意

(5)

7. 我覺得我越來越敢講英文。 □ □ □ □ □

8. 我聽得懂外籍老師上課的內容。 □ □ □ □ □

9. 外籍老師問問題時，我會主動舉手回答。 □ □ □ □ □

10.有外籍老師上課時，我會更專心聽講。 □ □ □ □ □

11.我覺得我比較喜歡上有外籍老師的英文課。 □ □ □ □ □

12.我覺得有外籍老師的英文課比較活潑有趣。 □ □ □ □ □

13.我希望能增加每週有外籍老師英文課的時數。 □ □ □ □ □

14.我希望以後的英文課都能有本國老師和外籍老師ㄧ起

上課。

□ □ □ □ □

問卷到此結束，非常謝謝你的填寫！
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Appendix L

Interview Questions for ETAs

General Questions

1. Please talk about your educational background and teaching experiences.

2. State why you applied for the Fulbright English Teaching Assistantship in

Taiwan.

3. What is a good English teacher to you?

4. What are your strengths and weaknesses as an English teacher?

Questions about Co-Teaching

5. Did you and your co-teacher do lesson planning? How often did you do lesson

planning? How long did the lesson planning usually take? How did you plan

the lesson with your co-teacher?

6. How did you assess your students? Did you assess students along with your

co-teacher?

7. Were students well-disciplined in a co-teaching class? Who was responsible

for the classroom management and discipline? The LET? The ETA? Or

both?

8. How did you co-teach with your partner? What kind of co-teaching model do

you think can maximize the co-teachers’strengths?

9. Did you share teaching responsibilities with your co-teacher?

10. Were you on parity with your co-teacher in the classroom?
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11. How did the co-teaching program benefit your students?

12. What did you benefit from the co-teaching program?

13. Did you have any difficulties in co-teaching? Please give examples.

Questions about Co-Teachers’Interaction

14. Did you get along well with your co-teacher? Describe your relationship with

your co-teacher.

15. How did you interact with your co-teacher in the classroom and outside the

classroom?

16. Have you had any misunderstandings or conflicts with your co-teacher?

17. What factors might affect your interaction with your co-teacher?

18. What is your most unforgettable (or special) experience in co-teaching?

Questions about the Fulbright ETA Program

19. What are the merits and demerits of the program?

20. Would you be willing to join the co-teaching program again next year if you had

a chance? Why? Or why not?
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Appendix M

Interview Questions for LETs

中師訪談問題

一般性問題 (General Questions)

1. 請簡單講一下您的教育背景及英語教學經歷。 (Please talk about your

educational background and teaching experiences.)

2. 請問您為何加入今年的英語協同教學計畫？ (Please state why you applied

for the Fulbright English Teaching Assistantship in Taiwan.)

3. 您覺得怎樣的老師才是一位好的英文老師呢？ (What is a good English

teacher to you?)

4. 身為一位英文老師，您覺得您的優點和缺點各是什麼？ (What are your

strengths and weaknesses as an English teacher?)

有關協同教學的問題 (Questions about Co-Teaching)

5. 您和您的外師夥伴上課前會備課嗎？你們多久備課一次？每次備課的時間

多久？還有你們是怎麼備課的？ (Did you and your co-teacher do lesson

planning? How often did you do lesson planning? How long did the lesson

planning usually take? How did you plan the lesson with your co-teacher?)

6. 您是如何評量學生？您會和您的外師夥伴一起評量學生嗎？ (How did you

assess your students? Did you assess students along with your co-teacher?)

7. 您和外師一起上課時，學生會很吵嗎？平常上課是誰負責班級經營及管理

學生秩序？中師？外師？還是兩人一起？ (Were students well-disciplined in

a co-teaching class? Who was responsible for the classroom management and

discipline? The LET? The ETA? Or both?)

8. 您和您的外師夥伴是怎麼一起進行協同教學的？您覺得怎樣的協同教學模

式最能發揮您們兩個的優點？ (How did you co-teach with your partner?

What kind of co-teaching model do you think can maximize the co-teachers’

strengths?)

9. 您和您的外師夥伴會一起平均分擔教學責任或義務嗎？ (Did you share
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teaching responsibilities with your co-teacher?)

10. 您覺得在課堂上你和你的外師夥伴地位平等嗎？ (Were you on parity with

your co-teacher in the classroom?)

11. 您覺得學生能從協同教學中獲得哪些助益？ (How did the co-teaching

program benefit your students?)

12. 您覺得您能從協同教學中獲得哪些助益？ (What did you benefit from the

co-teaching program?)

13.您進行協同教學的過程中曾遇到什麼困難？請舉例說明。 (Did you have

any difficulties in co-teaching? Please give examples.)

關於中外師互動的問題 (Questions about Co-Teachers’Interaction)

14.您和您的外師夥伴相處的好嗎？你們兩人的關係如何呢？ (Did you get

along well with your co-teacher? Describe your relationship with your

co-teacher.)

15.您和您的外師夥伴平常在課堂上是如何互動的？私下的互動又是如何呢?

(How did you interact with your co-teacher in the classroom and outside the

classroom?)

16.您和您的外師夥伴曾有過誤解或衝突嗎 ？ (Have you had any

misunderstandings or conflicts with your co-teacher?)

17.您認為哪些因素可能會影響到您跟外師的互動？ (What factors might affect

your interaction with your co-teacher?)

18.您在協同教學的過程中，最難忘或最特別的經驗是什麼？ (What is your

most unforgettable or special experience in co-teaching?)

有關傅爾布萊特英語協同計畫的問題 (Questions about the Fulbright ETA

Program)

19. 您認為這個計劃有哪些優點或者需要改進的地方嗎？ (What are the merits

and demerits of the program?)

20. 明年您還有意願繼續參與這個英語協同教學計畫嗎？請說明理由。

(Would you be willing to join the co-teaching program again next year if you

had a chance? Why? Or why not?)
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Appendix N

Interview Questions for Former ETAs

General Questions

1. Please talk about your educational background (college level and above) and

teaching experiences.

2. State why you applied for the Fulbright English Teaching Assistantship in

Taiwan.

Questions about Co-Teaching

3. Did you and your co-teacher do lesson planning? How often did you do lesson

planning? How long did the lesson planning usually take? How did you plan the

lesson with your co-teacher?)

4. How did you assess your students? Did you assess students along with your

co-teacher?

5. Were students well-disciplined in a co-teaching class? Who was responsible for

the classroom management and discipline? The LET? The ETA? Or both?

6. How did you co-teach with your partner? What kind of co-teaching model do

you think can maximize the co-teachers’strengths?

7. Did you share teaching responsibilities with your co-teacher?

8. Were you on parity with your co-teacher in the classroom?

9. How did the co-teaching program benefit your students?

10. What did you benefit from the co-teaching program?
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11. Did you have any difficulties in co-teaching? Please give examples.

Questions about Co-Teachers’Interaction

12. Did you get along well with your co-teacher? Describe your relationship with

your co-teacher.

13. How did you interact with your co-teacher in the classroom and outside the

classroom?

14. Have you had any misunderstandings or conflicts with your co-teacher?

15. What factors might affect your interaction with your co-teacher?

16. What is your most unforgettable (or special) experience in co-teaching?

Questions about the Fulbright ETA Program

17. What are the merits and demerits of the program?

18. Would you be willing to join the co-teaching program again next year if you had

a chance? Why? Or why not?
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Appendix O

Interview Questions for Former LET

前任中師訪談問題

一般性問題 (General Questions)

1.請簡單講一下您的教育背景及英語教學經歷？ (Please talk about your

educational background and teaching experiences.)

2.請問您為何不想再加入今年的英語協同教學計畫？ (Please state why you

did not want to join the English co-teaching program again.)

有關協同教學的問題 (Questions about Co-Teaching)

3.您和您的外師夥伴上課前會備課嗎？你們多久備課一次？每次備課的時間

多久？還有你們是怎麼備課的？ (Did you and your co-teacher do lesson

planning? How often did you do lesson planning? How long did the lesson

planning usually take? How did you plan the lesson with your co-teacher?)

4.您是如何評量學生？您會和您的外師夥伴一起評量學生嗎？ (How did you

assess your students? Did you assess students along with your co-teacher?)

5.您和外師一起上課時，學生會很吵嗎？平常上課是誰負責班級經營及管理學

生秩序？中師？外師？還是兩人一起？ (Were students well-disciplined in a

co-teaching class? Who was responsible for the classroom management and

discipline? The LET? The ETA? Or both?)

6.您和您的外師夥伴是怎麼一起進行協同教學的？您覺得怎樣的協同教學模

式最能發揮您們兩個的優點？ (How did you co-teach with your partner?

What kind of co-teaching model do you think can maximize the co-teachers’

strengths?)

7.您和您的外師夥伴會一起平均分擔教學責任或義務嗎？ (Did you share

teaching responsibilities with your co-teacher?)

8.您覺得在課堂上你和你的外師夥伴地位平等嗎？ (Were you on parity with

your co-teacher in the classroom?)
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9.您覺得學生能從協同教學中獲得哪些助益？ (How did the co-teaching

program benefit your students?)

10.您覺得您能從協同教學中獲得哪些助益？ (What did you benefit from the

co-teaching program?)

11.您進行協同教學的過程中曾遇到什麼困難？請舉例說明。 (Did you have

any difficulties in co-teaching? Please give examples.)

關於中外師互動的問題 (Questions about Co-Teachers’Interaction)

12.您和您的外師夥伴相處的好嗎？你們兩人的關係如何呢？ (Did you get

along well with your co-teacher? Describe your relationship with your

co-teacher.)

13.您和您的外師夥伴平常在課堂上是如何互動的？私下的互動又是如何呢?

(How did you interact with your co-teacher in the classroom and outside the

classroom?)

14. 您和您的外師夥伴曾有過誤解或衝突嗎？ (Have you had any

misunderstandings or conflicts with your co-teacher?)

15.您認為哪些因素可能會影響到您跟外師的互動？ (What factors might affect

your interaction with your co-teacher?)

16.您在協同教學的過程中，最難忘或最特別的經驗是什麼？ (What is your

most unforgettable or special experience in co-teaching?)

有關傅爾布萊特英語協同計畫的問題 (Questions about the Fulbright ETA

Program)

17.您認為這個計劃有哪些優點或者需要改進的地方嗎？ (What are the merits

and demerits of the program?)

18.明年您還有意願繼續參與這個英語協同教學計畫嗎？請說明理由。 (Would

you be willing to join the co-teaching program again next year if you had a

chance? Why? Or why not?)
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Appendix P

Coding Frame and Examples

Lesson plan in co-teaching

Our lesson planning time has drastically lowered since September. We have a system for

teaching most topics which means that we do not plan every aspect of the lesson. (Judy:

Weekly Journal, January 3rd, 2011)

Assessment in co-teaching

Mostly my LET did the assessment I think in the other period. But we did do oral test

together and students came up to me and I just assessed them on my own. I gave them

points up to 100 on their oral test. And then my LET graded it with me. But I think he

gave them participation points and maybe grades with their workbooks on the class I

wasn’t teaching with him. (Interview: Caroline)

Disciplining in co-teaching

Most of the disciplining was done by the LET for the simple reason that my Chinese was

not good enough to punish the children. Also, because I am younger and made an effort

to make the class very enjoyable for them, I think the kids saw me as the “good” teacher 

and did not expect me to discipline them. (Interview: Cindy)

Models of co-teaching

I think we co-teach with LET leading and then me doing examples and things it requires a

lot of English especially pronunciation and exercises. I think that this is a good model at

least for us because my LET is such a good teacher with so many activities that I think my

strength is pronunciation, so both of them kind of come together. But I think it depends on

the people because I know some of the ETAs are better teachers maybe the same as their

LETs and their model be different. (Interview: Caroline)

Teaching responsibilities in co-teaching

Yes, I share teaching responsibilities. I usually come up with one of the activities we do in

the two grades that we teach. And we kind of trade off during class with my LET

explaining things and then me using English with the kids…and teaching
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responsibilities…yes, I think we pretty much have equal teaching responsibilities.

(Interview: Caroline)

Parity in co-teaching

I think for the most part the children treat both of us as teachers. Obviously, my LET is

like a teacher who is at the school all the time so they probably respect him more and I

think they treat me more like a friend. But I think as far as respect goes, we were on

parity and they treat both of us as teachers. (Interview: Caroline)

Teachers’benefits in co-teaching

I had a better understanding of Americans. Different ETAs enabled me to learn American

culture from different angles. I also benefited from the program in language learning and

teaching experience. (Interview: Mei-li)

Students’benefits in co-teaching

I think the co-teaching program benefits students in that by having a foreign teacher in the

classroom the students are exposed to something they normally wouldn’t be. Cultural

lessons are the most obvious example of this. (Interview: Judy)

Co-teachers’relationship

I had a great relationship with my co-teachers. Both of them were very understanding

and welcomed my ideas. At the beginning, I remember that they were both a little too

conservative in their teaching methods and a bit afraid to let me try anything new. But

once they saw the results and saw the kids having fun, they agreed to more. We had a

very respectful relationship, and they treated me like a real teacher and colleague, which I

appreciated. (Interview: Cindy)

Co-teachers’interaction

We both are easy-going, so we did not have any problem in interaction. After she taught

me how to dance, she regarded me as her good friend. We were like good friends after we

began dancing together. (Interview: Pei-yu)
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Misunderstandings or conflicts

We haven’t had any misunderstandings or conflicts that come to mind. I think this is 

because of the way we understand our roles in the classroom. (Interview: Judy)

Factors affecting interaction

I think personality is the most important thing in a co-teaching pair. And especially with

My LET, I don’t really think that he understood what co-teaching was going to be. I think

he thought it was just going to be me doing everything and him doing nothing. And then,

he is so controlling as a teacher, so he does not know how to co-teach with both…teaching

at the same time. So, it’s either me doing everything or him doing everything so that’s just

a difficulty in power struggle, maybe I think, personality. (Interview: Caroline)

Unforgettable experience

I think one of our most special experiences was when one of our special-needs children,

who had mental retardation and could barely communicate in Chinese, came up to us after

class and said “Teacher Y and Teacher X, goodbye!” We both started to cry because we

had never heard her speak before. (Interview: Cindy)

Merits of the program

The program reaches a significant number of students and allows them to become familiar

with foreigners, learn English from very successful college graduates, and builds lasting

friendship between Americans and Taiwanese. Hopefully, because of this program, more

and more kids in Kaohsiung want to learn English and are confident in their ability to use

English to interact with foreigners. (Interview: Kimberley)

Demerits of the program

If I have a chance to join the program next year, I will ask my ETA to observe how I teach

for two weeks because I found that ETAs were inexperienced teachers. (Monthly Report:

Chi-min, September 2010)
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Appendix Q

Co-Teaching Planning Meeting Agenda Format

People Present Absentees Others Who Need to Know
________________
________________
________________

________________
________________
________________

________________
________________
________________

Roles This Meeting Next Meeting

Timekeeper

Recorder

Other____________

Agenda

Agenda Items Time Limit

1. Review agenda and positive comments 5 minutes

2. _________________________________________

3. _________________________________________

4. Processing of task and relationships 5 minutes

Minutes of Outcomes

Action Items Persons Responsible Deadline

1. The way we will

communicate outcomes

to absent members is

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

2. ____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

3. ____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

Agenda Building for Next Meeting

Date: _________________ Time: _________________ Location: ______________

Expected Agenda Items

1. _____________________________________________________________________

2. _____________________________________________________________________

3. _____________________________________________________________________

From“A Guide to Co-Teaching: Practical Tips for Facilitating Student Learning”by Villa,
R. A., Thousand, J. S., & Nevin, A. I, 2004, p. 81.
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Appendix R

A Suggested Co-Teaching Daily Lesson Plan Format

Co-Teaching Daily Lesson Plan

Date: _____________

Co-Teachers: ________________________________________________________

Content Area(s): _____________________________________________________

Lesson Objectives

Content Standard Addressed

Circle the Co-Teaching Model(s) Used:

Supportive Parallel Complementary Team Teaching

What is the room arrangement? Will other spaces outside of the classroom be used?

(Draw a picture of the room arrangement.)

What materials do the co-teachers need?

How is student learning assessed by co-teachers?

What specific supports, aids, or services do select students need?

(continued)
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What does each co-teacher do before, during, and after the lesson?

Co-teacher Name ____________________________________________

What are the specific tasks that

I do before the lesson?

What are the specific tasks that

I do during the lesson?

What are the specific tasks that

I do after the lesson?

Where, when, and how do co-teachers debrief and evaluate the outcomes of the

lesson?

From“A Guide to Co-Teaching: Practical Tips for Facilitating Student Learning”by Villa,
R. A., Thousand, J. S., & Nevin, A. I, 2004, pp. 84-85.
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